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Performance
Good looks are important, in knives 

as much as in life! Perfect fits, clean 
lines, precise grinds and beautiful 
polishes all add value and satisfaction 
when you buy a knife. Often, the 
true beauty of a knife only becomes 
apparent when the knife is used!

At Cold Steel,® we believe that all 
of our knives must perform. We insist 
all of our knives deliver extraordinary 
performance for their asking price 
—  “they must deliver their money’s 
worth”.

In order to achieve this goal, we are 
vitally interested in all the elements 
that are critical to performance.  When 
it comes to the blade, these include 
profile, thickness, blade geometry, 
edge geometry, steel and heat 
treatment. Every one of these factors 
is studied in minute detail to arrive 
at the optimum combination for a 
specific use. If the knife is a folder, we 
concentrate on the locking mechanism 
to ensure the strongest, safest 
construction. For handles, we strive to 
develop the perfect mix of materials 
and ergonomics to offer the most 
comfortable secure grip available. 
Above all, we TEST what we make! 
Rigorous testing is the only way to 
ensure we get the level of performance 
we demand.

Warranty
We stand behind our knives 

and swords 100%. We subject 
them to the highest standards in 
the industry and strive to make 
each as perfect as possible. We 
warrant that our folding knives, 
fixed blade sheath knives, and 

swords are free from defects in 
workmanship and materials.

 This warranty does not 
cover normal wear and tear, re-
sharpening of the blade, damage 
caused by misuse, lack of normal 

maintenance, or disassembly. 
Remember any knife or sword 

can break or fail if subjected to 
sufficient abuse, so please do 
not use our knives and swords 
inappropriately and remember 

no knife or sword should be used 
as an axe, hatchet, screwdriver, 

or pry bar.

Most of the tests shown on these 
pages and in our “apoCaLYpse proof” 
and “astounding sword proof” 
dVd’s are dangerous and shouLd not be 
dupLiCated. anY knife Can be broken or 
daMaged if subjeCted to suffiCient abuse. these 
destruCtiVe tests Constitute gross abuse 
of a knife.  dupLiCating these tests or aLtering 
Your knife wiLL Void Your warrantY.  the 
warrantY CoVers defeCts in MateriaLs and/or 
workManship.  it does not CoVer abuse or the 
effeCts of norMaL wear and tear.

aPocalyPse 
Proof

In an industry swarming with “tactical” 
knives and a bewildering number of so-
called Martial experts it’s hard to imagine 
a time when all of this was taboo.

Surprisingly, not too long ago it was 
considered bad taste to even contemplate discussing the tactical applications of 
a knife. Design was predominantly limited to either historical interpretation or 
aesthetic value.  A few visionary custom knife makers made their own explorations, 
but all the major knife companies shied away from the controversy of the fighting 
knife.

Then along came Cold Steel…
We not only proudly discussed the 

tactical application of the knife, but we 
began openly testing those theories with 
graphic and extreme demonstrations of 
strength and sharpness that shook the 
industry to its core.

With our unflinching discussion of 
the combative use of the knife, and by 
subjecting our knives to grueling and 

dangerous torture tests in front of live audiences we won the hard-earned praise 
and support of the military, law enforcement and self-defense communities.  Our 
first adopters were warriors, and we take great pride in that.  As our company 
President, Lynn C. Thompson is fond of saying; “We were tactical before tactical 
was cool!” 

We believed from the outset that 
it would be unethical and negligent to 
develop such sharp and effective tools 
without focusing on their strength as well. 
Therefore we continue to invest millions 
of dollars into not only the design and 
development of sharp knives, but strong 
knives too! Cold Steel has led the way 
in lock design, handle ergonomics and 
material development and, to this day, we believe you will not find stronger or safer 
knives on the market.

Now, over 30 years after we first 
stunned the industry with our graphic 
testing, we remain true to our roots with 
another installment of our world-renowned 
PROOF series that we have named 
APOCALYPSE PROOF!

Watch us subject our products to the 
most grueling and horrific torture testing 
that we could devise, and see why you 

should spend your hard-earned money on Cold Steel.
We hope this video will prove as entertaining as it is informative, but be warned:  

This presentation features hardcore cutting tests, torturous abuse and extreme 
feats that may be too graphic for some people, and viewer discretion is advised.

VdCsC
CoLd steeL 
ChaLLenge

VG-1 san mai iii®

VG-1 San Mai III® is comprised of three layers of expertly 
laminated stainless steel combined into one blade.

Hard high carbon steel is sandwiched between two layers 
of tough lower carbon steel, maximizing edge holding ability 
while still withstanding impact and lateral stresses. 

Produced in Japan in extremely limited edition, it is used 
on our most exclusive and collectible fixed blades.

VG-1 stainless
Through our research and development studies in 

our facility, Japanese VG-1 steel showed outstanding 
edge-holding ability and proven strength in point and edge 
durability tests. With good overall performance and proven 
durability, abrasion and corrosion resistance.

aUs 8a
We have been using the same expertly heat treated 

Japanese AUS 8A steel for nearly 3 decades. This steel has 
tested amazingly well over the years and has proven to be 
an excellent steel for working knives – tough, corrosion 
resistant, with good edge holding and easy to re-sharpen.

sK-5 HiGH carbon
Japanese high carbon SK-5 is traditionally used for making 

a variety of hand tools, including chisels and woodcutting 
saws. With good all-round toughness and excellent edge 
holding capabilities, as well as excellent abrasion resistance 
it has stood the test of time and seen use in many countries.

o-1 HiGH carbon
0-1 is a high carbon, oil hardening tool steel. Popular 

with custom knife makers it is used both for stock removal 
and forged knives around the world. With the proper heat 
treatment it will take and hold a very fine edge while 
remaining very tough and durable. An ideal high carbon steel 
for tough edged weapons.

cPm 3-V
American CPM 3-V can take an extremely fine edge which 

is highly chip-resistant. In recent years, it has proved very 
popular with custom knife makers.

Though costly, this modern tool steel is astonishingly 
tough and exceptionally wear resistant. It is a fine-grained 
powdered steel, with a very uniform microstructure giving 
it excellent impact resistance and fine edge holding 
performance, and making it perfectly suited for larger blades 
where extreme toughness is required.

1055 HiGH carbon 
The carbon content and lean alloy of this shallow 

hardening steel make this a very sturdy material that avoids 
a lot of the brittleness commonly associated with higher 
carbon materials. Particularly suited to blades that require 
extreme impact resistance it is often seen in high durability 
large fixed blades and swords.

1090 HiGH carbon
1090 High Carbon Steel is an excellent choice for larger 

fixed blades. It takes and holds a good edge while remaining 
tough enough to withstand even our brutal stress tests. A 
good all-round performance high carbon steel that is very 
forgiving under shock.

steel and Heat treatment
52100 HiGH carbon

52100 High Carbon is a hard wearing steel that’s an 
excellent choice for custom hunting and outdoor fixed 
blades. Often used by custom knife makers in forged 
blades that require toughness and wear resistance in 
unforgiving conditions.

German 4116
4116 is a fine-grained stainless steel from Germany 

often used in the Pharmaceutical Industry and in high 
end Kitchen Cutlery. Its carbon and chromium content is 
balanced for excellent corrosion resistance and strength. 
Capable of taking a very fine, sharp edge, it makes an 
excellent choice for outdoor hunting applications.

German d2
A tough and hard wearing air hardening tool steel 

that has good corrosion resistance, this German steel 
has been used for decades by both factories and custom 
makers to produce rugged knives for outdoor and 
hunting use.

cPm-s35Vn
An exceptional American super steel, CPM-S35VN 

is not only very tough and durable but it will take a 
fine razor sharp edge that will last a long time.  An 
incredibly fine-grained powdered steel with a uniform 
microstructure, it offers very consistent performance. 
Durable, reliable, highly corrosion resistant and tough 
even when honed to a very fine edge, it is a good well 
rounded steel choice for high-end superior quality 
custom knives and tools.

carPenter cts® bd1 alloy
A performance stainless alloy steel from the USA 

that has seen extensive use in the Military and Defense 
Industry as well as in Surgical Cutlery and the custom 
knife industry. BD1 has earned an excellent reputation for 
edge retention and corrosion / stain resistance.

carPenter cts® XHP alloy
Carpenter American CTS® XHP is a high carbon, high 

chromium powdered alloy steel with very impressive 
edge holding abilities. With an extra fine, uniform grain 
structure it out performs its ingot-steel equivalents by a 
large margin. This high performance steel has been used 
in everything from superior custom kitchen cutlery to 
surgical tools. It can also be polished to a beautiful satin 
finish, making it an excellent choice for high end every 
day carry knives, especially those that require a very fine 
cutting edge.

cPm 20cV
This finely grained, powdered American tool steel 

combines very forgiving hard use durability with vastly 
superior corrosion and wear resistance.  A popular 
choice for high end custom makers, its edge holding 
abilities are frankly outstanding. An excellent choice 
for hard wearing knives that require a very sharp, long 
lasting edge.

cold steel
cHallenGe
sePtember 26tH
seaside ParK, VentUra, calif.

This is your chance to test your martial skills and years of 
training and be able to do it in a safe, respectful environment. 
$10,000 worth of Cold Steel product will be awarded amongst 
the top competitors who compete in our fighting contests and 
our throwing events. There will also be incredible buys on the 
complete Cold Steel line of products in our sales area, all at 
irresistibly low prices.

Complete contest rules and a list of events will be posted 
on our website soon. For more information, maps, and photos 
of previous year's Cold Steel Challenges, go to our website at 
www.coldsteel.com.

• KNIFE FIGHTING        •    40+ KNIFE FIGHTING (OVER 40)
• SPEAR  FIGHTING      •    SWORD FIGHTING
• 40+ SWORD FIGHTING (OVER 40)    •   STICK  FIGHTING
• KNIFE THROWING     •    TOMAHAWK THROWING
• SPECIAL FORCES SHOVEL THROWING
• SAMBURU SPEAR THROWING    •    BOOMERANG THROWING

 for more information:
    coldsteel.com

cold steel cHallenGe dVd
This three DVD set is a documentary recording of the Cold 

Steel Challenges from 2004 to 2007. Cold Steel President, Lynn 
Thompson introduces each DVD with a general overview of the 
proceedings, followed by the up close, and personal view of the 
events that only a camera can record.

featUrinG:
• Disc #1 
 Knife Fighting 
• Disc #2 
 Sword Fighting  
• Disc #3 
 Spear Fighting, 
    Demos & 
 Throwing Events

tHe 
annUal 2015
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The blade is 
shouldered around the 
stop pin for increased 

resistance to wear 
and tear. The stop pin 

buffers against, and 
redistributes the force 

pressure from the blade.

The full surface of the 
lock and blade tang mate 

flush together.
The slightly angled lock 
tends to force the lock 

inwards under pressure 
instead of outward.

Extra space is 
provided to allow the 
rocker to fall deeper 

into the notch over time 
in response to normal 

wear and tear. 

The rocker pin hole is 
made with extra space on 

either side to allow for 
self adjustment.

andrew deMko 

tHe strenGtH of tHe
tri-ad® locK:

The exclusive Tri-Ad® Locking Mechanism 
is incredibly strong.  Here the Code 4 is shown 
holding 250 lbs. Some of our folders can hold 
up to 600 Lbs!

neGatiVe PressUres on the 
lock are transferred to the rocker, pushing 
it forward into the blade tang. The stop pin 
effectively absorbs most of this force and re-
distributes it into the frame and liners.

PositiVe PressUre on the 
cutting edge is transferred from the stop pin 
into the handle frame and liners  where it can 
be more effectively absorbed.

code 4
HoldinG
250 lbs!

code 4™ series
neW: noW WitH U.s. 
made carPenter cts® 
XHP alloy blade steel

There are very few things in life as 
comforting as knowing you are carrying a good 
knife. Many of our friends and colleagues 
in Law Enforcement talk about how they’re 
always looking for that one faithful, reliable, 
lightweight knife that can become a permanent 
part of their every day load out.

When designing our Code 4™ series we took 
inspiration from that feeling of reliability and 
developed a knife that we believe is destined 
to become the standard embodiment of 
dependability.

We created an ultra-thin, ultra-light, highly 
functional utility knife that is incredibly 
comfortable to carry all day. It won’t weigh 
down your uniform or provide the kind of 
unnecessary bulk that may cause you to 
leave the knife at home, causing you to be 
unprepared in your time of need. Invariably, 
the best knife for the job is the one you have 
with you!

Available in a variety of blade configurations, 
with an ambidextrous pocket clip and thumb 
studs, the Code 4™ series feature sturdy, 
hard-anodized gun metal grey 6061 Aluminum 
handles, the unparalleled strength of our world 
renowned and exclusive Tri-Ad® lock, and high 
satin polished, razor sharp blades using US 
made Carpenter CTS® XHP Alloy.

Make a Code 4™ part of your daily carry to 
experience the peace of mind that comes from 
knowing you’ll always have a truly great high 
performance folder when you need one.

speCifiCations:
weight: 4.3 oz.    thiCk:       3.5MM  
bLade: 3 1/2"    oVeraLL:   8 1/2"
handLe: 5"  6061 aLuMinuM

steeL: Carpenter Cts® Xhp aLLoY

sLiM 9MM thiCk handLe
NEW  58tpCCs Code 4 CLip pt. serrated

 58tpCC Code 4 CLip pt. pLain edge

tHe tri-ad® locK
Undoubtedly, Cold Steel makes 

the safest, strongest folders 
on the planet. It’s one of many 
qualities that separates Cold 
Steel from our competitors. 

Our latest improvement is 
our patent-pending Tri-Ad® 
lock. Andrew Demko is 
the originator of the 
Tri-Ad’s® novel locking 
mechanism. It’s a successor 
to a patented lock design 

originally created by the very talented John PerMar.

tHe “stoP Pin”... 
The cornerstone of the Tri-Ad’s® strength, among other 

subtle refinements, is the inclusion of a new “stop pin” which 
re-distributes the load of vertical positive and negative 
pressures on the lock.

The stop pin receives all positive pressure (pressure on the 
cutting edge) and transfers it into the handle frame and liners 
where it can be more effectively absorbed.

Negative pressures on the lock produced, for example, 
by prying, digging, piercing or even abusive spine whacks 
are redistributed because the stop pin receives the forward 
pressure from the rocker and transfers it into the liners 
protecting the rocker and its pivot from failing.

self adjUstinG...
Finally, outside of keeping the lock free from the buildup of 

pocket lint in the mechanism, the Tri-Ad® lock requires very 
little maintenance. It’s designed to be self adjusting, in the 

sense that, over 
time as parts 
begin to wear, the 
Tri-Ad’s® design 
will allow it to 
adapt so the locking 
bar always wedges 
deeper in the lock 
channel between 
the stop pin and 
the shoulder of 
the precision cut 
tang notch. This 
feature allows for 
a very safe and 
secure lock-up.

NEW  58tpCts Code 4 tanto pt. serrated

 58tpCt Code 4 tanto pt. pLain edge 

NEW  58tpCss Code 4 spear pt. serrated  
 58tpCs Code 4 spear pt. pLain edge 
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neW tiGer claW™

The Cold Steel Tiger Claw™ represents the future of 
folding Karambit design!

Created by celebrated custom-knife maker Andrew 
Demko, this exciting new multi-functional folder is simply 
overflowing with design innovations!

The blade was designed following Andrew Demko’s 
extensive testing and experimentation as a Journeyman 
Electrician and Engineer. When making his own multi-
purpose hand-made work knives he made his own Karambit 
/ Hawkbill hybrid blade that could cut rope, cable, wire and 
anything else his vocation threw in his path.

This knife served him well through years of hard use, 
and, when tasked by Cold Steel® to develop his own take 
on a folding Karambit, this blade shape immediately came 
to mind.

Replicating Andrew’s original blade design but in premium 
XHP steel, the Tiger Claw™ offers the tactical cutting and 
slashing performance of the Filipino and Indonesian fighting 
Karambit with the utility and function of a working man’s 
Hawkbill.

With the patented Demko thumb-plate, the Tiger Claw™ 
offers a fully ambidextrous fast draw from the pocket either 
in a saber grip or a traditional blade-down Karambit grip, 
deploying the blade with lightning fast ease!

Made with his signature minimalist style, Demko’s Tiger 
Claw™ features a slim line CNC machined US G-10 handle, a 
matte black aluminum ring and, perhaps most excitingly of 
all, our all new locking system!

The uniquely modified Tri-Ad® locking system features 
all of the strength, reliability and performance of our 
world famous Tri-Ad® lock, but with fully ambidextrous 
one-handed forward release opening - making this knife a 
breeze to open and close with one hand regardless of how 
you choose to carry or deploy it!

neW blacK talon ii
Our original “Black Talon” was a revolutionary knife 

in many ways. It was a handmade, limited edition folder, 
and featured a modified curved talon blade* made from 
Japanese San Mai III® steel. It had a sleek titanium frame 
with G-10 scales and – for its time – a very strong locking 
mechanism.

Our fans have been clamoring for us to bring back this 
classic iconic blade, so we are proud to announce a newly 
re-designed knife that we have christened the Black Talon II!

A design collaboration between Cold Steel® President 
Lynn C. Thompson and custom knife-maker Andrew Demko, 
the Black Talon II is a modern masterpiece!

Its sinuously curved, needle sharp blade still features the 
distinctive down-swept point and pronounced belly of the 
original, but with all new high end American Carpenter CTS® 
XHP Alloy and a re-designed tip for additional strength and 
durability.

The textured premium USA G-10 scales offer maximum 
retention and grip even in cold or wet conditions while still 
being kind on your clothing when drawn from the pocket.

The contrast between the deep black of the scales and 
the exquisite rich satin polished blade further emphasize the 
flair and style of this good-looking and elegant folder.

Featuring our high performance Tri-Ad® locking 
mechanism for added safety and strength, this thin, 
lightweight and eye-catching knife is sure to be the talking 
point of anyone’s collection!

*Used with kind permission by Spyderco®

neW 
sWift™ series

Cold Steel® is proud to introduce the 
Swift™, a sleek, fast and good looking 
new assisted opening knife by custom 
knife maker Andrew Demko.

Featuring the patent pending Flash-
Tek™ spring assist mechanism, the Swift™ 
has the astonishing speed and smoothness 
of the finest assisted opening knives, but 
with the unparalleled strength you have 
come to expect from Cold Steel® and 
Andrew Demko.

The Swift is, without a doubt the strongest 
assisted opening knife on the market today. 
Virtually impervious to shock, it adds a 
new degree of safety hitherto unseen in the 
assisted knife genre.

Its beautiful, dual-tone blade is 
manufactured from American CTS®XHP Alloy 
and honed to a fine cutting edge. The slim 
line modified spear point has a pronounced 
recurve on the spine, which not only reduces 
the knife’s profile when closed but creates a 
comfortable and functional finger or thumb 
ramp for detail and precision work.

Unlike other assisted knives on the market 
with their flat, uncomfortable slab grips, the 
Swift has ergonomic 3-D CNC machined and 
bead blasted American G-10 handles that are 
a joy to hold and easy to use regardless of 
grip, with or without gloves.

This incredibly comfortable, lightweight 
and fast action folder not only changes the 
game when it comes to assisted knives, but 
it’s a pleasure to carry, and to use!

NEW

22bts
bLaCk taLon ii 
serrated edge

NEW

22kfs
tiger CLaw 
serrated edge

NEW  
22ab 
swift ii 
(bLaCk dLC 
Coating)

speCifiCations:
weight: 5.1 oz.    
thiCk:     3.5MM 
bLade: 3"    
oVeraLL:  9"
handLe: 6"  g-10
steeL: Carpenter 
 Cts® Xhp  
 aLLoY

speCifiCations:
weight: 4.8 oz.    
thiCk:     3.5 MM 
bLade: 4"    
oVeraLL:  9 1/2"
handLe: 5 1/2"  g-10
steeL: Carpenter 
 Cts® Xhp 
 aLLoY

speCifiCations:
weight: 4.6 oz.    
thiCk:     3.5 MM 
bLade: 4"    
oVeraLL:  8 5/8"
handLe: 4 5/8"  g-10
steeL: Carpenter 
 Cts® Xhp aLLoY

NEW

22a 
swift i 
(high satin 
poLish)

NEW   22kf
tiger CLaw pLain edge

NEW    22bt    bLaCk taLon  ii  pLain edge
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Hold oUt® series
neW: noW WitH U.s. 
made carPenter cts® 
XHP alloy blade steel

The Hold Out has fast become one of Cold Steel 
President Lynn C. Thompson’s favorite folding knives.

Ideal for military and law enforcement personnel, 
or just law abiding citizens who may find themselves 
in harm’s way, the Hold Out series provide the comfort 
and peace of mind that comes from carrying a high 
performance folder but in an astoundingly lightweight 
and easy to carry package.

Ounce for ounce, they may well be the strongest 
folding knives in the industry! Their beautiful, 
minimalist design is a wonder of functionality; while 
deceptively simple in appearance, they represent a 
huge array of design breakthroughs and a staggering 
amount of performance!

The Hold Out’s beautiful satin polished blades are 
extremely broad; they are flat ground from the spine, 
with a shallow “V” cross-section culminating in a razor 
sharp hand-honed edge. Continuously curved from the 
heel to the needle-sharp tip, the blade cuts and shears 
through tough and fibrous material with ease and 
makes short work of tasks that would challenge many 
of the folding knives on the market today. 

Its American G-10 handle is a wonder of ergonomic 
design. Allowing a full and secure four-finger grip. It 
is wonderfully secure in hand and will not roll or twist 
with use. The grip enhancing G-10 and handle holes 
further aid traction in a wide range of grips, working 
equally well tip up, down in an “ice pick” grip or even 
held like a push dagger!

Incredibly thin and flat, with an ambidextrous 
pocket clip designed for deep carry, even the largest 
of the Hold Out series is easily concealed in a pocket, 
clipped into a waistband or tucked into a boot. The 
blade and handle geometry and the positioning of the 
Tri-Ad® lock in the Hold Outs came together perfectly. 
Working together to create a knife whose strength 
versus weight ratio stunned even our own research and 
development team!

We believe that the Hold Out may well represent the 
future of multi-functional, high performance every day 
carry knives.

NEW  
62rM
4-MaX

speCifiCations:
weight: 9.2 oz.    
thiCk:     4.5 MM 
bLade: 4"    
oVeraLL:  10"
handLe: 6"  desert tan 
 g-10
steeL: CpM-20CV

11hCL
hoLd out ii  
pLain edge

11hCLs
hoLd out ii 
serr. edge

11hCM
hoLd out iii 
pLain edge

11hCMs
hoLd out iii 
serr. edge

11hCXL
hoLd out i 
pLain edge

11hCXLs
hoLd out i 
serr. edge

neW 4-maX™

Andrew Demko is one of the most 
respected custom knife makers in the industry.

The incomparable strength, and bold overbuilt 
aesthetics of his work have developed quite a following, 
and his custom knives have become highly collectible in 
recent years.

Andrew has a well-established collaborative history with 
Cold Steel®, working not only as a Designer and member of our 
Research and Development Team, but also as one of our PROOF 
crew, making world renowned cuts in our promotional testing 
videos!

As a lifelong Martial Artist (a 5th Degree Black Belt in Aikido) 
Andrew shares many of the same interests as our President Lynn 
C. Thompson, and together they have collaborated to design some 
of our most popular knives.

It is with great pleasure therefore, that we are introducing the 
first of our Signature Edition Custom Classics;  Andrew Demko’s 
4-Max™!

Bringing together all of the finest elements of Andrew’s design 
genius, the 4-Max™ was developed with one goal in mind, to 
deliver the maximum strength and highest performance within a 
4" blade limit.

This over-built beast is without a doubt the strongest knife we 
have ever produced and we’re willing to bet that right now, it’s the 
strongest 4" folding knife in the world!

Bridging the gap between 
production knives and expensive 
custom offerings, the 4-Max™ is 100% 
made in the USA, from the finest materials available.

The 4-Max’s™ extra thick, extra wide, drop point blade is 
made from USA CPM 20CV steel – offering a near perfect balance 
between durability and edge holding performance. Sharpened to a 
razor edge and then two-tone satin polished, it’s as good looking 
as it is effective!

The 4-Max’s™ matte finished tumbled titanium liners and 
back spacers contrast beautifully with the Desert Tan 3-D CNC 
machined and bead blasted American G-10 and provide an even 
greater degree of strength to this already immensely tough knife.

Despite its highly collectible appeal, the 4-Max™ is no mere 
“safe queen”. It is not an “art knife” to be displayed in a glass 
case – it is built to work, and work hard!  Unashamedly big, bold 
and beastly – the 4-Max™ is a real heavyweight.  Sure to last a 
lifetime of hard use – and more!

 speCifiCations: 
 hoLd hoLd hoLd 
 out i® out ii® out iii®

bLade: 6" 4" 3"
oVeraLL: 13 3/16" 9" 7"
weight: 7 oz. 4.2 oz. 2.5 oz.
thiCk: 3.8MM 3.5MM 3MM
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tHe strenGtH 
of tHe
tri-ad® locK!

tHe Xl esPada
HoldinG
600 lbs!

speCifiCations:  bLade thiCk oVeraLL weight

espada Med.: 3 1/2" 4MM 8 1/2" 6.1 oz.
espada Lg: 5 1/2" 4MM 12 1/4" 9 oz.
espada eX Lg: 7 1/2" 4MM 16 3/4" 16 oz.
g-10 espada Med.: 3 1/2" 4MM 8 1/2" 5.5 oz.
g-10 espada Large: 5 1/2" 4MM 12 1/4" 8.7 oz.
g-10 espada eX. Lg: 7 1/2" 4MM 16 3/4" 14.2 oz.

esPada® series
neW: noW WitH U.s. made carPenter 
cts® XHP alloy blade steel

Here at Cold Steel® we’ve never been afraid to break with convention. For us 
function is always paramount. Our knives are made to work; and when it comes to 
knives, bigger is always better.

That’s why when everyone else in our industry was making the smallest, flimsiest, 
dainty little knives that they could, we released a series of blades that could only be 
classed as one thing - pocket swords!

Inspired by the classical Navaja knives of Spain, but utterly modern in both 
appearance and materials, these mega-folders became an immediate sensation!

A design collaboration between celebrated custom knife maker Andrew Demko and 
Cold Steel President Lynn C. Thompson, the Espada® series are a perfect amalgam 
of Demko’s engineering genius and 
Thompson’s vast knowledge of edged 
weapons and tools.

Available in three sizes to suit the 
bold, the bolder and the boldest, these 
huge high performance folders are 
actually surprisingly easy to carry. 
Expertly designed to fit comfortably 
in your pocket, you’ll soon forget that 
you are carrying such a large and 
impressive blade.

Built to snap into action in a flash 
thanks to our patented Demko Thumb 
Plate, the Espadas® can be snagged on 
your pocket, actually opening the knife 
as you draw it – and bringing it in to 
play in the blink of an eye!

The Espada’s beautiful, flat ground, 
blades are made from premium American CTS® XHP Alloy Steel. This USA powdered 
“super steel” was chosen for its ability to not only take a super-fine cutting edge, but 
to hold it for an exceptionally long time.

Each knife is hand honed to a level of sharpness that is more at home on a surgeon’s 
scalpel, creating a level of cutting performance that simply is astonishing.

In order to protect your fingers from this wickedly sharp blade, each Espada® 
is equipped with our patented Tri-Ad® locking 
mechanism, proven to be the strongest lock in the 
world and virtually impervious to shock – making it 
almost impossible for the blade to close on your hand.

In our own notoriously brutal product 
testing, the XL Espada® was not only capable 
of easily holding 600 lbs. of free hanging 

weight, but we even used it to support a 
hanging engine block!

These incredibly popular, world 
renowned knives are available in 
two distinct configurations.

Our classic Espada® series, 
which gained even more popularity after its appearance the movie The Expendables 
(where it was carried and used by Mickey Rourke) features a rich satin polished blade, 
polished G-10 scales and positively gleaming 7075 Aluminum bolsters and frame.

G-10 esPadas
Alternatively, the Espada® series is also available in a 

slightly more slim-line, tactical “blackout” edition, with a 
hard-wearing DLC coated blade and matte black American 
G-10 handle scales.

Whether you choose the elegance of the 
Medium model or the sheer majesty of our giant 
XL version, or any of the knives in between, you 
can be sure that Espada® will be a talking 
point among your friends and loved 
ones for years to come.

62ngCX 
g-10 
espada XL

10aCXC
Counter point XL

speCifiCations: 
 Counter  Counter  Counter

 point i point ii point XL
bLade: 4" 3" 6"
oVeraLL: 9" 6 7/8" 13 1/8"
weight: 4.7 oz. 2.5oz. 7.9 oz.
thiCk: 3.5MM 3MM   4MM

coUnter Point series
neW:  noW WitH U.s. made 
carPenter cts® bd1 alloy blade steel

Cold Steel President Lynn C. Thompson spent many years investigating the best features of high-end boot 
knives, and how best to apply them to a folder.

The Counter Point series represents the culmination of that extensive research and development.
Available in three blade sizes (3", 4" and 6") their stiletto inspired spear point blades have a distinctively 

pronounced false edge and a lustrous satin finish, combining to make a blade that not only looks 
great, but delivers a show stopping performance!

Made from American CTS®BD1 Alloy Steel, the Counter Point is highly corrosion and stain 
resistant and takes a very sharp, and durable edge.

The expertly designed handle is lightweight, but incredibly strong. Made from 
Griv-Ex™ polymer and reinforced with heat treated aluminum liners, the handle is 
comfortable and secure in almost any grip imaginable.

For added strength and safety, we equipped the Counter Point with our 
Tri-Ad® locking mechanism, proven to be the strongest lock in the 
industry today,

Strong, light, versatile, concealable and above all functional, 
the Counter Point series takes the best features of a quality 
boot knife and combines it with the ease of carry of a high 
performance folder.

It’s both a functional and attractive EDC (Every Day 
Carry) knife and a steadfast resource in any rescue 
or emergency situation.

10aCMC
Counter point ii

10aCLC
Counter point i 

62nCL 
espada 
Large

62nCM 
espada 
MediuM

62nCX 
espada XL

62ngCL 
g-10 espada Lg.

62ngCM 
g-10 espada 
MediuM
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recon 1® series
noW WitH U.s. made 
carPenter cts® XHP 
alloy blade steel 
featUrinG dlc coatinG*

Our Recon 1® series continues to set a standard for 
Tactical Folding Knives that’s hard to beat. 

These tough, dependable knives have been a mainstay 
in the world of tactical knives for many years, with a 
hard earned reputation for reliability and strength. 

A popular knife with Military and Law Enforcement 
Personnel, and Fire and Rescue crews as well as civilians 
who appreciate a hardworking, dependable tool for any 
occasion. 

Sharp as a scalpel and tough as a tank, the Recon 1® 
Series is available with 2, 3, 4, and 5 1/2 inch blades, 
and every facet of their construction has been over 
engineered to make them as strong, durable and 
effective as humanly possible. 

These Cold Steel® classics are thin, light, razor sharp 
and amazingly strong! Every model in this diverse series 
features our world renowned Tri-Ad® lock, making them 
almost impervious to shock and keeping your precious 
fingers safe from harm when using your knife in even the 
most taxing conditions.

From the sturdy little workhorse that is our Micro 
series to the beastly cutting power of our XL Recon 1 
series and all the knives in between – whatever your 
mission, the Recon 1 is there for you!

Mini
3" bLade: 
Mini reCon 1®

weight: 3.6 oz. 
thiCk: 3.5MM

handLe: 4 1/8"
oVeraLL: 7 1/8"

speCifiCations:
MiCro
2" bLade:
MiCro reCon 1®

weight: 1.1 oz.
thiCk: 2.5MM

handLe: 2 3/8"
oVeraLL: 4 3/8"

one 
Handed 
oPeninG

recon 1
HoldinG
325 lbs!

Xl
recon 1
HoldinG
350 lbs!

reguLar
4" bLade: 
reCon 1®

weight: 5.3 oz.
thiCk: 3.5MM

handLe: 5 3/8"
oVeraLL: 9 3/8"

eXtra Large
5 1/2" bLade: 
XL reCon 1®

weight: 8 oz.
thiCk: 4MM

handLe: 6 3/4"
oVeraLL: 12 1/4"

* aLL of the reCon 1's haVe Cts® Xhp bLades and g-10 
handLes, eXCept for the MiCro reCon 1’s, whiCh haVe an 
aus 8a tuff-eX™ Coated bLade, and a g-10  stYLed 
griV-eX™ handLe.

cliP 

27tLCC 
CLip pLain edge

27tLCCh 
CLip haLf serr.

27tLCCs 
NEW  CLip serr. 

Xl cliP 

27tXLCC 
XL CLip pLain edge

27tXLCCs 
NEW  XL CLip serrated

mini 

27tMCs 
Mini spear

27tMCC 
Mini CLip

27tMCt 
Mini tanto

micro

27tdt 
MiCro tanto

27tds 
MiCro spear

Xl tanto

27tXLCt 
XL tanto pLain

27tXLCts 
NEW  XL tanto serrated

tanto 

27tLCt 
tanto pLain edge

27tLCth 
tanto haLf serr.

27tLCts 
NEW  tanto serr. 

sPear 

27tLCs 
spear pLain edge

27tLCsh 
spear haLf 
serr.

27tLCss 
NEW   

spear serr. 
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speCifiCations:
  LawMan Mini LawMan

weight: 4.5 oz. 2.8 oz.
thiCk: 3.5MM 3MM

bLade: 3 1/2" 2 1/2"
oVeraLL: 8 1/8" 6 3/8"
steeL: Carpenter Cts® Xhp  
aLLoY with dLC Coating  

speCifiCations:
 ak-47® Mini ak-47®

weight: 5.3 oz.  2.9 oz.
thiCk: 3.5MM  3MM 
bLade: 3 1/2" 2 3/4"
oVeraLL: 9" 7 1/8"
steeL: Carpenter Cts® Xhp   
aLLoY with dLC Coating

speCifiCations:  
bLade: 4" 6"
oVeraLL: 8 3/4" 13"
thiCk: 3MM 4MM

weight:
(zY-eX™): 4 oz. 6.8 oz.
(reguLar): 4.6oz. 9 oz.

 

phiL boguszewski

we are gratefuL to the 
Late CustoM knife Maker, 
phiL boguszewski, for 
his design infLuenCe 
and heLp in the 
Creation of 
the ti-Lites.®

58aCL
aMeriCan 
LawMan

26sXp
ti-Lite 6" 

zY-eX™ 
handLe

american laWman®series
neW: noW WitH U.s. made carPenter 
cts® XHP alloy blade steel 

Cold Steel® is proud to include a series of knives named in honor 
of, and expressly designed to serve, our brothers and sisters in Law 
Enforcement.

These rugged knives are designed to perform in the most extreme 
environments and shrug off the harshest abuse, while still remaining 
comfortable to use and easy to carry.

Their "Civilian Friendly" and intentionally non-intimidating drop 
point blades are still big and sharp enough for almost any task.  The 
Lawman’s blades are made from American CTS®XHP Alloy premium 
performance steel which is hollow ground to a thin, hand-polished edge 
and then DLC (Diamond Like) coated for ultimate endurance.

The American Lawman® series handles are also designed to be as 
versatile and user friendly as possible. Made from textured American 
G-10, and expertly sculpted for maximum grip security in even the 
coldest, wettest conditions they are fully ambidextrous and easily 
worn, carried and used whether you are left or right handed.

A lock failure on your folder is incredibly 
dangerous and may result in severely lacerated 
digits or even the loss of a finger 
- but if the lock fails on a police 
officer's knife, it could be a genuine 
disaster and result in loss of life! 
That's why we have provided each 
American Lawman® with our Tri-Ad® 
locking mechanism. Designed to 
withstand terrific impact forces and 
almost impervious to shock, it has 
passed the most gruesome torture 
testing in the industry.

aK-47® series
neW: noW WitH U.s. made carPenter 
cts®  XHP alloy blade steel

Designed by celebrated custom knife maker Andrew Demko, the 
Cold Steel AK-47® series has proved exceptionally popular with Military 
personnel and Law Enforcement professionals.

Their American CTS®XHP Alloy Steel blades are vacuum heat-treated 
and sub-zero quenched for maximum toughness, then hollow ground 
by hand until they reach levels of sharpness only seen on a surgeon’s 
scalpel. They are then DLC (Diamond Like) coated for corrosion 
and abrasion resistance, which also enhances the knives’ already 
astounding cutting power by reducing friction.

Available in two sizes, the AK-47® is equipped with ergonomic 
American G-10 handles that offer an incredibly secure grip even when 
wearing thick gloves and working in cold or wet conditions.

These tough, hard use knives also feature a unique solid 6061 
Aluminum pommel that can focus strikes, serve as an impact tool and 
function as a “less than lethal” option in a last ditch self-defense 
situation.

The AK-47® is also equipped with our state of 
the art, record breaking Tri-Ad® lock. Proven again 
and again to be superior to any 
other lock on the market today 
in terms of strength and shock 
resistance.

Finally, to assure fully 
ambidextrous and lightning fast 
access, each AK-47® comes 
with our patented thumb plate – 
allowing the knife to be drawn and 
simultaneously opened by snagging 
it on the edge of a pocket!

ti-lite® series
neW U.s. made carPenter cts® XHP alloy blade steel 

Our Ti-Lite® tactical folders evoke the sleek speed and rebellious lines of the classic 1950’s styled 
switchblade. Unlike most switchblades however, they are legal to carry nearly everywhere. 

They feature CTS®XHP Carpenter Alloy blades with a bead blast finish, razor sharp edges, and 
sturdy, needle sharp points. The CNC milled handles are forged from super tough 7075 Aluminum 

billets (known to be as tough and strong as Titanium) and are given an attractive bead blast 
surface and finished with a protective EDP (Electric Discharge Plating) coating. And for 

maximum strength and safety, we have equipped our Ti-Lites® with our patent pending, 
stainless steel leaf spring locks (proven, in our tests, to hold  up to 145 lbs).  

For ease of carry, the Ti-Lites® come equipped with a small, but unobtrusive 
steel pocket clip, and can be opened rapidly by using the thumb studs or by 

snagging a quillon on the edge of your pocket as you draw your knife out.

Zy-eX™ ti-lites® in aUs 8a stainless 
We know that many of our customers love the look of our 
Ti-Lites® but find the prices a little steep.  This is the reason 

we decided to create some affordable alternatives. The 
Zy-Ex™ Ti-Lites® mimic the look of their more expensive 

counterparts almost exactly. Instead of 7075 
Aluminum, we used 43% glass filled Zy-Ex™ for the 

handles and AUS 8A stainless for the blades.  
The results are extraordinarily lightweight 

knives that are remarkably strong, sharp 
and good looking, at a price almost 

everyone can afford.

26aCst
ti-Lite 4"

26aCstX
ti-Lite 6"

26sp
ti-Lite 4" 

zY-eX™ 
handLe

58aLCM 
Mini LawMan

58tLCak
ak-47

58tMCak
Mini ak-47
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speCifiCations: 
 weight thiCk bLade oVeraLL

rajah® ii: 13.4 oz.  4.8 MM 6" 14"
rajah® iii: 5 oz. 4MM 3 1/2" 8 3/8"
spartan™: 9 oz. 4MM 4 1/2" 10 1/2" 
stone wash finished bLades

rajaH ii
HoldinG 
450 lbs!

talWar™

noW WitH U.s. made carPenter cts® XHP alloy blades
Taking its inspiration (and its namesake) from the sinuous curves and renowned cutting power of the Indo-Persian 

sword, we are proud to present the Cold Steel Talwar.
A design collaboration between Lynn C. Thompson and Andrew Demko, the Talwar packs an astonishing amount of 
cutting power into a thin and lightweight pocket knife.

The largest of our Talwar folders boasts one of the widest blades available in the industry today. Made from 
American CTS® XHP steel, and almost 2" wide, the blade is beautifully flat ground, with a continuously curved 

edge, offering cutting potential that has been hitherto unavailable in a folding knife.
The Talwar’s textured, ergonomic pistol grip handle is made from premium American G-10, with 

strategically placed integrated finger grooves for both comfort and safety.
For added safety, each of our Talwar knives has our Tri-Ad® locking system; which has 

proven itself again and again to be the safest lock in the industry.
The Talwar also comes equipped with Andrew Demko's revolutionary 

ambidextrous thumb plate. Open the knife smoothly and effortlessly with 
either hand, or draw-snag the knife on a pocket to open the 

knife at the speed of lightning!

speCifiCations: 
 4" 5 1/2"

oVeraLL: 9 1/4" 12 3/4"
weight: 5 oz. 8.4 oz.
thiCk: 4MM 4MM

21tCtL 
taLwar  4" 
pLain  edge

21tCtXL 
taLwar  5.5" 
pLain edge

rajaH® series
neW U.s. made carPenter 
cts® bd1 alloy blade steel

A good Kukri, with its broad heavy duty blade, is a true power 
– able to cut, chop, slice and shear through even the toughest 
targets. An outstanding multi-purpose tool that can put in 
exceptional work, as well as serve as a truly devastating weapon 
during wartime or in a last ditch self-defense situation.

Inspired by this legacy of 
excellence, custom knife maker 
Andrew Demko developed our 
Rajah – a series of true folding 
Kukris that have proven to be 
instant classics!

Available in two sizes, and 
exhibiting many of the best 
Kukri-like characteristics, their 
unique blade shape presents 
their thin, flat ground edges 
at just the right angle so they 
naturally bite deep, making cuts that way exceed other knives of 
the same size and weight.

The Rajah handle also shares similar lines with traditional 
Kukris, with the addition of strategically placed curves and finger 
grooves for optimum grip and control.

To counter the incredible impact forces generated by chopping 
strokes, we have equipped the Rajah series of folders with our 
world renowned Tri-Ad® locking mechanism, which has proven 
itself again and again to be virtually impervious to shock.

Carry the Rajah series as you would any folder, using the 
clip to attach it to any reasonably sized pocket or clip it in your 
waistband. In an emergency all you have to do is grab it and open 
it in the conventional manner or snag its unique patented thumb 
plate on the edge of a pocket and snap it open with lightning 
speed.

So try our Rajah series today and experience for yourself the 
power of a Kukri that can fit in your pocket!

sPartan™

neW U.s. made carPenter 
cts® bd1 alloy blade steel

The Spartans of old were legendary! A tough breed of warriors 
who were trained from childhood in the art of war. Engaging them 
– and their famous Kopis sword - was something to be feared and 
avoided at all costs!

Designed by Andrew Demko, our Spartan™ is a folding Kopis 
scaled down to accommodate a tamer, more sophisticated world.

Its hollow ground blade is made from American BD1 Alloy Steel, 
and was designed to echo the aesthetics and cutting performance 
of the world-renowned Kukri.

It’s Kopis inspired handle is designed to help resist the pull of 
centrifugal force and to provide an incredibly safe grip.  Injection 
molded out of Griv-Ex™ polymer with heat treated steel liners for 
additional strength it gives a whole new level of security and peace 
of mind.

The patented Demko thumb plate can be used to open the 
knife like a conventional "one handed opener" or be snagged 
on the edge of a pocket during the draw stroke and opened 
automatically. Additionally, the Spartan™ features our Tri-Ad™ 
locking mechanism, which has proven when tested to be almost 
impervious to stress strain and shock, offering a huge margin of 
safety hitherto unseen in the industry.

21sC 
spartan

62kgC 
rajah ii

62kgCM 
rajah iii
pLain edge

62kgCMs 
rajah iii
serr. edge

21tCtLs 
taLwar  
4" serr.

21tCtXLs 
taLwar  
5.5" serr. 
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neW 
Ultimate HUnter

A design collaboration between custom knife-
maker Andrew Demko and Lynn C. Thompson, the 
Ultimate Hunter represents the culmination of almost 
3 years of design evolution.

Exhaustively field tested on 4 continents – the 
Ultimate Hunter has processed and field dressed 
everything from boar to buffalo – and it has proved 
its worth time and time again!

Made from American XHP steel with a Rockwell 
hardness of 60-61, the Ultimate Hunter is hand-
ground to a razor edge that will last an amazingly 
long time.

Its blade is continuously curved from Ricasso to 
tip, with lots of belly for skinning game and a drop 
point to enable the deft slicing of the body cavity 
without puncturing the viscera.

The heavily bead blasted, CNC machined American 
G-10 handles are comfortably smooth, while still 

giving a very secure grip even with wet or bloody 
hands.

Equipped with a super-strong Tri-Ad locking 
mechanism for extra safety, the Ultimate 

Hunter is a pure thoroughbred hunting 
outdoorsman’s blade - practical, 

functional and incredibly capable!

VoyaGer® series
neW U.s. made carPenter 
cts® bd1 alloy blade steel

Our Voyager® series is the true “everyman” 
knife.  Lightweight, comfortable, super sharp and 
appropriate in almost any environment – they are 
rugged, dependable and perfect for hunting and 
camping as well as general utility and daily cutting 
chores. 

The Voyagers 
can also readily 
fill specialty 
functions – 
excelling in 
many survival 
and rescue 
applications, 
they are 
very popular 
with Police 
and Military 
personnel, who 
appreciate the 
combination 
of cutting 
performance and safety that the Voyagers® offer.

There are very few knives in the world today that 
can compare to the Voyager®. 

Ounce for ounce, they’re far stronger than 99.9% 
of our competitor’s folders, and each knife in our 
extensive Voyager® series is precision engineered 
and held to our most exacting standards. 

Our incomparable Tri-Ad® locking mechanism – 
which remains the most secure and shock resistant 
lock on the market today – safely protects your 
fingers from the Voyager’s® extra thick and extra 
wide razor sharp blades.

A highly functional and ergonomically superior 
Griv-Ex™ handle (reinforced with heat treated 6061 
aluminum liners) provides both great comfort and 
a secure grip even under extended use in tough 
conditions. 

Available in a wide 
range of sizes and with 
numerous blade and 
edge configurations, 
there’s a Voyager® for 
everyone.

Xl
VoyaGer

HoldinG 
450 lbs!

NEW  
30uLh 
uLtiMate 
hunter

29tLCt 
Lg. tanto 
4" pLain edge

NEW  
29tLCts
Lg. tanto 
4" serrated

29tLCC 
Lg. CLip 4" 
pLain 

NEW  
29tLCCs
Lg. CLip 
4" serrated

29tXCC 
XL VoYager CLip 
5 1/2" pLain edge

29tXCV 
XL VoYager Vaquero 
5 1/2" pLain edge

29tXCt 
XL VoYager tanto 
5 1/2" pLain edge

NEW  
29tXCCs
XL VoYager CLip 
5 1/2" serrated

29tXCVs
XL VoYager Vaquero

5 1/2" serrated

NEW  
29tXCts
XL VoYager tanto

5 1/2" serrated

speCifiCations: 
 Large X  Lg

weight: 4.6 oz.   7.2 oz. 
thiCk: 3.5MM    4MM   
bLade: 4" 5 1/2"
handLe: 5 1/4"  6 3/4"
oVeraLL: 9 1/4" 12 1/4"
stone wash finish. 
weights are approXiMate

speCifiCations:
weight: 4.9 oz. 
thiCk: 3.5MM 
bLade: 3 1/2" 
oVeraLL: 8 1/2" 
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NEW  
54Vpn
LuCkY

NEW  
54VsM
ranCh boss

88sCfd 
heaVY dutY 

tUff-lite™  
series

Tough enough to do the job and 
light enough to be handy, Cold Steel’s 
Tuff-Lite folders are there when you 
need them. They’re perfectly sized 
to slip into a pocket, clip to your 
waistband, or wear around your neck 
on a lanyard.

Offering wide, hollow ground, 2 and 
2 1/2 inch blades, they are mercilessly 
sharp and can shear through the 
toughest materials with unexpected 
ease. And, due to their slant point, 
they offer deep penetration and 
precision cutting potential without 
appearing aggressive enough to draw 
unwanted attention.

The Tuff-Lite folders are bred for 
work and offer a surprisingly good 
grip due to their superbly engineered 
handles. Made of Griv-Ex™, they 
offer an enormous strength to weight 
ratio and feature our state of the 
art Tri-Ad® lock, which gives them 
astonishing muscle for their size.

Small and inconspicuous, yet 
strong and tough enough to prevail 
in an emergency, they make terrific 
companions for all walks of life.

speCifiCations:  Mini 
 tuff-Lite tuff-Lite

bLade: 2  1/2" 2"
handLe: 3  1/2" 3"
thiCk: 2.75 MM 2.5MM

weight: 2.5 oz. 1.6 oz.
steeL: japanese aus 8a stainLess

tHe 
tUff-lite
HoldinG
180 lbs!

20Lts
tuff Lite 
serrated

speCifiCations:
weight: 1.2 oz. 
thiCk: 1.5 MM 
bLade: 2 @ 2 5/8" 
oVeraLL: 8 1/2"

speCifiCations:
weight: 4.1 oz. 
thiCk: 2 MM 
bLade: 2 1/4", 2 1/2", 3 1/2" 
oVeraLL: 9 7/8"
steeL: CpM s-35Vn

speCs:  aLuMinuM pistoL heaVY
 head grip dutY

bLade: 25 3/4" 25 3/4" 24 1/4"
oVeraLL: 37 5/8" 37 5/8" 37 1/2"
weight  :
w/shaft: 25.3oz. 26.9 oz. 30 oz.
w/o shaft: 11.7 oz. 16.3 oz. 16oz.
thiCk:  8MM 8MM 5.5MM

neW lUcKy
The “Lucky” is our modern re-invention of the classic Gentleman’s pen knife.
Designed by Lynn C. Thompson and Andrew Demko, this exquisite, expertly 

engineered knife is the ultimate upscale pocket / pen knife.
Astonishingly lightweight, barely moving the scale at a little over 1 oz., the Lucky is 

utterly effortless to carry.
Carry it in a pocket, or use the removable pocket clip to wear it with dress pants or 

lightweight summer slacks, carry it in a thin shirt pocket or even use it as a tie clip, it 
is so thin and light you’ll forget you even have a knife – but it’s always there when you 
need it!

Made to the highest standards and with the very best materials, the 
Lucky packs an astonishing amount of capability into one very discreet 
package.

Its twin blades (one plain edge, one serrated) are made from 
premium CTS®XHP Alloy, hand fitted and securely nestled between two-
tone polished carbon fiber scales –and with an RC of 60-61, the Lucky 
takes a razor edge that will last!

The Cold Steel Lucky is destined 
to become the quintessential 
Gentleman’s carry knife. Stylish, 
unobtrusive, elegant and legal 
almost everywhere in the world, it’s a 
versatile knife that will serve you well 
for a lifetime and beyond - and look 
beautiful doing it!

neW 
rancH boss

We are proud to announce what 
we feel is destined to be the world’s 

premiere production Stockman Knife - 
our Collector’s Edition Ranch Boss!
Limited to 600 unique pieces, the Ranch 

Boss echoes elements of the classic lines and 
elegant design of our long-discontinued and 

much admired Country Classics Series, but newly 
upgraded with some of the highest quality materials 

in the industry today.
100% USA made, the Ranch Boss features three 

strong, sharp and durable hand-ground and satin polished 
CPM S-35VN Steel blades – Classic Clip Point, Sheep’s 

Foot and Spey Blades – authentic 
Amber Bone Stag Scales and 
all nickel silver bolsters, 
liners and pins.

This upgrade to 
superior high-end 

materials ensures cutting 
capabilities rarely seen in even 

the most expensive custom knives, 
and the edge on this truly beautiful 

traditionally styled working man’s 
knife has the potential to last a lifetime 

without re-sharpening!
A highly collectible knife that would 

make a wonderful gift and keepsake 
as well as a treasured heirloom to 

pass on to future generations.

20Lt 
tuff Lite 
pLain edge

20Mt 
Mini tuff 
Lite pLain 
edge

20Mts
Mini tuff Lite 
serrated

sWord canes 
We have been intrigued with the potential of sword canes ever 

since Major Morris Wright used one to grievously injure Jim Bowie in 
their famous fight on the Vidalia Sand Bar so many years ago. 

There are few weapons that can be put into action faster than 
our sword canes. Just give the handle a firm tug and the blade will 
literally leap into your hand! 

 
alUminUm Head sWord cane 

This elegant sword cane is similar in appearance to our City Stick 
and comes with a removable 6160 Aluminum head so that it can be 
engraved and personalized if you so desire. It features a fiberglass 
carbon fiber composite shaft that’s virtually unbreakable and can 
be used as a weak hand parrying tool or an emergency bludgeon. 

The blade has a tapered square cross section with a wickedly 
sharp point.

neW Pistol GriP sWord cane 
We are proud to announce the re-release of our classic pistol 

grip sword cane.
Now with a finely crafted solid Aluminum head, our pistol grip 

cane is far lighter, better balanced and easier to carry and use than 
ever before!

HeaVy dUty sWord cane 
Our design concept for the Heavy Duty Sword Cane was to make a 

cane that offered significant support, and be stylish enough so that 
it didn’t look like a stodgy piece of medical equipment.

The result is a very appealing cane with an extra strong partial 
crook handle made from heavy duty nylon, with a black, aluminum 
shaft that’s 2mm thick and heat-treated for strength. The shaft 
is handsomely tapered and capped with a thick rubber ferrule for 
better traction on slick, icy sidewalks or uneven terrain.

The concealed sword is easily released by a hard, quick tug on 
the handle to break the suction of its friction lock. It’s an extremely 
formidable sword too, made from 1055 Carbon steel, a little over 
24" in length and 5.5mm thick. It’s sturdy enough for both cutting 
and thrusting, with one long cutting edge, a strong sharp point, and 
a fully sharpened back edge.

88sCfa 
aLuMinuM head 

NEW
88sCfap 
pistoL grip
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battle Gim  
While researching traditional Chinese weapons near Shanghai, 

we visited a distinguished collector who had an ancient Wu Jian, 
or battle Gim. Its appearance and martial spirit were so unique 
and impressive that it warranted being reproduced for Cold Steel’s 
customers.

The Battle Gim is forged from our best Damascus Steel by 
talented smiths, it features a broad symmetrical point and a slightly 
wider, heavier blade than custom would dictate. This gives it a more 
pronounced blade-heavy balance making its twin razor-sharp edges 
slightly more suitable for cutting and slashing than thrusting.

The attractive Rosewood hilt is framed by a blackened iron 
guard and pommel.  They’re embellished with an intricate filigree 
of traditional Chinese Peony flowers and leaves. The matching 
Rosewood scabbard is styled in 
a similar fashion on its chape, 
throat and ring mounts. 

Radiantly polished, with twin 
combat sharp edges, this is not 
only a vividly striking Gim, but one 
that you can stake your life on 
in battle.

bUtterfly sWords  
Prior to World War II, the Butterfly Sword was virtually 

unknown outside of southern China. This changed at the 
close of the 1940’s, when the Communists took control 
of mainland China, forcing many Kung Fu masters to 
flee the oppressive regime and establish new schools 
elsewhere.  Currently, due to the spread of Kung Fu, 
these once obscure swords have become quite popular.

Typically, Butterfly Swords come in pairs that are 
cleverly nested together so they appear to be one sword 
not two.  When they are drawn, they can be quickly 
separated and wielded in both hands to make wickedly 
effective chops, slashes and thrusts. 

Our battle worthy blades are 
15" long and 2 5/8" wide.  The 
handsome slip-proof grip features 
carefully selected hardwood 
covered with attractively braided 
cord.  The “D” shaped guard has a 
long forward quillon, so it can both 
deflect and trap various opposing 
weapons.

jade lion sWords  
The concept of the guardian lion emerged in China over 1800 years ago during the Han 

Dynasty. The lion, fierce, courageous, loyal and swift, was the perfect symbol to guard 
home and hearth. Both decorative and symbolic, it was common to see elegant sculptures 
of these lions guarding the homes of the wealthy and aristocratic or even the gates of the 
Imperial Palace and the tombs of the Chinese Emperors. 

Our Jade Lion series draws upon the same protective reputation, combining 
ceremonial, “dress” styling with “battle ready” performance.  This makes them 
appropriate for collectors specifically as well as martial artists in general. 

The watchful Chinese lion motif is cast in nickel-sliver with almost sculptural detail on 
the heavy guard and pommels. This provides a compelling contrast to the elegant jade green color of the cord wrapped 
handles and matching rosewood scabbards that are covered in highly polished samé (ray skin) that’s dyed to match the 
handles.

The most attention grabbing feature, however, are the blades themselves. Forged by hand and expertly tempered from 
our finest Damascus Steel, their distinctively subtle swirl pattern bespeaks the elegant beauty of fine craftsmanship 
combined with the strength of Damascus.
jade lion Gim: The Lion Gim is a civilian self-defense Wen Jian (Scholar’s Sword), with a little more 

panache than the practical versions (like our own Gim Sword) that were made for the battlefield. In our tests it severed 
and pierced 4" bamboo poles with a single cut or thrust.
jade lion daGGer: A perfectly scaled down version of the Gim, it shares the same design, materials 

and exquisite craftsmanship of its larger counterpart. It’s perfectly balanced, big and strong enough to stand on its own 
or fight alongside its bigger brother.

cHinese War 
sWord  

 There are few swords in the world  that are more 
intimidating or more effective than the two handed 
Chinese War Sword.  For centuries it has been wielded 
by both peasants and soldiers alike with devastating 
results. Its huge wide blade will shear through armor as 
if it were butter, not to mention mere flesh and bone.  
There is nothing clumsy or awkward about this sword.  

Its 14 1/2" cord wrapped 
grip, “S” shaped guard, 
and steel ring shaped 
pommel all work in concert 
to make it a well balanced 
weapon that’s unbelievably 
fast and agile.

It comes combat sharp 
and is protected by a stunning, heavy leather scabbard 
of exceptional workmanship.  Order your sword with 
confidence as we are convinced you will be more than 
delighted with the sword’s fit, finish, materials, and 
above all, performance!

Gim 
sWord   

There are two basic types 
of straight bladed swords used 
in China.  One is fairly long and 
heavy known as the Wu Jian or 
“Martial Sword”.  The other is 
substantially lighter and called a Wen Jian or “Scholar’s Sword” 
and was primarily carried for personal self defense.

After studying books and video tapes on the history and use 
of both weapons, we decided to make our own battle worthy Gim 
(Wu Jian) for serious collectors and practitioners of Chinese 
Martial Arts. 

The blade of our Gim is made out of 1055 carbon steel and 
measures 30" long by 1  1/4" wide. For cutting and slashing, 
both edges are quite sharp and they terminate in a strong, 
useful point of stabbing. The traditionally styled guard and 
pommel are cast out of thick sturdy brass and fit snugly on a 
stout Rosewood handle that is both highly decorative as well 
as functional. The Gim Sword comes with an excellent wood 
scabbard with brass throat, chape and sword rings, so that it 
can be worn suspended from the belt or slung over the shoulder.

tHe battle Gim and 
tHe jade lion series
all featUre 
blades made from 
damascUs steel

88bf 
butterfLY 
swords

88Cws 
Chinese 
war sword

88g
giM sword

88fg
battLe giM

88rLd 
jade Lion 
dagger

88rLg 
jade Lion 
giM

speCifiCations: weight thiCk bLade handLe

Chinese war sword: 59 oz. 7/32" 23 1/4" 14 1/2"
giM sword: 36 oz. 1/4" 30" 7 1/4"
butterfLY swords: 27.8 oz. 1/5" 15" 5 1/4"
steeL:  aLL are Made of 1055 high Carbon

speCifiCations: weight thiCk bLade handLe

jade Lion dagger: 21.6 oz. 1/4" 15 1/2" 5 7/8"
jade Lion giM: 31.7 oz. 1/4" 30" 6 1/4"
battLe giM: 42 oz. 1/4" 30" 7"
steeL:  bLades are Made of daMasCus steeL
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speCifiCations:   aLL swords haVe 1055 Carbon bLades 
 itaLian itaLian  Viking norMan hand-and-a- hand-and-a- great

 dagger sword sword sword haLf sword haLf dagger sword*
weight: 19.2 oz. 44.9 oz.  37.1 oz. 38.5 oz. 50 oz. 17.5 oz. 6Lbs 13.4 oz.
thiCk: 1/4"  1/4" 15/64" 1/4" 1/5" 1/4" 7/32"
bLade: 12 3/4" 35 1/2" 30 1/4" 30" 33 1/2" 13" 40"
handLe: 6 5/8 11 1/2"  6 5/8"   7 1/4"  12"   6 1/4" 15 1/2"
oVeraLL: 19 3/8" 47" 36 7/8" 37 1/4" 45 1/2" 19 1/4"  55 1/2"

*note: the two handed great sword does not CoMe with a sCabbard.

norman sWord
The Norman lust for battle and ravenous desire for land and treasure can, like their famous sword be undoubtedly traced to their Viking 

forefathers who wrenched their homeland in northwestern France from the hands of Charles the Simple in the Treaty of Saint-Clair-sur-Epte in the 
year 911 A.D.

Never satisfied with their lot, it wasn’t long before they once again took up their broad, double-edged swords and set sail across the English 
Channel to conquer Britain most famously, at the battle of Hastings in 1066 AD. 

Now Cold Steel is pleased to offer you our battle ready version of this famous sword.  Like the originals we have studied, and the trainers our 
President Lynn C. Thompson spars with, it offers a long wide blade with combat sharp edges and a very useful point.

To insure it’s light enough to be easily wielded with one hand we have also added a single broad fuller in the center of the blade that serves to 
reduce weight, improve balance and add the stiffness needed to withstand heavy blows.

The hilt of our Norman Sword is also reminiscent of many surviving originals with upturned, spatulated quillons, leather-over-wood grip, and a 
modified “cocked hat” pommel. This pommel shape was specially chosen because it allows more room for the hand, while counter balancing the 
blade and serving as a weapon in its own right. 

italian lonG sWord and daGGer
The era of the long sword spanned almost three centuries (approximately 1350 to 1650). This, undoubtedly, was because it really worked!  It 

featured a distinctive cruciform hilt and a long, double edged blade and was equally adept at opposing both light and heavily armored foes.  You 
see, its extra long blade offered the reach and leverage for powerful stabbing, cutting and chopping strokes while its long cross guard and heavy 
pommel were useful for hooking, striking and smashing.  When heavy plate armor was encountered, blows with the edge were marginally effective 
and were often abandoned in favor of a “Half-Swording” technique; where one hand grips the hilt and the other the blade to better direct the 
point in powerful jabs, and to more accurately thrust at the small gaps and joints present in a suit of armor.

Having read S.M. Stirling’s “Change” series of science fiction novels about a world that loses 600 years of technological evolution overnight 
(an event called “The Change”) at least a dozen times each, has left our President Lynn C. Thompson quite taken with the many virtues of the 
Long Sword and inspired him to make a Cold Steel variation.

Modeled on the Italian concept of sword design, the blade and balance slightly favors thrusting attacks, however, its cutting edges are 
astonishingly effective too and can deliver some down right ferocious blows.  Additionally, its simple cruciform hilt is also all business with a long 
upturned cross guard, leather-over-wood grip, and a counter balancing fish tail pommel.  
italian daGGer

Since our Italian Long Sword is light and well balanced enough to use in one hand we thought we’d offer a companion dagger to take the place 
of a shield, targe, or buckler.  Scaled down in size but almost identical in appearance, its sharply tapered, double edged blade slightly favors 
attacks with the point over the edge and is stiff and strong enough to parry any sword.

tWo Handed Great sWord
Our Two Handed Great Sword is one of the biggest swords we make.  But don’t let its size fool you, as 

there is nothing awkward or clumsy about this awesome sword.  Sure, it’s big and meant to be carried over 
the shoulder instead of in a scabbard, but it’s extremely well balanced and easily wielded by people of larger 
stature and physical strength.

To protect the hands from opposing weapons, it features a large guard with side rings plus integral 
parrying hooks that allow the blade to be shortened for close range slashing and stabbing attacks.

The handle is made of wood and covered with leather and is extra long to afford a full two handed grip.  
What’s more, it’s capped by a heavy steel pommel that helps counter balance its long blade and serves as an effective weapon in its own right.

The Two Handed Great Sword is sturdy, strong and battle ready.  If you’re looking for the ultimate in big performance oriented swords, your 
search is over.

Hand and a Half sWord and daGGer
We would be hard pressed to think of a more versatile or effective sword than the “Bastard” or “Hand-and-a-Half Sword” we offer here.  For 

a sword of this size, it’s amazingly light and fast and tips the scales at approximately 3 lbs. Its 33 1/2" long blade is quite wide so it can produce 
deep shearing type cuts yet pointed enough to be effective in a thrusting attack. Its long handle is suitable for both a one or two handed grip and 
is fashioned out of wood covered in black leather. To balance the long blade we have capped the butt with a beautiful “scent stopper” pommel, 
which can be a lethal weapon in its own right.

A companion dagger is also available. Scaled down in size and almost identical in appearance, it offers a 13" long blade designed to cut and 
thrust, yet be sturdy enough to stand in for a buckler in defensive roles.

Every Hand-and-a-Half Sword and companion dagger reflects the highest standards in workmanship and materials and comes combat sharp 
and ready for battle. To safely house their keen blades we have also included very attractive scabbards made of wood covered with black leather 
with a steel throat and chape.

ViKinG sWord
The Viking sword of the 9th and 10th centuries featured a long wide blade with a broad central fuller and two keen edges. The preferred stroke 

was a hard slash or chopping blow, so the point was fairly rounded yet acute enough to be useful for thrusting. A simple guard with forward 
curving quillons was often utilized and combined with a utilitarian wooden handle that was covered with leather, bone, or even cast in brass. 

But, what really made the Viking Sword so distinctively recognizable from its contemporaries was its heavy 5 lobed pommel used to balance 
the long blade.

Our sword has features in common with its historical counterpart. It has a  double edged blade, hand forged out of Carbon steel and then 
polished to a brilliant lustre. The wooden handle is covered in leather and is supported by a simple, elegant guard at one end and a 5 lobed 
pommel at the other. Both guard and pommel feature Celtic knot embellishments.

To house the keen double edge blade, the Viking Sword comes with a wood scabbard covered in black leather and reinforced with a highly 
polished steel chape and throat.

88wgs 
two handed 
great sword

-no sCabbard

88hnh 
hand-and-a-haLf 
sword

88hnhd 
hand and a 
haLf dagger

88itd 
itaLian 
dagger

88its 
itaLian Long 
sword

88nor
norMan 
sword

88Vs 
Viking 
sword
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speCifiCations: 
weight:  28.3 oz.
thiCk: 3/16"
bLade: 30 1/2"
oVeraLL: 36 1/4"
steeL: 1055 high Carbon 

speCifiCations: 
weight:  38 oz. thiCk: 1/3"
bLade: 28 3/4" oVeraLL: 33 7/8"
steeL: 1090 high Carbon 

1917 series sWords
Our 1917 series - whether it’s an historically inspired Naval classic 

like our Cutlass or an original design like our Frontier Bowie - are 
instantly recognizable!

With their deeply blued blades and rich Rosewood handles they are 
as attractive as they are functional.

No mere wall hangers, these fully sharpened knives and swords all 
share the same sleek lines, and utilitarian, practical design.

Evoking a spirit of adventure, whether it’s the American Frontier or 
the High Seas, our incredibly popular 1917 series of swords, sabers, 
cutlasses and knives are perfect for any historical reenactment group 
from the 1830’s onward – Cowboy Action Shooters, Civil War or Naval 
Battle reenactment, even modern military groups. These truly battle 
ready blades are ready for any adventure! 

1917 frontier boWie: 
The Frontier Bowie features a wide, hand-sharpened blade with a 

generous clip and huge fuller. Made from 1090 High Carbon Steel, it is 
heat treated to a hard spring temper and beautifully blued to a lustrous 
finish. 

The Frontier Bowie’s handle is a perfect accompaniment to its battle-
ready blade.  Its big “S” shaped guard offers excellent hand protection 
while the slim, flat profile stops it from twisting in your hand and keeps 
your edge alignment true. Its modified pistol grip also keeps the knife 
locked safely in your hand even when utilizing a palm reinforced grip for 
extended reach and leverage in the thrust.  It comes complete with a 
high quality leather sheath with a blued steel throat and chape.

1917 cUtlass:  
In 1917, the U.S. Navy decided to replace its Model 1860 cutlass which 

had been in continuous service for 57 years, with a new model.  Cold 
Steel’s® modern recreation of this classic fighting sword is as authentic 
as possible.   Our 1917 Cutlass features the signature 25" curved blade 
and a half basket guard that are stamped out of heavy 18-guage Carbon 
steel, and both the blade and guard are blued to resist rusting. The 
scabbard is an accurate reproduction of the original and is made of high 
quality leather and features brass and copper fixtures. 

imProVed 1917 cUtlass:  
The Improved 1917 Cutlass features a short, stiff, razor sharp and 

beautifully blued blade which is both fast and fluid in the hand.  It’s 
perfectly designed guard has a sturdy reinforced rolled edge for added 
strength and hand protection while still being small enough to lie 
comfortably at your side without ever being cumbersome or unwieldy. 

Similar in size to many of the “tactical” swords offered by our 
competitors, while being vastly more capable and versatile, the 
Improved 1917 Cutlass is able to catch, parry, block and oppose even 
far larger and heavier weapons while being sharp and nimble enough to 
dominate almost any engagement. And, when combined with a pistol or 
revolver, it becomes a Close Quarter and Melee monster!

1917 saber:   
While not an exact copy of a pre-existing or historical saber, our 1917 

Saber has a lot to offer the modern swordsman. The blade is moderately 
curved with a short bevel grind and a long narrow fuller. When combined 
with a short, sharp, clip point, these features make for a very stiff, 
strong blade capable of delivering fearsome cuts and thrusts while 
shrugging off abuse that would break a lesser sword. To help protect 
it from rust, each blade is polished before being deeply blued to inky 
black perfection.

The 1917 Saber features a unique 3/4 basket guard. It offers 
complete protection to the fingers and vulnerable thumb and, when 
presented correctly, protects the user’s hand, wrist, and forearm. 
Crafted from heavy gauge steel plate with rolled edges, multiple 
“lightening” holes (which won’t admit a sword or dagger point), and 
deeply blued like the blade, it’s sturdy enough to absorb or shed the 
most horrendous blows.

 It comes complete with a high quality leather scabbard that sports a 
thick, polished brass throat and chape.

speCifiCations: bLade  oVeraLL thiCk weight steeL 

1917 frontier bowie: 12 1/4" 17 5/8" 1/4" 23.8 oz. 1090 high Carbon

iMproVed 1917 CutLass: 25" 30 3/8" 1/5" 33.1 oz. 1055 high Carbon

1917 CutLass: 25" 29 5/8" 1/5" 33.7 oz. 1055 high Carbon

1917 saber: 31" 36" 1/5" 45 oz. 1055 high Carbon

88sts
shaMshir 

88Cssn
1917 saber

talWar sWord
neWly redesiGned

The Talwar is one of Lynn’s biggest passions. He has been fascinated with this historically 
significant sword for decades and has made it his personal mission to bring the highest 
quality modern Talwar to a new international audience.

Our Talwar is the culmination of years of experimentation by Lynn and 
his team. After extensive research and studying a variety of antique 
examples, Lynn sought out training and advice from the knowledgeable 
and talented Shastar Vidya Martial Artist, Nidar Singh Nihang who 
gave him valuable insight into the traditional combat application 
of the Talwar.

Lynn’s tests with newly modified prototypes backed up the 
accounts he read in D.A. Kinsley’s books which extolled the 
astonishing cutting potential of these curved blades.

He said “I began exploring the draw-cut with the new 
prototypes and the cuts were so effortless that it seemed 
like magic!”

With its hand-forged and beautifully balanced combat 
sharp blade, the Talwar features an entirely re-designed 
solid brass hilt that will accommodate even a large 
gloved hand. Supplied with an excellent wooden 
scabbard covered in black leather and fitted at either 

end with a highly decorative brass throat and chape; 
our new Talwar is an effective sword that will serve 
you well on or off the battlefield.

sHamsHir 
The Shamshir originated 

in Persia. Its strongly curved 
blade was enduringly popular 

and absolutely ideal for delivering 
a devastating cutting stroke. And, 

contrary to popular belief, it was 
very effective at delivering rising, 

descending and hooking style thrusts!
Typically, the curved Shamshir blade 

had a narrow cross section and a 
sharp point. It had a simple brass 

or steel crossbar hilt and an equally 
straightforward handle made from 

wood or animal horn that terminated 
in a distinctively bulbous pommel.  This 

pommel was offset slightly to help the hand 
resist centrifugal force when making a hard 

cutting stroke.
Our version of this historic saber replicates 

the original as closely as possible.  The only 
modifications were to substitute a modern Carbon 

steel for the blade and to use black faux buffalo horn 
for the handle. Even the scabbard is a close copy of the 

original. It’s made of thick, black leather (so it won’t dull 
the blade) and reinforced by a brass throat and chape, and 

comes complete with dual suspension rings.

88Csab 
1917 frontier bowie

88Cs 
1917 CutLass

88CLs 
1917 CutLass 
Left handed

88Csh 
iMproVed 1917 CutLass

88CshL 
iMproVed 1917 CutLass 
Left handed

88eitb
taLwar 
sword
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ciVilian saber
The Cavalry Saber reached the height of its popularity during 

the Napoleonic wars. It was a very effective weapon of war, used 
both by officers on foot as well as troopers mounted on horseback.

But, it had one drawback - it was much too cumbersome for 
civilian use. Even the lightest models were too long for practice 
daily carry. Additionally, the multiple bar hilt (which protected the 
hand from an opposing blade) had the potential to catch, snag, or 
hook on objects in passing.

The solution was to scale the 
military saber down to about the size 
and weight of a Small Sword, modify 
the knuckle bow and add a 
folding guard. This modification 
allowed the civilian saber to 
be worn much closer to the 
body and on lighter belts and 

baldrics.  Worn for self-defense, or as a sign of authority, 
it shortly became a common military dress accessory, 
even to this day.

Our modern interpretation of the classic Civilian or 
Military Dress Saber is hand forged with a hard spring 
temper,and sports a narrow, modestly curved blade 
that terminates in a wicked point.  Stout enough to 
defend against much larger weapons, yet light enough 
to be fenced elegantly from the fingers and wrist like 
the finest Small Sword, it can outmaneuver more 
ponderous blades while remaining ready to deliver a 
telling blow or lightning quick thrust.

Featuring a highly detailed British lion motif on 
the hilt and matching folding guard, as well as a 
luxurious leather and brass wire grip, this Saber 
is elegant enough for the most formal occasions, 
and sure to endure for generations.

1796 liGHt 
caValry saber 

This saber was widely used by the British and 
their Prussian allies under General Blucher in 
the Battle of Waterloo.  The blade’s profile was 
derived from the ferocious Indian Talwar and was 
reviled by the French who strongly protested its 
use due to the horribly destructive wounds it 
inflicted.  In fact, this saber 
was so successful as a cutting 
weapon that the German 
Cavalry continued to use it 
right up to the beginning of the 
Twentieth century!  

If you want a combat quality 
saber that will pass the British 
Proof Test and is fully capable of 
shearing off arms and even legs 
with a single blow, this is a must 
have!  It comes with a sharpened 
forward edge and your choice of 
a wood and leather scabbard with 
steel mounts and fittings, or an all 
metal scabbard.

1830 naPoleon 
saber 

Napoleon’s cavalry was the bane of the 
European battlefield. While his horses were 
second string, his swords were absolutely first 
rate. They were manufactured in a state of the 
art factory dedicated to 
producing the finest edged 
weapons of the day.

The medium weight 
saber we are offering here 
possesses excellent cutting 
and slashing capabilities 
yet still remains useful for 
a thrust.

In appearance, it very 
closely resembles the U.S. 
1860 Light Cavalry Saber, 
but in actuality is a far more 
effective and durable weapon.  
The moderately curved blade is 
forged out of 1055 Carbon Steel 
and features a long, wide fuller 
and a very sharp, practical point.  

The grip is equally well made.  
It’s wrapped in black leather and 
strongly protected by a stout, 
brass three bar hilt. The whole 
package comes with a heavy duty 
polished steel scabbard with dual 
rings so it can be easily attached 
to your baldric or sword belt.

U.s. 1860 HeaVy 
caValry saber 

At the outbreak of the American Civil War, there were two types 
of sabers issued to the Federal Cavalry: “light” and “heavy”.  The 
light version was popular, but the heavy model, 
dubbed the “Old Wrist Breaker” was the one worth 
owning, as it was a superior weapon. Its 36" blade 
offered big reach advantages over most sabers, 
and its substantial weight gave it the leverage to 
easily crush bones and sever limbs or even a head 
with a single blow. The brass guard had three bars 
to protect the hand and the grip was wire bound 
leather and capped with a sturdy pommel. 

In its double ringed, steel scabbard, it could be 
easily attached to a saddle or to a belt.

After examining and handling a number of 
original 1860 Heavy Cavalry Sabers, we decided 
to make our own reproduction with a few 
improvements.  Our blade is made from 1055 
carbon steel with a hard spring temper and will 
pass the British Proof Test.

officer’s fiVe ball 
sPadroon 

In the age of sail, officers were expected to fight right alongside 
common deckhands. An officer never made his choice of weapon recklessly 
when he knew he to had to fight hand to hand to repel boarders. The clear 
choice was a Spadroon as his primary edged weapon. It was lighter than a 
cutlass, offered a long, stiff blade, was imminently suitable for thrusting, 
and had a sharp edge capable of delivering a stinging cut.

Original antique Spadroons are quite 
scarce, and far too valuable to use as 
actual weapons, but luckily you can 
get a Cold Steel reproduction. Loosely 
modeled on historical examples, our 
Spadroon has been hardened to a 
spring temper, with a combat sharp 
edge and is capable of delivering 
a fearsome cut as well as a lethal 

thrust. It’s handsome too, with a multi ridged faux ivory grip and 
a gorgeous brass hilt replete with the requisite five ball counter 
guard and knuckle bow.

Not to be outshined, the scabbard is equally impressive. 
It’s fashioned from rich black leather, and hand stitched, and 
comes with a mirror polished, solid brass chape, throat, and 
carrying rings.

fiVe ball dirK 
At our president, Lynn C. Thompson’s insistence, we’ve 

produced a matching dirk as well. Highly evocative of the 
large Spadroon, the Five Ball Dirk offers a rigid double-edged 
blade, faux ivory grip, brass guard with integral five ball 
counter guard and a rich black leather and brass scabbard.

   

1908 britisH 
caValry saber  

What makes the ideal Cavalry Saber? In the charge you 
need a narrow, stiff blade with a sharp point, whereas 
in the mêlée, on an immobile horse, you need a wide, 
curved blade for cutting and slashing.

The British pondered this dilemma and in 1908, 
settled on a saber that favored the thrust.

It had a narrow 35" long blade, a thick cross 
section and a sharp point. To protect the hand and 
forearm, it had a bowl shaped guard and a grip 
that automatically brought the point "in line" for 
the thrust. It was also effortless to carry, as its 
scabbards two rings allowed it to be suspending 
from the saddle or to a belt or baldric.

We are proud to offer our modern 
interpretation of this extraordinary weapon. 
Closely modeled on the historic original, but 
with a marginally lighter steel bowl guard for 
improved balance and handling, and a more 
durable polymer grip.

In our tests, this saber has proven 
capable of being fenced like a fine Rapier, 
while still delivering effective cut and 
thrusts from the saddle.

88fbd 
offiCer’s fiVe 
baLL dirk

88fbs 
offiCer’s 
fiVe baLL 
spadroon

88fbsL
Left handed 
offiCer's 
fiVe baLL 
spadroon

speCifiCations:
 dirk spadroon

bLade: 14"    32"
oVeraLL: 19"    38"
thiCk: 4.5MM    5MM

weight: 10.9 oz.    20.2 oz.
1055 high Carbon bLades

88nss
CiViLian

 saber

88ns
1830 
napoLeon 
saber

88nsL
Left handed 
1830 
napoLeon 
saber

88s
1796 Light 
CaVaLrY saber

(Leather 
sCabbard)

88ss
1796 Light 
CaVaLrY saber 
(steeL 
sCabbard)

88eCs 
1908 engLish 
CaVaLrY saber

88eCsL
Left handed 
1908 engLish 
CaVaLrY saber 

88hCs
u.s. 1860 
heaVY CaVaLrY 
saber

88hCsL 
u.s. 1860 
heaVY CaVaLrY 
saber

Left handed

speCifiCations:
bLade: 32"
oVeraLL: 36"
thiCk: 1/4"
weight: 27.6 oz.
1055 high Carbon bLade

speCifiCations:
bLade: 33 3/4"
oVeraLL: 39"
thiCk: 5/16"
weight: 37.7 oz.
1055 high 
Carbon bLade

speCifiCations:
bLade: 33"
oVeraLL: 37 3/4"
thiCk: 5/16"
weight: 34.2 oz.
1055 high 
Carbon bLade

speCifiCations:
bLade: 36"
oVeraLL: 41 1/2"
thiCk: 1/3"
weight: 40 oz.
1055 high Carbon bLade speCifiCations:

bLade: 35"
oVeraLL: 42"
thiCk: 1/3"
weight: 39.8 oz.
1055 high Carbon bLade

88nssL 
Left handed 
CiViLian saber
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speCifiCations:  1055 Carbon steeL

 bLade oVeraLL thiCk weight

sMaLL sword: 31 1/4" 38 1/4" 7/16" 24.6 oz.
rapier dagger: 14 1/4" 20 3/4" 1/4" 17.6 oz. 
ribbed sheLL rapier: 41 1/2" 50 1/2" 1/5" 48 oz.
CoLiCheMarde dagger:  11 3/4" 17 3/4" 1/4" 14 oz.
CoLiCheMarde sword: 32 3/8" 40" 1/4" 26.4 oz.

colicHemarde sWord 
and daGGer

The Colichemarde emerged in the late 1600’s during the decline 
of the Rapier and the rise of the small sword.  Its long suit was its 
uniquely shaped blade that was extra wide at the forte then stepped 
down or narrowed for the rest of its length, ending in a point.  The 
advantage of this was it allowed the sword to be used to parry or 
oppose even the heaviest weapons without breaking, yet remain 
light enough to take full advantage of its lightning quick point.

Our blade mirrors the original design concept with an extra long 
and wide forte that abruptly tapers down to an acute and deadly 
point.  The hilt features a decorative, yet highly functional, double 
shell guard, complete with finger loops and knuckle bow, while 
the grip is completely wire wrapped and capped with a matching 
pommel.

Additionally, we have also created a matching dagger with a 
beautifully ground and polished blade, double quillons, and wire 
wrapped handle.

ribbed sHell sWePt 
Hilt raPier & daGGer

The Rapier enjoyed a long reign as the civilian weapon of choice 
for self-defense and dueling for centuries!

Its long, slim, double edged blade was ideal for delivering point 
oriented blows at a great distance while still being able to deliver 
a significant raking cut. Its elaborate hilt (constantly evolving 
from rings, bars and quillons, to shells, and chiseled cups) offered 
excellent protection and caught or deflected blows at the sword 
hand and forearm with ease.

Sadly, while never proven ineffective or obsolete, the rapier 
eventually succumbed to the dictates of fashion and gave way to 
smaller swords.

Our version has a long, narrow blade, and is beautifully polished 
with a single wide fuller to assure perfect balance.

Its hilt features a classic ribbed shell and multiple bars, quillons 
and a knuckle bow for unparalleled hand protection. The grip itself 
is made of wood covered with rich black ray skin and decorative 
wire and terminates in a heavy ribbed pommel that serves as a 
perfect counter balance to our Rapier's long blade.

Our Parrying Dagger, with its elegant double edged blade 
and upturned trapping quillons, has been designed to perfectly 
complement our Rapier. It is not only the ideal off-hand parrying 
tool for the Rapier, but an exquisite Dagger in its own right.

small sWord
The advantage of the sword point over the edge became 

evident by the end of the 16th century.  The Rapier, with its long 
elegantly thin profile, which emphasized its point, became the 
popular choice in civilian self-defense. It was, however, an unwieldy 
weapon, especially when it was used in narrow, crowded streets 
and alleyways. Eventually, by the end of the 17th century, a more 
sophisticated, shorter and lighter version of the Rapier emerged, 
the Small Sword.

Its primary advantage was its stiff, lightweight blade which was 
forged in a triangular cross section. The hilt (compared to the 
Rapier’s) was simple and smartly functional, consisting of no more 
than an elliptical plate, or two shells and a knuckle guard. 

Our version duplicates the original model’s best features, but 
uses modern materials like 1055 carbon steel, heat treated to a 
tough spring temper. The hilt features two shells with functional 
finger loops and a light, but exceptionally strong, knuckle guard. 

The Small Sword comes complete with a very attractive leather 
scabbard that features an intricately decorated throat and chape.

speCifiCations:
1055 Carbon steeL bLades...
 gross sCottish sCottish

 Messer broadsword dirk

oVeraLL: 42 1/4" 37 3/4" 18 3/8"
bLade: 32" 31 1/2" 13"
thiCk: 1/5" 7/32" 1/4"
weight: 4Lbs 53 oz. 16 oz.

Grosse messer
Known throughout Germany as the “Big Knife”, the Grosse 

Messer hails from central and northern Europe where, in far 
off days of old, noblemen and peasants alike relied on it to 
protect hearth and home from the ravages of brigands, cut 
throats, outlaws and other assorted characters of ill repute. 

Due to its stout, wide blade and generously sized handle, it 
could be wielded in one or both hands and was capable of shearing 
through chain mail and much more.

Our version of this elegantly simple yet remarkably effective 
weapon sports a hand forged 
blade of 1055 carbon steel that’s 
so sharp we have used it to split 
a telephone book in half, with a 
single blow!

The guard and heavy pommel are 
made from blued steel and feature 
rosewood handle scales riveted to the 
sword’s full tang.

For convenience and safety, the 
Grosse Messer comes with  a strong, 
handsome scabbard crafted from wood and 
covered in black leather.  It is reinforced with 
a steel chape and throat that has been blued to 
match the guard and pommel.

scottisH 
broadsWord

The traditional weapon of the highland clansman, 
this sword has sown 
fear into the hearts of 
Englishmen for centuries. 

Its long, two-edged blade 
and distinctive basket hilt, 
if combined with targe and 
dirk has proven to be more 
than a match for enemy 
soldiers on battlefields the world over.

Now Cold Steel® has chosen to make our own 
replica of this famous weapon. Our double-edged 
blade is hand forged and beautifully polished with 
triple fullers. The stout basket hilt is made of blued 
steel with a wood grip covered in Samé (ray skin) 
and decoratively wrapped in wire. Each broadsword 
will pass the stringent British Proof test and 
comes with a wood and leather scabbard that’s 
complemented by a blued steel chape and throat.

scottisH dirK
The Scottish Dirk that most knife enthusiasts 

are familiar with these days is, more or less, a piece 
of rubbish- a prop- a costume accessory for stage 
and screen.  

It’s declined into a “knife like object” that people hang 
above their mantles or on the walls of wood-paneled dens.

Our  version is a modern replica that harkens back to 
an earlier form, when the dirk was a functioning tool and 
weapon.  The 13" blade is forged to a hard spring temper from 
1055 carbon steel.  It’s 1 1/2" wide and comes combat sharp and 
battle-ready.

88sMs 
sMaLL sword

88sd 
sCottish 
dirk

88gMs 
grosse 
Messer

88sb 
sCottish 
broad sword

88Chd 
CoMpanion dagger

 to ribbed 
sheLL rapier

88Chr 
ribbed sheLL 
swept hiLt rapier

88CLMd 
CoLiCheMarde 
dagger

88CLMs 
CoLiCheMarde 
sword
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U.s. naVal officer’s sWord  
U.s. army officer’s saber
marine nco saber
marine officer’s saber  

neW tHomPson saber
The Thompson Saber is not a historical or period-specific 

sword, rather it is a newly developed, thoroughly modern 
fighting saber.

Designed by Cold Steel President Lynn C. Thompson, and 
bearing his name, the Thompson Saber was created to Lynn’s 
exact specifications.

Having studied and trained in Western, Japanese and Filipino 
fighting arts for decades, Lynn has sparred with 
everything from short lightweight machetes to 
two handed broadswords. The Thompson Saber 
combines all of Lynn’s favorite traits from a wide 
range of sources.

Lynn said: “I 
wanted to make a 
battle sword. Not 
a dueling sword as 
such, but a true sword 
fighter’s sword for the 
modern martial artist. 
I believe that the edge 
is superior to the point 
when facing multiple 
opponents. You have 

more opportunities to defend, counter, riposte and 
move without becoming transfixed on an opponent 
for a vital second – therefore, while it does thrust 
well, the Thompson Saber is a cutting tool first and 
foremost, on foot or on horseback.”

“It’s ground to my exact specifications; hair 
shaving sharp for the first six inches from the point, 
then gradually less sharp down through the rest of 
the blade, leaving enough material to block, parry 
and even bludgeon an opponent’s blade. It’s deeply 
blued to aid in rust resistance, but also to make 
the blade harder to see in the fast paced cut and 
thrust of combat.”

It has a modified 1904 Saber guard, offering 
amazing hand protection and a sizeable ray skin 
wrapped handle that will accommodate even big 
modern fencer’s gloves.

“I designed this sword to be able to make 
deep cuts even with a flick of the wrist, and 
it makes monstrous cuts when “drawn” 
through the target. If you study bladed 
arts and appreciate the combative 
potential of the sword, I’m sure you’ll 
love this saber!”

The Thompson Saber comes 
complete with a heavy duty thick 
leather and steel scabbard with a 
leather belt frog for ease of carry.

speCifiCations:
weight: 34.5 oz. 
thiCk: 7 MM 
bLade: 32"    
steeL: 1055 Carbon 
oVeraLL: 38"

1815 frencH officer’s saber
One of the finest swords in Napoleon’s army was the specialist custom made 

Saber that was forged for his Lancer Officers.
With a beautiful, moderately curved blade and a sharp point, and equipped 

with an excellent three bar hilt – it was a good all-round Saber that performed 
well both as a Cavalry weapon and on foot.

From its highly polished and elegantly etched blade, to its intricately 
decorated solid brass furniture and hilt, it's truly a vision to behold!

Modelled after an antique original in a friend's collection, our faithful 
reproduction comes with a highly polished, battle ready blade, a wire 
wrapped leather handle, polished stainless steel scabbard and a truly 
beautiful, highly decorated three bar hilt.

speCifiCations:
weight: 32 oz.
thiCk: 7 MM

bLade: 32"     
oVeraLL: 37 5/8"
steeL: 1055 
 Carbon

speCifiCations:
weight: 33.8 oz.
thiCk: 5/16"
bLade: 32"     
oVeraLL: 37 3/4"
steeL: 1055 
 Carbon

88Mna 
us naVaL 
offiCer’s sword 
(issue handLe)

NEW  
88ebts
thoMpson saber 88rs 

russian 
shasqua

rUssian 
sHasqUa

The Shasqua is an exceptional 
saber, favored throughout Russia, 
specifically by the fierce Cossack 
warriors who first popularized its 
use.  With its long, broad curved 

blade and a stout thrusting point it is 
capable of making huge cuts!

Its most distinctive feature however, 
is its handle, which fits flush into the 
mouth of its scabbard. The Shasqua’s 
down-turned pommel can be used to 

facilitate a lightning fast draw both on 
foot and on horseback.  The Shasqua favors 

a fighting style that keeps the blade in a 
continuous whirling motion - compensating for 

its lack of protective hand guard, and making the 
most of its ferocious cutting ability.

Our modern interpretation of the Shasqua is 
a sword of uncompromising quality and beguiling 

beauty. With its brightly polished, decoratively etched 
blade, with deep fuller and a sturdy spear point, it 

packs a tremendous amount of cutting power into one 
undeniably good looking sword.

Coming complete with a high quality wood and leather 
scabbard, with an ornate chape, carrying ring and throat, 

it's an excellent, battle ready blade that will be the pride of 
any collection.

armed forces dress sWords
We heartily approve of our brothers and sisters in the Armed Forces wearing 

dress Swords and Sabers, and we think it is a shame that until now, they have been 
forced to resort to purchasing un-sharpened, poorly tempered wall hangers to carry 
at their side.

We believe that modern day warriors should be equipped with the finest 
equipment, even on ceremonial occasions.

That's why we decided to release our own series of Swords and Sabers that are 
truly battle ready and worthy of the combative lineage of the blade, and of the 
warriors that are carrying them.

Expertly forged, heat treated and spring tempered for high performance, their 
highly polished blades are then finely etched then painstakingly hand honed to a 
sharp edge.

Each sword is sold complete with a functional and durable scabbard that can be 
worn on a belt or hung proudly on display when not in use.

 Marine Marine 
 nCo saber offiCer’s saber

weight: 29.5 oz.  28.6 oz.  
thiCk: 1/4" 3/16"
bLade: 32" 32"
oVeraLL: 38 1/4" 37 3/4"
sCabbard: Leather sCabbard steeL sCabbard

  & brass fittings & brass fittings

speCifiCations:

  
 u.s. naVaL  u.s. arMY

 offiCer’s sword  offiCer’s saber     
weight: 25.4 oz. 22.1 oz.
thiCk: 1/5" 3/16" 
bLade: 32" 32"
oVeraLL: 37 1/4" 37 1/2"
sCabbard: Leather sCabbard aLL  steeL 
 & brass fittings sCabbard

88nf 
1815 frenCh 
offiCer’s saber

88Mos 
Marine offiCer's 
saber

88Mns 
Marine nCo saber

88MnsL Left handed 
Marine nCo saber 

88Mas 
us arMY offiCer's saber

88MasL Left handed 
us arMY offiCer's saber

88MnaL
us naVaL

 offiCer’s sword 
(raY skin handLe)

88MnaLL
Left handed 

us naVaL sword

(raY skin handLe)
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  bLade bLade handLe

speCifiCations: weight thiCk Length Length steeL

Maa two handed great sword 109.4 oz. 1/4" 40" 15 1/2" 1055 high Carbon 
Maa grosse Messer 72.4 oz. 1/4" 32" 10 1/4" 1055 high Carbon

Maa Chinese war sword 61.9 oz. 1/4" 23" 15" 1055 high Carbon

Maa itaLian Long sword 49 oz. 1/4" 35 1/2" 11 1/2" 1090 high Carbon

Maa itaLian dagger 20.2 oz. 1/4" 12 3/4" 6 5/8" 1055 high Carbon

Maa hand-and-a-haLf sword 50.4 oz. 1/4" 33 1/2" 12" 1055 high Carbon

Maa hand-and-a-haLf dagger 20.2 oz. 1/4" 12 3/4" 6 5/8" 1090 high Carbon

Maa norMan sword 48.2 oz. 1/4" 30" 6 3/4" 1055 high Carbon

  bLade bLade handLe

speCifiCations: weight thiCk Length Length steeL

Maa Crab CLaw dagger 21.7 oz. 5.8 MM 17" 23 1/4" 1090 high  Carbon

Maa sheLL hiLt dagger 22.4 oz. 5.5 MM 12 1/2" 19 1/2" 1090 high  Carbon

88wgsM 
Maa two handed 
great sword

sWords of tHe 
man at arms series 

The Man at Arms was a warrior, pure and simple, a stalwart and 
dependable fighter who exhibited great martial prowess with a range 
of weapons. He was a capable and competent warrior who was the 
veteran of many conflicts and was often first into the fray. Although 
he was not a Knight, he fought and trained alongside them as a 
brother in arms.

To honor these rugged, reliable, salt-of-the-earth warriors we 
have created a range of true journeyman’s weapons that we have 
called the Man at Arms Collection. 

These practical and battle ready swords lack the gleaming blades 
and polished silver steelwork of our other swords, but they pack a 
resounding punch where it counts! 

Approximating the quality and performance of our high end 
swords, the Man at Arms collection features a selection of some of 
our finest high performance blades but at a markedly reduced price.

Their fully sharpened and blued blades have a distinctive gun 
metal finish that compliments their black leather handles, and when 
well-oiled they are gleamingly beautiful in their own right.

If you always wanted a Cold Steel® sword, but couldn’t afford 
one, the Man at Arms collection is for you. 

NEW  
88CCdM 
Maa Crab 
CLaw dagger

NEW  
88shdM 
Maa sheLL 
hiLt dagger

88CwsM 
Maa Chinese

war sword

88gMsM 
Maa grosse 
Messer

88hnhdM 
Maa hand 
and a haLf 
dagger

88hnhM 
Maa hand-and 
-a-haLf sword

88itdM 
Maa itaLian 
dagger

88itsM
Maa itaLian 
Long sword

88norM
Maa norMan 
sword

neW maa 
crab claW daGGer

This beautiful and functional parrying dagger features multiple “crab claw” quillons 
to block, trap or manipulate an opponent’s blade, while its solid steel sail guard offers 
exceptional hand protection.

Its stiff 17" blade is expertly heat treated and deeply blued to a rich and lustrous 
finish before hand-sharpening.

The Crab Claw Dagger features an attractive wire wrapped handle that’s 
large enough for American hands, even when wearing modern fencing / HEMA 
gloves. For ease of carry and display, the dagger comes complete with a sturdy 
leather sheath with richly blued steel throat and chape.

Perfect for re-enactments, Historical European Martial Arts and as a fine 
collector’s piece – the Crab Claw Dagger is sure to make a big impression!

neW maa sHell 
Hilt daGGer

The latest addition to our Man at Arms series, our Shell Hilt style 
“Main Gauche” is a parrying dagger designed to be used in conjunction 
with a longer blade. Its lengthy solid steel quillons and shell guard protect 
the user’s hand from incoming attacks while offering plenty of leverage for 

deflecting, parrying and temporarily binding the opponent’s blade.
Our Shell Hilt Dagger is beautifully balanced, with a sturdy pommel counter balancing 

its stiff and sharp 12 1/2" blade. Lustrously blued to a deep black luster, with an aged 
leather grip, it’s as good looking as it is effective!
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NEW  
88Cwss
steVen seagaL 
sword breaker

neW
steVen 
seaGal 
siGnatUre 
series

Steven Seagal is a Martial Artist who 
should need no introduction. He found 
international acclaim and celebrity for 
his high-octane Action Movies, but his 
first and foremost love is the world of 
Martial Arts. 

With an encyclopedic knowledge 
of the Japanese warrior arts, a 7th 
Dan Black Belt in the art of Aikido 
and a lifetime of training, he is still 
a much-in-demand instructor and 
consultant.  Whether working specialist 
techniques with UFC stars Lyoto Machida 
and Anderson Silva or travelling the 
world teaching seminars, there is no 
doubt that Steven is still a force to be 
reckoned with!

neW steVen seaGal Helmet breaKer
The “Helmet Breaker” of old was an incredibly powerful off-hand parrying tool and percussive weapon 

used by Japanese Warriors.
It was used to block, hook and parry an opponent’s sword at longer ranges and to manipulate, wrench, 

and bludgeon at an opponent’s armored head in standing / grappling range.
Rumored to be capable of prying open armor like an oversized battlefield can 

opener, there’s no doubt it is more than capable of denting helmets, crushing skulls or 
breaking bones with sickening ease.

It’s piercing point glides through armored targets with impressive ease, while the 
thick spine can be used to parry, deflect and turn even the heaviest of swords.

Its stout upturned “hook” can be used as a guard to protect the hand, while also 
momentarily trapping and binding an opponent’s blade.

In the hands of a trained fighter, the Helmet Breaker was a fearsome weapon that 
struck terror into the hearts of even heavily armored Samurai!

While testing this devastating weapon, Steven nicknamed it the “Mind Bender” 
because of its incredible bone crushing power!

Painstakingly reproduced from an antique original in Steven Seagal’s 
collection, our Helmet Breaker is made to Steven’s personal specifications. 
Every inch of this unusual weapon is made to the highest standards, 
from the polished blade to the hand painted and distressed scabbard 
(which replicates Steven’s battle worn antique original).

A unique collector’s piece that’s sure to become the talking 
point of the collection of any Martial Artist or Historical 
weapons enthusiast.

speCifiCations:
weight: 27 oz. thiCk: 1/2"
bLade: 13"      oVeraLL: 19 1/4"
steeL: 1090  high Carbon

neW steVen seaGal 
“ten sHin” WalKinG sticK

While together on a research trip, Steven showed our company President one of 
the prized pieces in his collection. An oversized custom walking stick of Steven’s 
own design.

This beautiful work of art was made of the finest exotic hardwood but over the years it had 
aged and weathered. Lynn immediately saw the potential in making a modern synthetic polymer 
replica of this unique design. One that wouldn’t age, crack, warp or splinter. One that was 
virtually unbreakable!

As a Martial Artist, Steven has spent decades using Bokken. In his highly trained hands, these 
wooden swords simply become an extension of his body! When it came to designing a walking 
stick, he incorporated elements of Bokken design into an utterly unique “crook topped” stick.

Lynn said “As soon as I saw that stick, I immediately “got it”. Steven had addressed so many 
of the issues associated with crook top designs, and added so many elements that become 
immediately apparent to any student of the fighting arts! It’s very functional crook cane, but it’s 
also an amazing tool for the modern Martial Artist. Whatever style you study, from walking stick 
defense, Japanese sword arts, stick fighting, tomahawk fighting, and even bayonet training! This 
design flows into everything, it’s amazingly versatile.”

Our Polymer Walking Stick is almost an exact replica of Steven’s original design. As Steven is a 
very tall individual, it is the largest offering in our walking stick series.

Featuring the symbol for “Ten Shin” - literally “Heaven Mind” or “Walking the Sacred Way” – a 
phrase of great personal significance to Steven, and an honorific title passed down to him from one 
of his closest Instructors, this is an unusual walking stick imbued with true warrior spirit.

speCifiCations:
weight: 34.1 oz.
head: 4 1/2"
oVeraLL: 44"
MateriaL: poLYpropYLene

neW steVen seaGal 
sWord breaKer

Our stunning signature edition Steven Seagal Sword Breaker 
takes its inspiration from an antique weapon from Steven’s 

personal collection – but rather than simply make an exact copy of 
the original, Steven worked with Cold Steel President Lynn C. Thompson 

to bring together their combined knowledge to create a modern combative 
version of the historical classic.
Steven presented us with an interesting challenge. His fighting style, 

grounded in a lifetime of study in Aikido, is fast and fluid, with deft movement 
and precision timing, but Steven is also a very tall, very strong individual, capable of 

wielding bigger, heavier weapons – and hitting like 
a freight train!!
They developed a Sword Breaker that was big 

enough to deliver powerful percussive blows, but 
still perfectly balanced and capable of nimble 

flowing moves and subtle counters.
Taking the original weapon as inspiration, Lynn 

and Steven lengthened the handle and counter balanced 
the Sword Breaker to facilitate a one or two handed grip, 

then added a sharp thrusting point to make a formidable 
new weapon!

The paralyzing power of the Sword Breaker has to be felt 
to be believed. Its dense cross section repels an opponent’s 
sword like water on wax. Not only shrugging off strikes with 
ease, but often damaging the sword in the process!

Nicknamed the “Sword Slayer” during prototyping, this 
fascinating weapon is also a thing of beauty. With richly blackened 
fullers and hand polished highlights, the “blade” is as good looking 
as it is effective.

speCifiCations:
weight: 73.2 oz. thiCk: 3/4"
bLade: 24"      oVeraLL: 37"
steeL: 1055 high Carbon

NEW  
88Chb

steVen seagaL 
heLMet breaker

NEW  91pssz
steVen seagaL “ten shin”
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emPeror series
The Emperor Series swords are exquisitely beautiful 

examples of the swordmaker’s art. Battle ready and artfully 
designed, they're styled to reflect some of the most distinctive 
hallmarks of Japanese sword design. 

To begin with, our factory has used only traditional 
materials for the Emperor Series Sword’s fittings.  The Tsuba 
(guard), Fuchi (collar), and Kashira (pommel), are expertly 
made and finely crafted in nickel-silver brass.

The Habaki (blade collar) is hand made out of nickel-
silver brass and each hilt is covered in Samé (ray skin) and 
tightly wrapped in the traditional style with black silk cord.  
A beautiful  Menuki (a small, ornamental sculpture that’s 
inserted between the ray skin and the cord wrappings on the 
handle) enhances the sword’s aesthetic appearance and makes 
for a sword that is as traditional looking as we can possibly 
make it.

All of the Emperor swords feature fully sharpened 1055 
carbon steel blades that are heat treated to a spring temper.  
The blade surface is then given a careful, hand finished polish, 
with a distinctive mirror polish applied to the fuller.

speCifiCations:
 o tanto wakazashi katana

bLade: 13 1/4" 21" 29 1/2"
oVeraLL: 19 3/8" 27 1/2" 40 3/4"
weight: 20 oz. 25 oz. 41.4 oz.
thiCkness: 5/16"  9/32" 9/32"
aLL: 1055 Carbon steeL.  
bLaCk LaCquered wood sheath with bLue/VioLet CoVer bag.

draGonfly series
The classic Japanese battle sword in all its incarnations has 

been celebrated for centuries, not only for its elegant lines and 
simple beauty, but also for the technique and skill that went 
into its construction.  

Most swords offered today are interpretive copies of 
antiquities from feudal Japan.  They were made for warrior’s 
of small stature who seldom rose above five and a half 
feet.  As skillfully designed as these swords are, they may 
not be perfectly suited for the twenty first century warrior, 
who benefited from contemporary advances in childhood 
nutrition and healthcare and grew up to be a substantially 
taller, stronger, and more athletic version of his historical 
counterpart.

As a way of compensating for this size disparity, Cold 
Steel has created the Dragonfly Series.  These swords 
feature thicker, wider and heavier blades, which mirror our 
Emperor Series in respect to heat treatment, polish, quality 
of furnishings, and attention to detail, but with a few new 
departures.

Most noticeable are the distinctive teal-green silk cord-
wrap and black samé (ray skin) used on the handles and the 
black iron furniture that bears the dragonfly motif.  Also, the 
polished blades are more strongly curved than our Emperor 
blades and terminate in a long “iris leaf” point for maximum 
cutting and slashing potential.  Additionally, these swords 
come with two protective bags.  There is a blue cotton travel 
bag and an intricately decorative display bag that’s made from 
the finest heavy silk brocade. 

speCifiCations: 
 katana wakazashi o tanto

bLade: 29 1/4" 22" 15"
oVeraLL: 40 3/4" 31 1/2" 21"
thiCk: 5/16" 5/16" 5/16"
weight: 39.4 oz. 30.3 oz. 22.3 oz.
sCabbard: bLaCk LaCquered wood.   
aLL haVe 1055 Carbon steeL bLades

88dw 
dragonfLY 
wakazashi

88w 
eMperor

wakazashi 

88dk
dragonfLY 
katana

88dt 
dragonfLY

o tanto

88k 
eMperor 
katana 

88t 
eMperor o tanto 
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Warrior series 
jaPanese styled sWords

The Japanese swords of the Emperor Series 
have proven, since their initial introduction 
several years ago, to be quite popular with many 
of our customers.  Still, we are aware that there 
are some people who want a battle ready sword 
but hope to find one at a more affordable price.  
Our  Warrior Series addresses this problem 
directly. In our efforts to reduce the costliness 
of the blades, we have omitted the expensive 
mirror polishing that we used on the Emperor 
swords to create a  series of Japanese swords 
with a more practical finish. 

The Warrior Series swords are very handsome 
in their own right and share the same steel, 
heat treatment, and sharpness as their more 
expensive Emperor counterparts.  Like the 
Emperor swords, they have Samé covered, 
cord wrapped handles and quality fittings. If 
you’re in the market for a strong, good looking, 
reasonably priced Japanese sword we know 
you’ll be happy to own one of these.

speCifiCations: 
naMe bLade oVeraLL weight thiCk

o tanto: 13 1/4" 19 1/4" 18.5 oz. 5/16"
wakazashi: 21" 29 1/2" 30.6 oz. 5/16"
katana: 29 1/4" 40 1/2" 41.4 oz. 5/16"
Chisa katana: 24 1/2" 36" 42.5 oz. 5/16"
o katana: 36" 49" 51 oz. 5/16"
nodaChi: 34" 57" 69.6 oz. 5/16"
aLL CoMe with a bLaCk LaCquered wood sCabbard

tanto series
The pioneering design and innovative new materials in our Tanto Series 

took the industry by storm in the early 1980's, and for many people, a 
classic Tanto, designed by Lynn C. Thompson is considered the ultimate high 
end fixed blade!

Highly prized by Martial Artists and Blade Enthusiasts alike, 
these collectible Tantos are strictly limited edition, and made from 
Japanese San Mai III steel.  They feature a deep 
lustrous satin finish, hollow ground blade bevels and 
a contrasting line grain finish on the blade flats which 
highlight our state of the art grinding methods, and 
emphasizes the Tantos luxurious appearance.

Each Tanto also comes with our famous flattened 
oval Kray-Ex™ polymer handle. This oval shape 
resists rolling or twisting in the hand under hard 
use, while the Kray-Ex™ gives superior grip retention 
even in the worst possible conditions, ensuring safe 
handling even when the owner’s hands are wet, cold 
or bloody.

The Tantos tapered solid steel pommel is designed 
to concentrate the force of a crushing blow into a 
small area. Even a moderate strike can be effective, 
disarming or incapacitating an attacker.

tai Pan® 
Designed by Lynn C. Thompson, in his distinctive 

signature style, the Cold Steel Tai Pan® embodies all 
the finest features of a classic double edged dagger.

Our Tai Pan® features a sturdy spear point which 
is wide and thick enough to resist 
breaking without compromising its 
ability to offer deep penetration. Its 
razor sharp twin edges offer twice 
the cutting potential, and when used 
with skill, the Tai Pan® is capable of 
cutting in a full continuous 180° arc 
with devastating effect!

The Tai Pan® features a tapered 
non-slip Kray-Ex™ polymer handle with 
a flattened oval cross section which 
encases its generous full tang and 
terminates in a solid steel tapered 
pommel.

Meticulously fashioned from 
expertly heat treated Japanese San 
Mai III steel, it’s simply one of the 
finest production daggers ever made.

88bww 
warrior 
wakazashi

13d
tai pan

speCifiCations: 
naMe bLade oVeraLL weight thiCk

Master tanto: 6" 11 1/2" 9.5 oz. 5MM

Mag. tanto ii: 7 1/2" 13" 11.4 oz. 5MM

tai pan: 7 1/2" 13" 10.8 oz. 5MM

aLL CoMe CoMpLete with  a Leather sheath

88bCk 
Chisa 
katana

88bkw 
warrior

katana 

88bn 
nodaChi

88bok
o katana

88bt 
warrior 
o tanto

13bn 
Master 
tanto

13Mbii 
MagnuM 
tanto ii
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speCifiCations:  
 oVeraLL  bLade weight thiCk

o tanto: 18 1/4" 12" 9.2 oz. 3/4"
wakazashi: 27 3/8" 21" 12.2 oz. 3/4"
bokken: 41 1/2" 30" 19.9 oz. 1"
o bokken: 44" 31 1/2" 27.7 oz. 1"
aLwaYs wear eYe proteCtion and appropriate equipMent 
when You are training. 

speCifiCations:   oVeraLL  bLade weight thiCk

sword breaker: 39 1/8" 31" 23.6 oz. 1 3/8"
gLadius: 31" 22" 24 oz. 3/4"
hand & a haLf: 44" 34" 31.7 oz. 1"
MedieVaL training: 39 1/2" 32 1/4" 29.3 oz. 1" 
training dagger: 20" 13" 12.3 oz. 1"
aLwaYs wear eYe proteCtion and 
appropriate equipMent when You are training. 

speCifiCations:
weight: 34.7 oz.
diaMeter: 12"
thiCkness: 1/2"
MateriaL:  poLYpropYLene

note:  aLwaYs wear 
eYe proteCtion and 
appropriate equipMent 
when training.  not for 
use when training against 
MetaL weapons.

speCifiCations: 
 trenCh hawk aXe gang

oVeraLL:    19 3/4" 20 1/2"
hawk Length: 8 1/2" 5"
priMarY edge: 3 1/2" 4"
weight:   15.9 oz. 20.3 oz.
MateriaL:  santoprene poLYpropYLene
note: aLwaYs wear eYe proteCtion and 
appropriate equipMent when training.

speCifiCations:
 Mini super urban  urban

 paL edge paL edge

bLade: 1" 2" 1 1/2" 2 1/2"
oVeraLL: 2 5/8" 4 5/16" 3 1/8" 4"
thiCk: 2MM 2MM 2MM 3MM

weight: 0.5 oz. 0.8 oz. 0.7 oz. 1.9 oz.
japanese aus 8a stainLess bLades  

92bksb sword breaker trainer

PolyProPylene trainers
The best of the world’s martial artists have known a simple truth for ages... if you want to become reasonably good at wielding 

a fighting implement, you should endeavor to learn the best fighting techniques, footwork, and the basic stances. However if you 
want to be a master at it you will have to eventually start training with a “live weapon”. 

If, for example, your ultimate goal is to wield a razor sharp sword safely and effectively, you need to train with a sword 
that approximates the size, feel and heft of a live blade, yet minimizes the possibility of causing grievous, permanent, or life-
threatening injury to yourself or your training partner.

This concept was implemented by the ancient Romans, who used dull wooden swords to train their Gladiators and soldiers. 
And Japanese Samurai used a wooden training sword that was called a Bokken. It’s an elegant solution to a vexing problem and 
effective enough to still be used today. The only problem is that a wooden training weapon can rot, crack, chip or splinter and 
eventually become useless.

Cold Steel’s solution to these dilemmas was to design a line of synthetic substitutes, that are low in price and impervious 
to the elements.  The Cold Steel line of Training Weapons are made of the heaviest grade polypropylene available and closely 
duplicate their real counterparts in length, size and feel. While they’re not quite as rigid as wood, they have the winning 
advantages of being virtually unbreakable, remarkably stiff and cut resistant.

aXe 
GanG® 
& trencH 
HaWK® 
trainers

Train with replicas of our two most popular 
designs.  The Axe Gang® trainer and the Trench 
Hawk® trainer both closely duplicate the feel and 
size of their more lethal counterparts.  They are 
ideal for training sessions where a live weapon 
would be too dangerous and intimidating to use 
effectively.

92bkaXg
aXe gang 

hatChet trainer

neW traininG staff
Many of our fans and customers share our love for the Martial Arts, 

and they have been asking us to produce longer training tools for many 
years; and now, thanks to recent pioneering innovations in the world of 
high-strength polymer production we are proud to offer our first synthetic 
training staff!

Our company President Lynn C. Thompson has studied and trained with 
numerous pole arms, spears and staves (most recently training Krabi 
Krabong Staff with Guro Ron Balicki) and he found that a hard wearing 
octagonal “Okinawan style” Japanese Staff was an excellent training 
tool for all of these disciplines and more. Therefore, the first of our long 
training tools features a traditional octagonal cross section for superior 
grip and comfort.

Perfect for pell work and for conditioning training, this high-impact 
staff will be the perfect addition to any Martial Artists training regime.

escrima sticK
Since 1980, when he first read Guru Dan Inosanto’s book, “The Filipino 

Martial Arts”, our President, Lynn C. Thompson, has diligently studied 
and trained in these disciplines. Lynn’s extensive sparring experiences, 
combined with his study and training had an immeasurable impact in 
shaping Cold Steel into the company it is today.

Our Cold Steel Escrima Stick resembles a traditional rattan stick 
in length, weight, and cross section, it is however, much more durable 
because it’s injection molded from super tough black polypropylene.  It 
measures 32" long and is 1" in diameter and weighs a little over 15 ounces. 

Unlike rattan, it resists mildew, and won’t dry out, warp, crack, splinter 
or shrink, and with the use of a saw, it can easily be modified to any 
length.  Plus, like our baseball bats, Bokkens, and African Walking Stick, it 
is easy to clean and is so resistant to impact stresses and the elements, 
that it is virtually unbreakable and practically indestructible.  

We’re confident that stick fighting enthusiasts and the Filipino Martial 
Arts Community will want to add one or more of these sticks to their 
training arsenal.
 training  esCriMa
speCifiCations: staff stiCk

weight: 40.3 oz. 15.6 oz.
Length: 54" 32"
diaMeter:  1 1/2" 1"

mini Pal™

For a small knife, the Mini Pal™ delivers 
heavyweight performance. It has an edge 
that zips through a host of materials at 
unbelievable speed.  And, since the one 
inch long blade is razor sharp, it will open delicate 
packages and envelopes, cut rope or punch through heavy cartons 
with ease.

 Also, the Kray-Ex™ handle totally encapsulates the tang and 
part of the shaft, for increased comfort and improved control.

Urban Pal™

The Urban Pal™ should be standard 
equipment for survival in today’s urban 
jungle.  At less than half an ounce, it’s 
perfectly at home in a pocket or purse 
and can be easily attached to a key 
ring, or hung around the neck. 

sUPer edGe™

This rugged little workhorse can cut through 
tough materials that would make a bigger 
knife “choke”. Its diminutive overall 
length and feather light Secure-Ex® 
sheath make it a natural for 
attachment to a key 
ring, zipper pull, 
“D” ring or 
belt loop.

Urban edGe™

A well-made push knife is a 
surprisingly versatile and useful 
everyday utility tool. Its secure 
grip allows the user to open 
their hand while still having 
full control over the knife. 
Many of our staff uses them 
regularly - opening boxes, 
pausing to sign for deliveries 
or type on computers or tablets – 
all without the knife ever leaving 
their hand!

Light enough to be worn 
as a neck knife or hung from 
a key ring or a purse, but 
still packing enough cutting 
power to handle tasks that 
would challenge even some of our 
competitor’s larger knives, the Urban 
Edge also makes a formidable 
last resort self defense 
tool.  This awesome knife is 
complemented by our sturdy 
Secure-Ex™ sheath and a 
black bead lanyard chain. neW jaPanese traininG sWords

Our new improved Japanese Training Swords are closely modeled after our 
world-famous Warrior series 
swords. Featuring an intricately 
detailed imitation cord wrap 
grip – molded in high impact 
polypropylene – they offer 
superior grip and comfort as well 
as more realistic training potential 
for the modern Martial Artist.

92bkpb MedieVaL buCkLer

92bkpth
trenCh 
hawk 

trainer

NEW   
91es 
training 
staff

91e 
esCriMa

stiCk

medieVal bUcKler
Essentially, a Buckler is a small shield about the size of a large dinner 

plate.  It often accompanied a swordsman as an aid in defense. The Cold 
Steel training replica is stoutly made 
and has a thick, sturdy, raised boss to 
protect the hand, and a rugged handle 
that will withstand plenty hard of use. 

92bkd 
training dagger

92bkgM gLadius trainer

92bkhnh hand and a h
aLf training sword

NEW
  92bkka    o

 tanto b
okken

NEW
  92bkkb    w

akazashi bokken

NEW
  92bkkC      b

okken

NEW
  92bkkd      o

 bokken 

92bks 
MedieVaL training sword

42ss 
super edge

43Ls 
urban paL

43nsk 
Mini paL

NEW   
43XLss
urban edge 
serrated

43XL
urban edge

43XLs 
urban edge 
50/50 edge
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cHaos™ series: neW cHaos KUKri
Military service men and women on modern-day battlefields are more heavily equipped than 

ever. Innovations in rigging and materials, coupled with equipment, weapons and tools mean 
virtually every inch of real estate in a soldier's kit needs to be carefully considered. Our Chaos 
series fixed blades aim to fill some of that precious space with a truly hard-wearing combat 
knife.

Taking inspiration from the classic "Trench Knives" from both World Wars of the last century, 
we have developed a series of new tactical fixed blades that are suitable for the challenges faced 
by today's modern day warriors.

Our Chaos series fixed blades are equipped with unique "D" ring guards made from reinforced 
6061 aluminum, allowing for an incredibly secure and comfortable grip while protecting the hand 
both from incoming attack and damage while striking or cutting an opponent who's covered in 
body armor, ammo, flashlights, magazines and gear!

Their extra thick 1055 carbon steel pommels are tapered to concentrate the percussive 
force of a hammering strike, and their full tang SK-5 High Carbon steel blades are expertly heat 
treated for maximum performance.

Available in Tanto, Double Edge and Kukri blade configurations (three of our most popular 
blade shapes with Military units) the Chaos series combine maximum safety and 
security with extreme performance and combat potential.

Their tough Secure-Ex™ sheaths are Molle-Lok and Tek-Lok® compatible, 
with rugged adjustable Cor-Ex™ belt loops and retaining straps for a 
secure and reliable lock up when not in use.

speCifiCations:
 Chaos Chaos Chaos

  tanto kukri dbL edge

bLade: 7 1/2" 12 1/2" 7 1/2"
oVeraLL: 13 1/2" 18 1/2" 13 1/2"
weight: 17.9 oz. 28 oz. 17 oz.
thiCkness: 4.5MM 4.5MM 4.5MM

speCifiCations: 3V  3V 3V 3V
 3V Master MagnuM MagnuM MagnuM

 tai pan tanto tanto ii tanto iX tanto Xii

weight: 10.8 oz. 9.5 oz..  11.4 oz.   11.9 oz.  14.2 oz. 
thiCk: 5MM  5MM  5MM  5MM 5MM

bLade: 7 1/2" 6" 7 1/2" 9" 12"
oVeraLL: 13" 11 1/2" 13 1/8" 14 5/8" 17 5/8"

neW niGHtfall™ series
jaPanese styled blades 
in cPm 3-V steel

Our classic San Mai III fixed blades have been a Cold Steel staple for decades. Coveted by 
Martial Artists and knife collectors alike, they are much in demand, but these high-end luxury 
fixed blades are only produced in exclusive limited edition runs each year.

Therefore, we are proud to introduce our new Nightfall™ Series of Japanese styled blades 
made from American CPM 3-V high performance powdered steel – with the same design and 
attention to detail as our much loved San Mai classics but with the addition of this premium 
American super steel, we’re excited to usher in a new era of high performance fixed blades for 
the discerning knife owner.

Each of these tough, reliable blades is DLC (diamond like) coated to a rich 
inky black finish. Highly scratch and wear resistant, and honed to an 
edge that you would expect on the keenest of razor blades, 
they are not only super sharp, but built to last!

80nt
Chaos 
tanto

NEW   
80ntk
Chaos kukri

80ntp
Chaos 
doubLe edge

NEW   
13q 
3V tai pan

NEW   
13qbn
3V Master tanto

NEW   
13qMbii
3V MagnuM 
tanto ii

NEW   
13qMbiX 
3V MagnuM 
tanto iX

NEW   
13qMbXii 
3V MagnuM 
tanto Xii
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speCifiCations:
 MediuM  MagnuM 
 warCraft warCraft warCraft

 tanto tanto tanto

bLade: 5 1/2" 7 1/2" 12"
oVeraLL: 10" 12 1/4" 17"
thiCk: 5MM 5MM 5MM

weight: 9.5 oz. 13 oz. 18 oz.
steeL: u.s. CpM 3-V high Carbon 
with dLC Coating

srK® (sUrViVal rescUe Knife) 
neW VG-1 stainless blade 

Survival & Rescue operations demand a versatile knife able 
to withstand the most extreme abuse. Simply put, the Cold Steel 
SRK (Survival Rescue Knife) was designed specifically with this 
in mind. 

The SRK is a rugged, dependable knife built to perform in 
even the toughest conditions.  A popular knife with Military and 
Tactical Law Enforcement Personnel, the SRK is the standard 
issue knife of the Navy SEALS, for their BUDS – or Basic 
Underwater Demolition training - the SRK has proved its worth 
time and time again in the most demanding environments. 
Whatever the mission, we’re confident that the SRK from Cold 
Steel is the knife for you!

recon tanto
neW VG-1 stainless blade

Over the last 34 years, Cold Steel has succeeded in 
establishing the Tanto as a superior combat blade. The 
pioneering research, development and refinement of 
this blade shape by our company President Lynn 
C. Thompson has proven the value of the 
“American Tanto” style reinforced point 
beyond question.

The Recon Tanto continues to redefine the standard for 
combat knives around the globe. It is well on its way to becoming 
the preferred fixed blade for SWAT teams and special military 
units. Visit your local dealer and ask about the Recon Tanto. 
Experience the extraordinary quality of both the VG-1 Stainless 
model (shown here) and the VG-1 San Mai III® model - test their 
distinctive razor sharp edges for yourself and you will see why 
the Recon Tanto is a unique knife you can’t afford to be without!

leatHernecK® series
neW German d2 blades
This series of tough, combat-ready fixed 
blades is comprised of two distinct and 
iconic blade styles, both of which have 
proven to be exceptionally popular 
with our brothers and sisters in the armed forces:
• The Leatherneck-SF (for Semper-Fi) has a beautiful saber 

ground clip point blade. Hollow ground and honed by hand to a 
startling razor sharpness.

• The Leatherneck-Tanto features our classic signature Cold 
Steel style Tanto blade with a stout reinforced tip for extra 
strength and durability.
Both are made from German D2 Tool Steel and finished with 

a non reflective, highly scratch resistant DLC (Diamond Like 
Coating).

To keep the fingers from sliding forward onto 
their keen edge, the Leathernecks come with a 
superior solid steel guard. Made of thick steel 
with double quillons that are turned slightly 
forward to provide excellent protection for your 
hand while offering minimal interference in the 
use of these knives when performing utility tasks.

The handles are made of deeply checkered Kray-Ex™ that 
totally encompasses the Leatherneck’s extra wide, full tang. 
They offer unsurpassed gripping power through their palm 
hugging oval cross section and unique finger trough. 

The Leatherneck’s handle is capped with a thick, machined 
steel butt cap (not cheap casting or plastic like others on the 
market today) so they can also deliver frightful blows with the 
butt or even double in an emergency as a hammer.

To carry the Leatherneck knives safely and conveniently 
in all environments, they come with a sturdy and versatile 
Secure-Ex™ sheath, complete with fully detachable and 
ambidextrous belt loop.

speCifiCations: 
 LeatherneCk LeatherneCk

  tanto sf
weight: 12.2 oz. 11.7 oz.
thiCk: 5MM 5MM
bLade: 7" 6 3/4"
handLe: 5" 5"
oVeraLL: 12" 11 3/4"

speCifiCations: reCon

 srk® tanto

weight: 8.2 oz.  9 oz. 
thiCk: 5MM 5MM

bLade: 6" 7"
handLe: 4 3/4" 4 3/4"
oVeraLL: 10 3/4"  11 3/4"

38Ckj1
srk in Vg-1

39Lsfdt
LeatherneCk 
tanto

Warcraft 
series:
neW mediUm 
Warcraft tanto

Lynn C. Thompson has championed 
the awesome power of the Tanto for 
over 30 years.

A pioneer in modern Tanto design, 
Lynn developed lightning fast, versatile 
knives that were met with great critical 
acclaim, particularly with the Military 
who appreciated their robust and 
reliable design coupled with superior 
fighting functionality.

Over the next three decades Lynn 
has continued to develop a variety 
of Tantos, and our Warcraft Tanto 
series embodies his very latest ideas 
regarding this inspiring blade shape.

Our Warcraft Tanto blades are 
noticeably thicker than many of the 
knives on the market today. With 
tough reinforced tips, elegantly 
curved cutting edges and sturdy 
one-piece construction, 
they are designed to 
soak up punishment while delivering 
unprecedented performance.

Made from the highest quality 
American CPM 3-V steel, each Warcraft 
Tanto’s blade features a stout flat 
ground primary cutting edge and a 
chisel ground secondary blade bevel, 
both hand honed to hair popping 
sharpness. The intersection of these 
two blade bevels (The Yakote) forms a 
wickedly effective secondary point that 
allows for a devastating snap cut.

The Warcraft is then D.L.C coated 
(Diamond like Coating) to make it highly 
rust and scratch resistant, while also 
reducing glare and minimizing friction.

The taper-ground thick, full tang, is 
encased in 3D machined textured and 
ergonomic USA G-10 scales, making 
our Warcraft series comfortable and 
secure in hand, and equally at home 
as a reliable workhorse or life-saving 
combat knife.

Available in three sizes, the Warcraft 
is quite possibly the highest quality 
premium tactical fixed blade in the 
world today.

NEW   
13t
MediuM 
warCraft 
tanto

13tL
warCraft 
tanto

13tXL 
MagnuM 
warCraft 
tanto

13rtkj1
reCon tanto 
in Vg-1

39Lsfd
LeatherneCk-sf
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steel tiGer® 
neW VG-1 stainless blade

Our Steel Tiger® is a thoroughly modern tactical 
interpretation of an ancient Indonesian Karambit.

A design collaboration between Lynn C. 
Thompson and the late custom knife maker Steven 
Likarich, the Steel Tiger® was designed to possess 
all the best features of this iconic hooked blade and to integrate them 
seamlessly with modern materials and styling.

The Steel Tiger’s broad, deeply curved and needle sharp blade simply 
has to be seen and felt to be believed. The VG-1 Stainless Steel blade 
is vacuum heat-treated and sub-zero quenched, taper ground and 
highly polished for maximum strength, cutting power, edge 
retention and performance.

The tough and durable Griv-Ex® core handle fully 
encapsulates the tang, emerging to create the 
bolster, thumb-shelf and distinctive finger ring. 
This Griv-Ex® core is then injection over-molded 
with premium Kray-Ex™ polymer, creating a 
superb, non-slip grip that won’t let you down 
even in when your hands are cold or wet.

For safety, convenience and lightning 
quick access, the Steel Tiger® comes with 
a Military style Secure-Ex® sheath that you 
can lash to your gear or retain on your person 
via the removable boot/belt clip.

speCifiCations:
 safe  safe  
 Maker i®   Maker ii®

bLade: 4 1/2" 3 1/4"
oVeraLL: 6 1/2" 5"
weight: 3.7oz. 2.5oz.
thiCk: 5MM 4.6MM

speCifiCations:
 peaCe  peaCe  
 Maker ii   Maker iii

bLade: 5 1/2" 4"
oVeraLL: 10 1/4" 8 1/2"
weight: 5.4 oz. 3.4 oz.
thiCk: 3MM 2.5MM

speCifiCations:
bLade: 5 1/2"
oVeraLL: 9 7/8"
weight: 4.4 oz.
thiCk: 3.5MM

steeL:   japanese  aus 8a 
 stainLess

17t
kobun

49ksj1
steeL tiger

KobUn® 
The Kobun® is a lightweight Tanto styled knife. 

It takes its namesake from the Japanese Yakuza, or 
martial underworld, where the word “Kobun” is a kind of 
indicator of rank that suggests the word “soldier”, or one 
who takes orders from his “Oyabun” or boss. It’s a fitting 
name for a knife like the Kobun®, which was effectively 
designed to be “a good soldier”.

In profile it closely resembles our Master Tanto, but it 
sports a thinner blade, and that supports its 
main function; to be a light weight knife.

Like our Tantos, it features the Tanto 
styled reinforced point. This contrasts sharply 
with most knives on the market today which 
are notorious for their paper thin points 
which are easily broken or bent. In contrast, 
the Kobun’s® point is highly resistant 
to bending or breaking because it is 
reinforced by the full thickness of the 
blade’s spine which runs almost to the 
very tip of the blade.

The Kobun’s® deeply checkered Kray-
Ex™ handle is designed to offer minimum 
bulk with maximum grip. Its cross 
section was made  as thin as possible 
(approximately 1/2 inch), then contoured 
to resist turning or shifting in the hand.

safe maKer
® series

neW VG-1 stainless blades
Cold Steel has been making push knifes for over a 

quarter century. Over the years we have continually refined 
our designs, discarding some features and enhancing 
others. Constantly striving to produce the best push knife 
in the world.

Designed by Lynn C. Thompson, our 
Safe Maker® series represents the 
pinnacle of our learning, experience, 
testing, and development. 

The blade, shaft, and 'T' shaped 
tang are all drop forged from one solid 
piece of VG-1 Stainless Steel, and the 
subsequent vacuum heat treatment and 
sub-zero quench renders these blades 
virtually unbreakable.

A textured, non-slip Kray-Ex™ handle 
totally encapsulates the tang and part 
of the shaft for added comfort and 
security.

Our Safe Makers are available in two 
sizes; and each includes a thin, easily 
concealable and sturdy Secure-Ex® boot/
belt sheath. The smaller version also 
includes a steel bead chain lanyard so it 
can be worn as a discreet neck knife.

speCifiCations: 
weight: 5.4 oz.        
thiCk: 5 MM

bLade: 4 3/4" 
steeL: Vg-1  
 stainLess

oVeraLL: 9 3/4"

speCifiCations: 
 Counter  Counter 
 taC i taC ii
bLade: 5" 3 3/8"
oVeraLL: 9 1/2" 6 3/4"
weight: 5.1oz. 2.2oz.
thiCk: 5MM 4MM

10dCj1
Counter taC ii

coUnter tac™

neW VG-1 stainless blades
Our Counter TAC boot knives were designed with one simple philosophy in 

mind. Functionality. 
Quite simply - they work, and they excel at what they do!
The Counter TAC’s full tang blades are made from beautifully polished and 

ground VG-1 Stainless steel that's vacuum heat treated, and sub-zero quenched 
for strength and durability. 

Designed to cut as well as thrust, their 
double edged blades are perfectly hollow 
ground with a unique cross section that 
allows for a surprisingly effective cut, 
while still keeping the double edges and 
needle tip stiff enough to put in good work 
without damage. 

The ergonomic design of the Kray-Ex 
handle is comfortable and adaptable 
to any grip, and the deeply textured 
surface and double guard will insure 
that the knife is not likely to slip from 
your hand under any circumstances.

Finally, each Counter TAC is shipped 
with a state of the art Secure-Ex® 
sheath, complete with a removable 
boot/belt clip and lashing slots so 
you can carry or conceal it just about 
anywhere.

20pbL 
peaCe Maker ii

20pbs 
peaCe Maker iii

steVen LikariCh

10bCj1
Counter taC i

Peace maKer™ series
If you're in the Military or Law Enforcement; if you ride horses 

or motorcycles; live on a ranch or a farm - or if the encroaching threats of the urban 
jungle are simply getting too near for comfort - then the Peace Maker series of boot 
knives are for you!

Clipped to the top of your boot and covered by your pant leg, these versatile 
fixed blades are rendered virtually invisible, furthermore, your knife is always easily 
accessible when you need it.

The Peace Makers are astoundingly light, and substantially thinner than many of the 
alleged "extreme duty" tactical knives available on the market today.

The Peace Makers compound ground blade bevels makes them very easy to 
re-sharpen, and their stiff, distal tapered points are capable of piercing thick targets 

without compromising any of their cutting potential.
As these inexpensive boot blades offer such a 

wide spectrum of uses - utility, hunting, fishing, and 
self-defense - it's fitting that they also have a very 
versatile grip. Their deeply textured handles are thin 
and rectangular with a pronounced palm swell for a 
secure grip, and a sturdy double guard to protect your 
precious fingers from slipping onto the sharp blade.

Our ambidextrous Secure-Ex™ sheaths are cut 
and stab resistant and impervious to the elements 
- so unlike sheaths made from leather or fabric, 
they'll never rot, crack, mildew, or lose their shape. 
Additionally, they're fitted with a custom-made, 
stainless steel belt clip that will keep the sheath firmly 
attached to your boot or belt when your knife is drawn.

12dbsj1 
safe Maker i

12dCsj1 
safe Maker ii
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speCifiCations: 
weight: 1.9 oz.        
thiCk: 3 MM

bLade: 3" 
steeL: japanese aus 
 8a stainLess

oVeraLL: 6 1/2"
kraY-eX™ handLe

safe KeePer® series
Here are perhaps the finest production push knives in almost 150 years. They 

have the cutting and piercing potential of a larger knife, but are small enough so 
that they can be easily attached to tactical web gear, tucked in a waistband or boot 
top, or even strapped to a wrist or ankle.

safe KeePer® ii: Designed for the twenty first century, the Safe Keeper® II is 
the ultimate push knife. Just the look of this knife with its wicked blade jutting out from the fist 
is enough to deter almost all aggressors. And, if action is necessary, the Safe Keeper’s® shock 
absorbing Kray-Ex™ handle imparts devastating punching blows, yet is so secure in one’s hand 
that it’s practically impossible for even a novice to be disarmed. 

safe KeePer® iii: The Safe Keeper® III offers 
outstanding versatility, especially as a boot knife. Its 
light weight and overall length of five inches make 
it the perfect combination of small size and big 
performance. 

The single edged design of the Safe 
Keeper® III means you can safely 
“choke up” on the blade for extra 
fine work, while the false edge 
provides superior point strength. 
With only one sharp edge, the 
Safe Keeper® III can double as 
a rescue knife.

49nde
hide out

Hide oUt™

Our Hide Out was designed with one clear goal in 
mind; to produce a small, inexpensive and astoundingly 
functional neck knife - one that was just so good, so 
affordable, and so light that there was simply no excuse 
not to carry one!

Its high satin polished, double-edged Japanese AUS 8A 
blade is “Scandi” ground, which makes it very sharp and 
also very stiff, allowing for a strong point and effortless 
penetrative power. 

Its full tang is encapsulated 
in a weather proof Kray-Ex™ 
handle that has been designed 
to be very thin and flat (so that 
it won’t imprint on even the 
thinnest suit, dress slacks or 
uniform pants).

The handle swells at the 
butt to give the hand great 

purchase and security 
while enabling 
effortless transition 
between grips. And a generous lanyard hole is 
easily big enough to attach Paracord further aiding 
the knife’s versatility.

A strong, reliable Secure-Ex® sheath with bead 
chain lanyard completes this lightweight package.

Despite its cutting and piercing power, the knife itself is 
a featherweight, weighing a meager 1.9 oz! 

An awesome, affordable, lightweight double edged fixed 
blade that can easily be carried around the neck, tucked 
into a boot, attached to a belt or even carried in a pocket 
instead of a folder, the Hide Out sets a new standard for 
versatility. There is simply no excuse not to own one!

sPiKe series
Our Spike series continues to raise the bar for neck 

knives! Thin, light and super-tough, their razor sharp, zero 
ground blades, are complemented by heavily scalloped, 
textured handle scales that offer a comfortable, secure grip.

Our ergonomic handles feature Integral quillons that 
provide a safe stop for index finger and thumb, while 
the deeply textured and sculpted G-10 styled Griv-Ex™ 
provides excellent positive traction even when your hands 
are cold, wet and slippery.

Available in four distinctive 
blade shapes (Bowie, Drop 
Point, Tokyo and Tanto point) 
they offer all the strength 
of a solid steel one-piece 
construction (much stronger 
than any tactical folder and 
even rivaling the strength of 
some boot knives) while still 
being light enough to carry all 
day without fatigue.

Complete with Secure-Ex™ 
sheaths that provide excellent 
retention and safety. Super 
lightweight (weighing in at 3 oz. in the sheath!) the Spikes 
can be comfortably worn around the neck 24/7 by using 
the black bead lanyard provided, or carried on a waistband 
or belt by taking advantage of their new Tek-Lok™ 
compatible design.

Easily concealed, razor sharp and light as a feather – 
we proudly present the Spike series by Cold Steel!

speCifiCations:  
 bowie drop pt.  tokYo tanto

weight: 2.3 oz.  2.3 oz. 2.3 oz. 2.3 oz.
thiCk: 3MM  3MM  3MM 3MM

bLade: 4" 4"  4" 4"
oVeraLL: 8" 8" 8" 8"
steeL:  gerMan 4116 stainLess with g-10 
stYLed griV-eX™ handLes

secret edGe™

Thin, feather light, and flat like a pancake, our Secret Edge™ is suitable for anyone in the market for an unobtrusive, yet highly 
effective neck knife. Unlike its heavier, bulkier rivals, the Secret Edge™ is so slim it virtually disappears under clothing and, at 3.2 
ounces (with sheath) is a joy to wear without causing neck fatigue.

Inspired by the ancient Scottish Skean Dhu, it’s thoroughly modern in materials, performance and appearance, and 
presents a flat ground Japanese AUS 8A Stainless blade that’s wide at the base for cutting power and narrow at 
the tip to assure effortless penetration. The edge is so murderously sharp it will astound your family 
and friends.

And, to assure maximum purchase in such a diminutive blade, the Secret Edge™ 
is equipped with exceptionally thin, flat, G-10 styled Griv-Ex™ handle 
scales. It has three holes, to reduce weight, and an aggressively 
textured surface, so it hugs the palm and resists rolling 
or twisting in the hand.

For safety, and to prevent loss, the Secret 
Edge™ comes with a correspondingly 
slim Secure-Ex™ sheath. It offers 
reliable retention without 
compromising speed 
of access or 
deployment.

speCifiCations: 
weight: 2.4 oz.        
thiCk: 2.5 MM

bLade: 3 1/2" 
oVeraLL: 6 1/2"

11sdt
seCret edge

speCifiCations:
 weight thiCk bLade

safe keeper ii: 3.6 oz. 5MM 3 3/4"
safe keeper iii: 3.5 oz. 5MM 2 1/2"
japanese aus 8a stainLess bLade steeL 

53nbs
bowie spike

53nCC
drop point 
spike

53nCt
tanto spike

53nhs
tokYo spike

12bt
safe keeper ii

12Ct
safe keeper iii
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speCifiCations :both ModeLs

bLade: 3"
oVeraLL: 7 5/8"
thiCk: 2.3MM

weight: 2.5 oz. (approX.)
steeL: japanese 
aus 8a stainLess

 Zach Whitson

doUble aGent® 
series

Cold Steel’s Double Agent® neck 
knives possess a significant set of 
advantages worth noting. Designed by 
Zach Whitson, with either a Karambit 
or Clip Point blade style, they’re 
thin, flat, and super light (a little 
over 3 ounces including sheath). 
This makes them easy to conceal and 
very comfortable to wear. Their most 
audacious and notable feature, however, is their double ring 
handle design. Slip an index finger through the front ring 
nearest the blade and your pinky finger through the rear ring 
and close your fist to obtain a forward grip and vice versa for 
a reverse grip. 

It doesn’t matter 
how hard you cut, chop, 
hack, hammer or thrust 
with the Double Agent®. 
Its twin rings will 
always prevent 
your hand from 
sliding forward on the 
razor sharp edge and will 
likewise resist the effects of centrifugal force or the efforts 
of an adversary to wrest the Double Agent® from your grasp.

speCifiCations:
 tanto skinner 
weight: 2.7 oz. 2.1 oz.
thiCk: 2.5MM 2.5 MM
bLade: 3 3/4" 3 3/8"
handLe: 3" 3 1/4"
oVeraLL: 6 3/4" 6 5/8" 

mini tac® series
Cold Steel’s Mini Tac® Neck Knives are astonishingly lightweight, so much so, they can be 

comfortably worn practically 24 hours a day. 
With their sturdy bead chain lanyards and their rugged Secure Ex® sheaths (specially designed 

to snugly retain the knife while allowing a speedy draw stroke), they can be worn outside clothing 
and perform as a handy utility or rescue knife. They can also be carried more discreetly under a 
shirt or blouse, or inside a coat. They can even be used for camping or hiking as they can easily be 

tied or taped anywhere from a backpack to a fanny pack. 
Their versatility is virtually endless.

Fashioned from Japanese AUS 8A stainless steel and 
reflecting state of the art heat treatment they are honed 
to a razor edge and exhibit incredible toughness for such a 
small knife, due in part to their full tang construction.

Tough, rough, and ready for anything, they come 
equipped with thin high quality black G-10 Griv-Ex™ style 
handle scales. This feature allows them to lie flat and 
close against the body and provide an aggressive gripping 
surface. Also when these scales are combined with 
integral sub hilt they give the fingers of the hand incredible 
purchase and allow a remarkably secure grip that resists 
rolling or twisting.

tanto:
For a knife this size, our Mini Tac® Tanto offers a remarkably wide, stiff blade and a very sturdy 

reinforced point, making it ideal for piercing even tough, hard objects.  As an added bonus, its 
wide blade allows for a very generously sized hollow ground blade bevel and an extra keen edge so 
it can cut almost as well as it pierces.

sKinner: 
Provides a long, curved cutting edge with a sharp point. 

It’s ideal for cutting slashing and skinning strokes. It’s been 
extensively field-tested in Australia where it single-handedly 
caped a huge buffalo slicing through neck skin over 1" thick!

speCifiCations: weight bLade oVeraLL

baYonet: 5.6 oz. 7" 12"
b. bear CLassiC: 3.4 oz. 8 1/8" 13 1/8"
reCon tanto: 3.1 oz. 7" 11 3/4"
peaCe keeper® i: 3.2 oz. 7" 12 1/4"
MiL. CLassiC: 3.2 oz. 6 3/4" 11 1/2"

speCifiCations: weight bLade oVeraLL

LeatherneCk-sf: 4.1 oz. 7" 12"
trenCh knife tanto: 5.7 oz. 7 1/2" 13 1/2"
trenCh knife dbL edge: 5.1 oz. 7 1/2" 13 1/2"
Laredo bowie: 5.8 oz. 10 1/2" 16" 

speCifiCations: Length width height

ModeL 92 rubber pistoL: 8 1/2" 1 1/4" 5 1/2"
1911 rubber training pistoL: 8 5/8" 1" 5 3/4"
ruger super redhawk reVoLVer: 13" 1 7/8" 6 1/8"
ruger LCr reVoLVer: 6 1/2" 1 1/4" 4 1/4"

rUbber trainers
Now you can practice with some of our most popular 

knife designs, in relative safety, with our rubber training 
knives. Each has been carefully fashioned to look as 
realistic as possible so they can be effectively used 
in solo practice, training drills, disarm drills, and 
demonstrations and any other activity where you want a 
reasonably close approximation of realism but not the 
extreme danger and risk associated with an actual knife. 
The Santoprene rubber blades are soft enough to prevent the 
likelihood of most bodily injury. They do however, have a level of 
firmness that might cause injury to the face or the eyes, so it is recommended 
that appropriate eye protection or a fencing mask is utilized at all times when using a 
Cold Steel® rubber training knife.

the M9 baYonet 
is Made in the u.s.

aLL CoLd steeL training 
firearMs are Made 
in the u.s.

pLain edge 
ModeLs:

39fn
doubLe agent ii 

39fk
doubLe agent i

neW traininG firearms
Perfect for use by Military & Law Enforcement personnel, Personal Protection and Security 

Professionals and civilian Martial Artists, our Training Firearms are made from ultra-durable 
thermoplastic rubber.

They are stiff enough to train drawing techniques from the holster and disarming techniques 
in close quarter training, but just soft enough to use in hand-to-hand striking situations with 
relative safety.

Strong enough to survive hours of training, but inexpensive enough to outfit even an entire gym 
of students without breaking the bank, these practical and tactical training aids are based on 
some of the most popular firearms in America today - but their bright coloration makes it unlikely 
that they would be ever mistaken for a real handgun!

NEW   
92rgb92 
ModeL 92 rubber 
training pistoL

NEW   
92rgrL 
ruger LCr rubber 
training reVoLVer

NEW   92rgrh 
ruger super redhawk rubber training reVoLVer

92rgC11C 
1911 rubber 
training pistoL 
CoCked and LoCked

92rgC11 
1911 rubber 
training pistoL

92rbnt M9 rubber training baYonet

92r14bbC rubber training bLaCk bear CLassiC

92r13rt rubber training reCon tanto

92r10d rubber training peaCe keeper i

92r14r1 rubber training MiLitarY CLassiC

92r39Lsf LeatherneCk s/f trainer

92r80ntp trenCh knife rubber trainer dbL edge 

92r80nt trenCh knife rubber trainer tanto

92r16CCb rubber training Laredo bowie

39fks 
doubLe agent i
serrated

39fns 
doubLe agent ii 
serrated

49hsf 
Mini taC 
skinner

49htf 
Mini taC 
tanto 

49hsfs 
Mini taC skinner 
serrated

49htfs
Mini taC tanto 
serrated
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master HUnter®series
master HUnter®: neW cPm 3-V Version

Without a doubt, the Master Hunter® is one of the finest hunting knives you 
can obtain at any price. Available with a Japanese VG-1 San Mai III® blade (or with 
our new American CPM 3-V High Carbon Steel blade, that’s finished with a highly 
scratch resistant Diamond Like Coating), it features a broad blade that’s been flat 
ground to achieve the ideal blade cross-section and edge geometry. 

Carefully honed to razor sharpness, its edge cuts effortlessly while its 
dropped point simplifies the chore of field dressing and skinning.

The spine of the blade is a full 3/16" thick to allow for the 
necessary strength and stiffness to field dress and skin the 
biggest animals like elk, moose, brown bear, and the African 
Dangerous Seven. 

The grip is specially designed to promote long use 
without fatigue. Made of the shock absorbent, highly 
tactile Kray-Ex™, and featuring our deeply checkered 
surface, it positively won’t slip no matter how wet or 
bloody your hands get. Plus, Kray-Ex™ has specially 
enduring advantages in that it will never rot, shrink, 
crack, splinter, or mildew, and is completely impervious 
to even the harshest weather – while still being 
comfortable to use for extended periods of time. 

For safety, the Master Hunter comes in a thick, 
heavy Conceal-Ex® sheath that will accommodate just 
about any size belt and allow you to carry it all day 
without fatigue.

master HUnter® PlUs:  
Sharing most of the design features of 

our Master Hunter®, The Master Hunter® 
Plus features a useful gut hook. Perfect 
for field dressing and opening body 
cavities without piercing the entrails. speCifiCations:  

 Master Master 3V Master

 hunter® hunter® pLus hunter®
  

bLade: 4 1/2" 4 1/2" 4 1/2"
thiCk: 3/16" 3/16" 3/16"
weight: 6.4 oz. 6.1 oz. 6 oz.
handLe: 4 3/4" 4 3/4"  4 3/4"
steeL:   Vg-1 Vg-1 CpM 3-V
 san Mai iii® san Mai iii® high Carbon 
sheath:  seCure-eX™ seCure-eX™ seCure-eX™

  

speCifiCations:     
 Mini  3V Mini  pendLeton 3V pendLeton Cust. quaL.
 hunter hunter hunter hunter pendLeton

bLade: 3" 3" 3 1/2" 3 1/2" 3 1/2"
thiCk: 3MM 3MM 5MM 5MM 5MM

weight: 2 oz. 2.1 oz. 5.5 oz. 5.8 oz. 7.1 oz.
handLe: 3 1/4" 3 1/4" 4 3/4"  4 3/4"  4 3/4"
steeL:   Vg-1 CpM 3-V Vg-1 CpM 3-V Vg-1
 stainLess dLC Coat stainLess dLC Coat san Mai iii®

sheath:  seCure-eX®  seCure-eX® seCure-eX® seCure-eX® Leather

IMPROVED  
36LpMe
pendLeton 
Mini hunter

neW droP forGed HUnter
While on a research trip in Argentina, Cold Steel President Lynn C. Thompson had the pleasure of using a solid steel 

hunting knife by French knife-maker Michel Achez.
He was incredibly impressed by Monsieur Achez’s knife, which was both simple in design and astonishingly functional.

Inspired by Michel’s work (and with his blessing) Lynn began exploring how to bring this classic 
hunter to a larger audience.

Our Drop Forged Hunter is expertly heat treated and drop forged from 52100 High Carbon steel with 
a Rockwell Hardness of 58-59 for superior toughness. Its continuously curved, super-wide blade is 
both sharp and strong, designed to put in great work in even the most demanding conditions.

With no handle to break or no superfluous parts to rot, crack or get damaged in the field, 
the Drop Forged Hunter is a no-nonsense hard working outdoor / hunting knife and 
survival tool.

Its ergonomic handle, with its integral finger guard, deep comfortable 
trough, and lanyard hole offers a very secure and comfortable grip 
even when wearing thick, heavy workman’s gloves.

Supplied with a thick, traditional leather sheath, the Drop 
Forged Hunter is sure to be appreciated and valued by 
real hunters who will marvel as its performance 
and value for money.

NEW   
36M    
drop forged 
hunter

Pendleton series
Our company president, Lynn C. Thompson, bought the first knife that 

custom maker, Lloyd Pendleton ever made in 1973. The two went on to be fast 
friends, and together they collaborated on some of the finest hunting knives in 
the industry, the Pendleton Series.

Pendleton HUnter
The Pendleton Hunter is one of the most popular hunting knives in our 

line-up. Much loved by the hunting community, it has remained a staple in our 
collection for many years.

Lloyd Pendleton’s innovative drop point blade makes skinning and field 
dressing even large game a breeze.

The Pendleton Hunter’s thick spine, combined with its deep wide hollow 
grind result in a very versatile point combined with a razor sharp edge.  

The subtle contoured handle supports a modest guard and thumb stop 
while still facilitating a wide range of grips for the intricacies of processing 
game.  The deeply checkered Kray-Ex™ handle also helps the hunter to retain a 
secure grip on the knife even when his or her hands are cold, wet and bloody.

imProVed Pendleton mini HUnter
Our Mini Hunter was designed with one goal in mind, to pare down a 

functional hunting knife to the smallest size that practicality would allow.
Capable of skinning, dressing and processing even large game, this 

diminutive hunting knife is an indispensable tool that will make a perfect 
addition to any hunting or camping pack or survival kit.

Newly improved for 2015 with an upgraded handle for a secure 4 finger 
grip, the Pendleton Mini Hunter also comes complete with a tough, 
weather resistant Secure-Ex® sheath, locking it safely in place, while 
remaining light enough to carry 24 hours a day.

neW for tHis year
Our Pendleton Hunter and Mini Hunter are now also available in 

premium American CPM 3-V High Carbon Steel, with a hard wearing DLC 
(diamond like) coating for superior durability in the field.

Pendleton cUstom classic
Made as a super limited edition, and highly collectible, the 

Pendleton Custom Classic duplicates the fit, finish and aesthetics of 
Lloyd Pendleton’s celebrated custom drop point hunter. 

Its hand crafted and beautifully polished blade is hollow ground 
from Japanese VG-1 San Mai III® and boasts state of the art vacuum 
heat treatment, a sub-zero quench, and multiple tempering.

Lloyd’s guard and integral bolster are precision machined from 
stainless steel and skillfully polished.

The Custom Classic features a single short quillon 
and a unique “thumb print” on the bolster to allow 
any number of grip options. The handle is also a 
faithful copy of Lloyd’s original. Featuring a red 
fiber liner that accents the knife’s full tang, and 
twin contoured handle scales made of highly polished 
black linen Micarta and six steel retaining pins.

A heavy, pouch-style cowhide sheath is included 
to complement the traditional appearance of this 
hunting classic.

speCifiCations:
weight: 9.1 oz. 
thiCk: 5MM 
bLade: 4" 
oVeraLL: 8 5/8" 

LLoYd pendLeton

NEW  
36CC
3V Master hunter®

36g 
Master 
hunter® pLus

36jsk 
Master 
hunter®

NEW  
36LpCM 
3V pendLeton 
Mini hunter

NEW  
36LpCss
3V pendLeton 
hunter

60sph
pendLeton 
CustoM CLassiC

36Lpss
pendLeton hunter
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speCifiCations: weight bLade thiCk oVeraLL

outdoorsMan: 8.9 oz. 6" 5MM 11"
srk: 8.1 oz. 6" 5MM 10 3/4"
reCon tanto: 8.8 oz. 7" 5MM 11 3/4"
traiL Master: 18 oz. 9 1/2" 5/16" 14 5/8"

speCifiCations: weight bLade thiCk oVeraLL

gurkha kukri: 22 oz. 12" 5/16" 17"
b. bear CLassiC: 13.2 oz. 8 1/4" 5MM 13 1/2"
Laredo bowie: 18.1 oz. 10 1/2" 5/16" 15 5/8"

american bando 
association

The Gurkha Kukri is officially 
endorsed by the American Bando 
Association. It is marked with the 
association’s distinctive symbol.

38CsM 
srk san Mai iii®

san mai iii® classics
Each model in this exclusive series of luxury high 

performance knives is hand made in Japan from Laminated 
VG-1 San Mai III® Steel.

These highly collectible limited edition blades are made 
to the highest possible standards, rivaling even the finest 
custom knives.  But these are no mere “safe queens” – each 
of these knives are built to perform!

GUrKHa KUKri
Cold Steel’s Gurkha Kukri was initially inspired by Cold Steel 

President, Lynn C. Thompson's close association with Dr. Maung 
Gyi, chief instructor of the American Bando Association, and it still 
bears their insignia to this day.

Gaining notoriety as the infamous fighting knife of the Gurkhas, 
the Kukri remains a popular blade with Military and Special Units 
all over the world.

As a survival tool, a bush-craft blade and as a 
tactical knife it’s hard to beat. Easily doing the 
work of a hatchet or axe, and in our tests – it even 
out-cut most swords!

The Kukri’s specially designed Kray-Ex™ handle 
is perfectly contoured and deeply checkered, 
offering a superb non-slip grip even when your hand 
is cold or wet, while cushioning your hand from the 
shock of even the hardest chopping stroke.

Each Gurkha Kukri is supplied with our military 
style Secure-Ex® sheath to protect the blade and 
allow you to wear it safely and securely in a variety 
of configurations to suit any situation.

oUtdoorsman®

One of the best multi-purpose hunting 
knives ever made, this limited edition classic 
has been a much loved part of our line-up for 
many years.

Razor sharp, with a wide belly and an 
up-swept point for skinning, and a secondary 
bone-breaking edge on the spine for hardier 
harvesting tasks, the 
Outdoorsman will make short 
work of even the biggest game.

The Outdoorsman’s generous 
full tang is encapsulated in 
weatherproof non-slip Kray-
Ex®, allowing the knife to be 
safely used even when your 
hands are wet and bloody.

A fine gift for any hunter, and 
an heirloom quality collector 
piece that can be passed down 
through the generations.

laredo boWie
The Laredo Bowie is one of our most instantly 

recognizable and iconic knives. This limited edition Bowie 
is built along traditional lines, but with some of the finest 
materials available. The Laredo’s elegant flat ground San 
Mai III® blade is hand honed to a hair splitting edge that 
has to be felt to be believed, and its rich polished micarta 
handle and brass furniture all gleam with a lustrous sheen.

Every inch of this high performance 
blade is designed for function first. Finely 
balanced, sharp, and durable, this Bowie 
is capable of putting in great work – and 
looking good while doing it!

Produced in super limited numbers by our 
master blade smiths in Japan, this knife is 
highly collectible and much prized by blade 
enthusiasts who admire not only its beauty 
as a piece of art, but also its functionality 
as a classic fighting knife and tool.  Rivaling 
even the best custom knives, the Laredo 
Bowie is hard to beat!

srK®

Our SRK (Survival Rescue Knife) was built 
with one aim in mind, to produce the toughest 
multi-purpose survival tool in the industry. A 
knife you can truly trust with your life!

This practical and tactical fixed blade was 
immediately embraced by the Military and 
Special Forces community – and issued by 
the Navy SEALs for B.U.D.S 
training – who appreciated 
the SRK’s versatility and 
durability in even the worst 
conditions.

This limited edition 
version of our tried and 
trusted survival rescue knife 
is made from Japanese VG-1 
San Mai III ®steel, which we 
have found to be an almost 
perfect balance between 
edge holding and toughness.

recon tanto
Our Recon Tanto was designed for 

today’s modern warriors. A much loved and 
appreciated knife by the Military and Law 
Enforcement Special Units, it was developed 
to withstand the harshest abuse and the 
toughest possible conditions. Our signature 
Cold Steel® Tanto point is specially 
reinforced to stay sharp 
even when encountering 
modern body armor – 
tested right here in our HQ 
by punching through 55 
gallon steel drums!

Our limited VG-1 San Mai 
III® steel edition versions of 
these tactical fixed blades 
are hand made in Japan 
to the highest possible 
standards, and are sure to 
last a lifetime and beyond!

blacK bear classic
This iconic sub-hilt fighting knife was first developed 

by Bob Loveless, a celebrated knife maker and one of 
the founding members of the prestigious Knife Maker's 
guild.

Our interpretation of this classic knife, the Black Bear 
Classic, features a Japanese VG-1 San Mai III® blade 
that is perfectly heat treated with a beautiful double 
grind. The blade is polished to a rich and 
flawless satin finish, and the edges are 
hand honed to hair shaving sharpness!

The Black Bear Classic’s inky black 
Micarta scales are fastened to the blade 
tang by 6 stainless pins and expertly hand 
shaped and contoured. Then the handle 
- including the 300 series stainless guard 
and sub hilt - is buffed by hand to a 
gleaming shine!

A true masterpiece and a highly 
collectible limited edition blade that will 
be the jewel of your collection.

trail master®

Our Trail Master® is the result of years of 
development, field testing and modification. 
Designed by Lynn C. Thompson, it was devised with 
the aim of becoming the best all-purpose Bowie 
Knife in the world.

From its broad clip point and hand honed, razor 
sharp blade to its extra sturdy non-slip handle, the 
Trail Master® is built to perform.

Popular with hunters, 
outdoorsmen and survival experts 
as well as with military personnel 
who appreciate a larger fixed blade 
that can serve multiple roles in 
hard conditions, the Trail Master® 
is a rugged workhorse Bowie that 
will be your trusted companion 
whatever your mission!

This model features VG-1 San 
Mai III® steel and is hand-made in 
strictly limited edition in Japan.

13rtsM 
reCon tanto -
san Mai iii®

14bbCj 
bLaCk bear 
CLassiC

16CCb 
Laredo bowie -
san Mai iii®

16jsM 
traiL Master - 
san Mai iii®

18h 
outdoorsMan

35atCj 
gurkha kukri 
san Mai iii®
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speCifiCations:       gurkha

 reCon  traiL Laredo natChez gurkha kukri 
 sCout Master bowie bowie kukri pLus

weight: 15.2 oz.  17.4 oz.  16.9 oz.  22.1 oz. 22 oz. 22.9 oz. 
thiCk: 5/16" 5/16" 5/16" 8MM 5/16" 5/16" 
bLade: 7 1/2" 9 1/2" 10 1/2" 11 3/4" 12" 12"
oVeraLL: 12 1/2"  14 1/2" 15 11/16"  17 1/8"  17"  17"
handLe: kraY-eX™ kraY-eX™ MiCarta MiCarta kraY-eX™ kraY-eX™

speCifiCations:  boar

 oss osi CoLLeCtor Marauder

bLade: 8 1/4" 8 1/4" 9" 9"
oVeraLL: 13 3/8"  13 3/8" 14 1/8" 14 1/8"
weight: 8.6 oz. 8.5 oz. 8.7 oz. 12.4 oz.
 4.7MM thiCk japanese aus 8a stainLess steeL bLades 
seCure-eX® sheaths

sUb Hilt 
fiXed blade 
series  

These sub hilt knives offer all the 
advantages and performance of a custom 
knife with the additional advantage of 
being low in cost. The blades are made of 
Japanese AUS 8A stainless steel, and are 
given a state of the art heat treatment 
that includes double tempering, assuring 
that they’re unsurpassed in strength and 
toughness. 

The grip on these blades is a 
model of efficiency and economy. 
The handle, guard and sub hilt 
are injection molded in one integral 
piece out of Kray-Ex™. This reduces 
cost, yet delivers the durability, security, 
and control a sub hilt is famous for. And, 
as an added bonus, renders the handles 
impervious to moisture or inclement 
weather.

oss & osi  
The OSS, double edge model, is primarily best suited to 

a thrusting attack, however, because its twin edges are 
honed razor sharp, it’s capable of delivering a lightning 
quick slash in virtually any direction. 

The OSI is the single edged version of our OSS. Hollow 
ground to a thin, ultra keen edge it’s an awesome 
“sticker” and will cut and slash with the best of them. 
Extensively field tested by our President, Lynn C. 
Thompson, it has field dressed, skinned, and “broken up” 
dozens and dozens of animals from wild boar to buffalo 
and proved to be outstandingly efficient field knife. It’s 
also ideal for use in countries or localities that prohibit or 
restrict double edged knives.

boar collector™

Nothing’s more primal than hunting wild game with 
nothing more than a knife. It’s the element of hazard 
that makes it a worthwhile experience. One catch dog 
falters, or loses his grip and you’re at the mercy of some 
sharp, angry tusks.

The Boar Collector™ comes with an extra wide 
Celtic style blade, a long sloping point and a superbly 
hollow ground edge. It supplies the decisive piercing 
power you’ll need to drop the biggest, meanest game. 
Complete with an ambidextrous Secure-Ex® sheath 
that will accommodate just about any belt, the Boar 
Collector™ is a lightweight, life saver you’ll want at your 
side on your next hunt.

maraUder™

Inspired by the formidable combat knives of World War II and 
honoring the name of Merrill’s Marauders – also known as Code name 
‘Galahad’, the United States renowned long range, deep penetration 
assault unit within the South East Asian theater of conflict – our 
Marauder Bowie is rugged, relentless and reliable. A true battle ready 
Bowie.

Its huge, extra broad, razor sharp Japanese AUS 8A blade, with 
its continuously curved cutting edge, deep wide blade bevels and 
formidable clip will cut, hack, shear, chop, slice and pierce with equal 
ease.  During our intensive and torturous performance testing of this 
new Bowie our company President simply uttered one word: “Beastly”.

Its sturdy and versatile Secure-Ex™ sheath allows the knife to be 
fastened comfortably and securely on a belt or pack, or LBV.

39Lsp
boar 
CoLLeCtor

39LssC
oss

39Lsss 
osi

39Lswb 
Marauder

39L16Ct 
traiL Master in
 o-1 steeL

39LabMs 
natChez bowie 
in o-1 steeL

39Lgki
gurkha 
kukri pLus 
in o-1 steeL

39Lgkt 
gurkha kukri 
in o-1 steeL

39LLbMt 
Laredo bowie 
in o-1 steeL

39Lrst 
reCon sCout 
in o-1 steeL

combat
classics 
in mar temPered o-1 
HiGH carbon steel

These very popular, time tested 
knives have been in our line for many 
years and are ideal for just about 
any mission.

Made out of O-1 High Carbon 
Steel, they are precision ground, 
heat treated and Mar Tempered in 
our state of the art factory in Taiwan 
to rival the strength, toughness, 
and edge retention of our famous 
Japanese swords. Check out their 
absolutely superior fit, 
finish and above all 
sharpness and then 
put them to work 
and we are sure 
you’ll agree they are an 
incredible bargain.
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speCifiCations:  
bLade: 7"
oVeraLL: 12 1/4"
weight: 9.8 (bushMan) 
 10.1oz. (bowie)
thiCk: 2.5 MM 

95fbC 
poCket bushMan 
speCifiCations: 
bLade: 4 1/2" 
handLe:  5 3/4" Long.
 420 series stainLess

thiCk:  3.5MM

weight:  6.6 oz. 
steeL:  Carpenter   
 Cts® bd1 
 aLLoY 

               fire 
               steel 

sUrViVal edGe
“an economical HolloW Handle sUrViVal Knife”

Cold Steel has been determined to bring an economical hollow handle survival knife to market for 
years. Most knives of this kind (that are currently available) have proven, in our own tests, to be too 
weak and fragile to be of any real use—and expensive too! In short, we thought we could do better. 

Many years of experience with super-tough plastics and injection molding have given Cold Steel 
an edge over our competition’s clumsy offerings. Our Survival Edge is butterfly light and strong 
as an ox and features a German 4116 Stainless Steel blade that is a full 1" wide and 5" long and 
terminates in a strong clip point that’s versatile enough to meet the demands of ANY survival 
situation.

The handle is made from the highest-grade Polypropylene available, and has an 
integral double quillon guard that serves to protect the fingers as well as making it 
possible to lash the handle to a stick to make an improvised spear. The surface is 
carefully textured and encircled by 5 rubber “O” rings to improve traction when 
your hands are wet or slippery and to resist rolling or turning during intense use. 
Plus, a twist of the waterproof cap at the hollow handle’s end reveals a large 
expanse that will accept a variety of survival aids or tinder.

The Secure-Ex sheath is designed to fit on most belts or 
be slung on a lanyard around one’s neck. It’s light, tough, and 
weatherproof. Additionally, it includes a Ferrocerium fire steel. 
A swift strike using the blade’s spine will produce a shower of 
white-hot sparks and start a campfire roaring in no time at all.

Hollow
Handle

speCifiCations:
weight: 2.8 oz.  
thiCk: 2.5 MM

bLade: 5" 
steeL: gerMan 
 4116 
 stainLess

oVeraLL: 9 1/4"

 fire 
 steel

80phb
surViVaL edge 
(bLaCk handLe)

bUsHman®

For the money, the Bushman® knives 
might be the strongest survival/
outdoor knives in the world! Unlike 
most hollow handled survival knives, 
there is no joint or seam between the 
blades and handles that requires a 
mechanical fastener. Instead, the 
Bushman’s® blades and integral 
handles are each expertly cold forged 
out of a single piece of 2.5mm thick 
SK-5 high carbon steel. The resulting 
knives are expertly heat-treated and 
tempered to RC54 and, when subjected 
to our tests, have withstood over two 
tons of pressure on their blade/handle 
transition!

Every Bushman® blade has been 
carefully ground to an extra thin 
edge, and then honed and buffed by 
hand until razor sharp. The Bushman® 
knives are versatile too! Their hollow handles will 
accept survival supplies or a variety of handle 
extensions which can maximize reach, leverage or 
ease of throwing. They are available in two blade 
styles (Standard and Bowie point).  Both feature 
continuously curved blades that are ideal for 
skinning, and will pierce, cut, slash, slice and shear 
like you won’t believe.

Both come complete with a Secure-Ex™ sheath 
which features 
a Ferrocerium 
Fire Steel; 
strike it on 
the spine of 
the blade and 
start a roaring 
campfire in no 
time!

 

PocKet 
bUsHman®

neW U.s. made 
carPenter cts® bd1 
alloy blade steel

While it’s physically impossible for any folding 
knife to ever match the strength and rigidity of 
a fixed blade, we believe our Pocket Bushman, 
with its patent pending lock, is close to hitting 
the mark. The blade is long and wide with a short, 
sharp, clip point for usefulness and versatility. 
And it’s hollow ground from top to bottom with 
just enough belly to be useful for all sorts of 
tasks. 

For the handle, we used 
the mono block construction 
method famously used in 
the French Douk Douk. Its 
simplicity means there are 
no liners, handle scales or 
back spacers, making it quite 
affordable. A single sheet 
of stainless steel is folded 
in half to form a housing for 
the closed blade, as well 
as supplying the enormous 
strength and rigidity required 
to complement  our Ram 
Safe™ lock. 

ram safe™locK 
Andrew Demko designed the Ram Safe™ 

lock to work in tandem with the mono 
block handle. It is simply a steel bar that 
moves forward and back under spring 
tension. A strong compression spring 
drives the ram forward at all times. This 
forward action is what keeps the blade 
closed when folded and locked opened 
when in use. 

When opened, the ram wedges itself 
between the blade tang shelf and the 
folded steel 
frame. This lock 
up is unique 
in that the ram, 
although locking the 
blade, is not really able to 
break or shear because 
it is compressed 
between the folded 
frame and the blade 
tang shelf. In the case 
of ram or blade shelf 
deformation under 
extreme abuse, the 
angled ram is self 
adjusting always being 
pushed forward past 
all deformations, 
creating a new solid 
lock up. 

95bbusk
bowie 
bushMan

95busk
bushMan

80ph
surViVaL edge 
(orange handLe)
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speCifiCations:
steeL: japanese 
 aus 8a
weight: 0.8oz  
thiCk: 2.6MM

bLade: 2 1/4" 
handLe: 4 1/16" 
bead bLast finish 

speCifiCations:
outdoorsMan Lite:
bLade: 6"
oVeraLL: 11"
thiCk: 3MM

weight: 5.2 oz.

tanto Lite:
bLade: 6"
oVeraLL: 11 3/8"
thiCk: 3MM

weight: 5.7 oz.

20CbL
Canadian beLt 
knife

20btj
bird & trout

20t 
tanto Lite

roacH belly™ 
The historical Roach Belly knife was a short blade with a pronounced 

upswept curve and a sharp point. It was most likely named after the 
common Roach Fish, which had a similarly round curving belly. It was 
known in 17th century Britain and the American Colonies.

Cold Steel’s interpretation of this knife is a nod to the Black 
Powder Community, which has continued to appreciate the Roach 
Belly’s economy, versatility and effectiveness. It retains the profile of 
the original but incorporates modern materials for its construction. 
The hollow ground blade is made of German 4116 Stainless, expertly 
heat treated to Rc 56-57, and given a fine sharp edge that’s easy to 
maintain. Instead of the traditional wood handle, ours is made of tough 
Polypropylene, so it’s impervious to the elements and won’t swell, shrink, 
rot or crack the way wood does.

The Roach Belly comes with a pouch style black Cor-Ex™ sheath. The 
sheath has a generously sized belt loop and also converts readily to being worn as 
a neck knife.

canadian belt Knife
The Cold Steel Canadian Belt Knife takes inspiration from an old 

1950’s classic. It has all the features that made the original an award-
winning, international favorite plus some modern improvements.  Our 
more contemporary version is made out of German 4116 Stainless 
steel and hollow ground to a razor edge. It will glide through just about 
any material because its elliptical profile is very efficient at reducing 
cutting drag.

The Polypropylene handle is equally efficient, fitting snugly in 
virtually any hand. It’s slightly offset in relation to the blade to keep 
one’s fingers safely out of the way. Light and tough enough to endure 
hard knocks, it will never break or fall apart in the way a traditional 
wood handle is prone to do.

This 2 ounce blade comes with a pouch style black Cor-Ex™ sheath.  It’s light, 
slim and compact enough to carry on your belt or wear it slung from a cord around 
your neck day in and day out.

finn bear
Reflecting the best of its Finnish heritage, the Finn Bear is ideal for 

use in the great outdoors, and makes an efficient utility knife as well!
The German 4116 Stainless blade is hollow ground and given an Rc 

hardness of 56-57, so it will hold a good edge and is easy to re-sharpen. 
Its blade shape is practical because of its good sturdy point for piercing 
and long belly for skinning, cutting and carving. It’s big and strong 
enough to skin a moose, yet thin and delicate enough to slice a tomato 
or cut up an apple.

The Polypropylene handle is straight with a slightly ribbed texture 
for traction. Its modified diamond cross section will fit your hand like a 
glove and accommodate a wide variety of gripping methods.

For safety and convenience, the Finn Bear comes with a deep pouch 
style Cor-Ex™ sheath and generously sized belt loop so it can be worn on the waist, 
slung around the neck or tossed into a duffle bag or tackle box.

Pendleton lite HUnter
Over the years our Pendleton Hunters have become enormously 

popular, and while we think they are reasonably priced, many have 
asked us for a more affordable Pendleton that will accommodate just 
about anyone’s budget.

So we got together with Lloyd and designed a new knife we call the 
Pendleton Lite Hunter.  In appearance it strongly resembles the rest of 
the family with a drop point blade, modest guard, hollowed bolster area 
and a flared butt to aid retention.  The only major changes were the 
adoption of more affordable German 4116 Stainless steel and the use of 
polypropylene instead of Kray-Ex™ for the handle.

In our testing it got straight A’s in the field as it is equally adept at 
field dressing and skinning, held a decent edge, was easy to sharpen, 
and proved to be tough as nails.

If you’re looking for a very affordable hunting/utility knife that comes with 
a good, pouch-style sheath and delivers more than your money’s worth in 
performance and value look no further than the Pendleton Lite.  

KUdU®

More than 3 million ring lock folding knives are sold in the 
African Continent every year. These highly functional knives 
are owned and carried by people from every walk of life and 
are the go-to every day tool for almost every conceivable 
task. These versatile knives have stood the test of time, they 
have been in-use continuously for centuries and with good 
reason – they work!

Cold Steel’s President Lynn 
C. Thompson has long admired 
these knives and has seen 
them put to great use during 
his many visits to Africa since 
the 1980’s. Now, we are proud 
to offer our interpretation of this enduring ring lock 
folder that we have called the Kudu, and we are going 
to go “out on a limb” and state – this is the best 
folding knife in its price range in the world!

The Kudu features a highly rust resistant and 
beautifully mirror polished stainless steel blade that 
is expertly heat treated to offer an excellent balance 
between edge holding and ease of re-sharpening. 
Its glass reinforced Zy-Ex™ handle is not only 
attractive (with a wood grain texture and 

polished silver embellishments) but incredibly strong and durable. 
Amazingly lightweight, versatile and functional, and affordable on 

almost any budget – the Kudu represents a new standard in a low 
cost, high performance folder. There is simply no excuse not to buy 
one today!

oUtdoorsman lite 
& tanto lite

As a nod to the great success of our Pendleton Lite 
Hunter, we have decided to make more economical 
versions of our popular Tanto and Outdoorsman 
knives. They resemble their more expensive 
versions in that they feature similar blades, 
guards, handles, and pommels. The only 
significant change was the use of slightly thinner German 
4116 Stainless Steel blades, and the implementation of less 
costly materials in the handles.

The handles are made in two parts. They feature a 
Polypropylene guard, pommel, and core section, which 
totally envelopes the knives’ full tangs. The core is then 
over-molded in a deeply checkered Kray-Ex™ for a non-slip 
grip that’s impervious to the elements and is easily cleaned 
with soap and water.

To carry your knives safely and conveniently in the field, 
we are including a pouch-style Cor-Ex™ sheath complete 
with belt loop so it can be easily worn on the belt or 
tucked into your pack or tackle box.

bird & troUt
The Bird & Trout knife is an enduring classic within the Cold Steel line up. 
A much loved, lightweight knife and tool that is enjoyed by hunters, fisherman and 

outdoorsmen the world over. Its lightweight one piece construction and its versatile, 
ultra-skeletonized sheath make it effortless to carry and a joy to wear all day long.

The Bird & Trout’s integrated finger ring allows the knife to hang from the finger 
when not in use, keeping it instantly accessible even when working with cold, wet or 
bloody hands.

Its slim profile combined with its wickedly sharp edge make it a very handy and 
infinitely useful every day utility knife.

Use the bead chain lanyard provided to carry the knife discreetly around your 
neck, fasten it to your key ring or wallet chain, or utilize a Tek Lok or a Molle 
compatible adapter (like the offerings by our friends at Blade Tech) to carry the 
knife on your belt, your L.B.V or even strapped to a bag or pack.

speCifiCations:
bLade: 4 1/4"
oVeraLL: 10"
thiCk: 2MM

weight: 2.4 oz.

20k
kudu

20ph 
outdoorsMan 
Lite

speCifiCations:  
 roaCh Canadian finn pendLeton

 beLLY beLt knife bear Lite

weight: 2.6 oz. 2.2 oz. 2.8 oz. 2.7 oz.
thiCk: 2.5MM 2.5MM 2.5MM 3MM

bLade: 4 1/2" 4 1/2" 4" 3 5/8"
oVeraLL: 8 1/2" 8 1/2" 8 1/2" 8 1/2"
steeL:    gerMan 4116 stainLess 
poLYpropYLene handLes 
with Cor-eX™ sheaths

20sph
pendLeton Lite 
hunter

20rbC
roaCh beLLY

20pC
finn bear
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speCifiCations: 
weight: 12 oz.
thiCk: 4MM

bLade: 7"
oVeraLL: 12"
seCure-eX™ sheath

neW finn Wolf
Cold Steel President Lynn C. Thompson has always admired the sleek lines and 

dependable, highly functional blade shape of the classic Pukko. Ever since our 
inception in 1980, this classic Finnish hunting, and utility knife has never been 

far from his thoughts.
Over the years, we have released numerous versions of the Pukko, and 

now, in a design collaboration with custom knife-maker Andrew Demko, 
Lynn is proud to introduce a new folding Pukko – the Finn Wolf!

Taking the classic Pukko as inspiration, Andrew Demko brought 
his engineering genius to a new, hard-working folding knife. Thin, 

super lightweight, easy to carry and even easier to use, this 
modern EDC (Every Day Carry) knife is perhaps the perfect 

“everyman” knife.
Equipped with our Tri-Ad® lock, adding new levels of 

safety and security, the Finn Wolf is utterly impervious 
to shock – making it reliable in the toughest, most 

uncompromising conditions.
Its satin polished Japanese AUS 8A blade is 

ready to put in long hours and hard work, and, 
with its keen zero ground edge it’s a breeze to 

re sharpen.
With this much performance packed into 

this comfortable, strong, practical and 
inexpensive a package, there’s simply 

no excuse not to add one to your 
collection today!

NEW  
20npf
finn woLf

80pgtk 
g i tanto 

80pssk
shanghai

shadow

G.i. tanto
As its name suggests, our G.I. Tanto is a no-nonsense tactical 

knife that comes with a legion of practical uses. It may be lean and 
spare, but it delivers the goods where they count the most!  The 
broad Tanto point blade, integral quillon guard, and Polypropylene 
handle scales, exemplify a tactical knife stripped down to its bare 
essentials. It’s ground razor sharp out of 1055 carbon steel with a 
hard spring temper and protected by a black, rust resistant finish so 
it’s ready to take all the abuse you and Mother Nature can dish out.

Heavy, sharp and wonderfully balanced, it’s easy to throw by 
either the blade or handle and it hits with real vigor. In a survival or 
self-defense situation, it can be quickly and easily converted into a 
spear or war club. Just remove the handle scales and lash the blade 
securely to a suitable wooden shaft!

Best of all, it’s a great value. Please don’t throw away hundreds 
and hundreds of dollars on similar knives sold by convicted felons 
and rip off artists posing as elite “military operators”. Get the real 
G.I. Tanto from Cold Steel and get more than your money’s worth.

sHanGHai sHadoW®

The signature ring on our Shanghai Shadow® gives this blade an 
assortment of advantages. This simple device allows tremendous 
versatility in handling the knife. It provides a totally secure grip 
when the index finger is locked in place through the hole. It can be 
pivoted around the index finger for a quick change from a forward to 
a reverse grip. And it can be a means of extending your arm’s reach 
by up to 4" when gripped by the ring alone.

But as cool and useful as the ring is it’s the broad leaf shaped 
blade and Polypropylene handle scales that ultimately make 
impressions. Made from one solid piece of 1055 Carbon steel, with a 
tough spring temper, the twin hollow ground edges of the Shanghai 
Shadow® make it a superb cutting and thrusting weapon.   It comes 
fully sharpened and includes a heavy-duty, Secure-Ex® sheath.

neW 
sHanGHai Warrior

Cold Steel President Lynn C. Thompson has been fascinated with 
Chinese Double Edged Daggers for many years. Our Shanghai Shadow 
remains one of his favorite double edged knives and he trains with 
it often, both as a stand-alone weapon and as a companion to a 
hatchet or sword breaker.

Sparring has always been a big part of Lynn’s design process and 
he often says that many of his “what if” moments happen in the 
gym. It was in one such training session that Lynn had a thought - 
What if the Shanghai Shadow was as big as a Bowie Knife?

This question led to numerous prototypes that eventually became 
what we began to refer to as the Shanghai Warrior.

At 16" long, the Shanghai Warrior is as big as many Bowie Knives, 
but with the advantage of a super wide, double edged cutting blade.

Its solid full tang blade is continuously curved top and bottom 
for maximum cutting and slashing potential with either edge, with a 
reinforced central spine to add stiffness and rigidity to the point.

Its sturdy steel ring allows deft manipulation between grips, 
making it incredibly fast and lively in the hand, and its removable 
high impact polypropylene scales make it remarkably comfortable 
to hold and use.

The Shanghai Warrior’s massive blade is safely contained within 
a versatile and adaptable Secure Ex sheath for ease of carry in 
virtually any pack or gear configuration.

speCifiCations:
weight: 3.4 oz.  
thiCk: 3MM 
bLade: 3 1/2" 
handLe: 4 3/8" Long. 
 od green griV-eX™

steeL: japanese aus 8a stainLess

oVeraLL: 7 7 /8" 

speCifiCations:
 warrior shadow

bLade: 9 3/4" 7"
oVeraLL: 16" 13 1/4"
thiCk: 5MM 4MM

weight: 16.9 oz. 10.3 oz.

NEW  
80psskXL
shanghai 
warrior
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 Mini  sure pro sure pro perfeCt
speCifiCations: fLight fLight fLight baLanCe baLanCe baLanCe
 sport  sport sport sport sport sport

weight: 6.4 oz. 8.2 oz. 11.2 oz. 13.1 oz. 11.5 oz. 10.8 oz.
bLade thiCk: 3.5 MM 3.5 MM 3.5 MM 3.5 MM 3.5 MM 3.5 MM
bLade Length: — — — 9.0" 9.0" 9.0"
handLe Length: — — — 4 3/8" 4 1/4" 4 1/2"
oVeraLL: 10" 12" 14" 13 3/8" 13 1/4" 13 1/2"

sPort series 
tHroWers

For many years now we have offered 
the ultimate in professional grade 
throwing knives. Our stout, heavy 
and superbly balanced throwers have 
become a mainstay in the throwing 
community and they make regular 
appearances in throwing competitions 
all over the world. 

Now, due to popular demand, we 
are proud to introduce a new line 
of intermediate grade, inexpensive 
sport throwers. Made to the same 
exacting standards, and with the same 
hard spring tempering as our higher 
end models, these sport models are 
slightly thinner and lighter but with 
the same durability and balance that 
our customers have come to expect 
from our throwers.

Throwing well and hitting hard 
when released from either handle or 
blade, our sport series are available in 
three distinct blade designs. Suitable 
for any skill level, they are markedly 
less expensive than our original pro 
grade models and make it easier than 
ever to take up this enjoyable and 
rewarding pastime.

oPtional sHeatHs
soLd separateLY

sC80tbp sure baLanCe sheath 
sC80tbd pro baLanCe sheath

sC80tbba perfeCt baLanCe sheath

80ssC 
Light sure 
strike

sUre striKe™ stars 
Everyone likes throwing knives! The simple sport of throwing a 

knife is fun. And no sound is more satisfying then a thrown knife as 
it "thunks" and sticks a wooden target. Whether you're skilled at 
knife throwing or are just starting out, you know there's also no fun 
in missing the target.

One solution is the Shuriken or throwing star. Used for centuries 
in China and Japan, it consists of a well-balanced piece of flattened 
steel with 3 or more sharp points. If you throw it overhand like a 
baseball, side arm, underarm or back hand like a flying saucer, it hits 
on at least one point every time.

Our Sure Strikes aren't like the cheap, shoddy throwing stars 
you see at flea markets, guns shows, and in martial arts magazines. 

That's because they are precision 
laser cut from high carbon steel 

that's been heat treated to a 
hard and durable spring temper before 

sharpening and then given a black, baked-on 
epoxy finish to protect them from the rigors of the 

elements and repeated throwing.
All three of our Sure Strikes share the same sized 

diameter, but are varied in weight class due to the 
differences in steel thickness among the three models. 
Maximize your fun and get all three models! These are 
the stars that stick every time, the Sure Strikes from 
Cold Steel!

speCifiCations:  
 Light MediuM heaVY

oVeraLL: 5 3/4" 5 3/4" 5 3/4"
thiCk: 2MM 4MM 6MM

weight: 2.8 oz. 4.2 oz. 6.4 oz.

battle star
The Cold Steel Battle Star is quite possibly the largest production 

throwing star ever offered!
The product of years of refinement, numerous design iterations 

and countless hours of throwing, it is no mere novelty like our 
competitors flimsy offerings, but a truly unique throwing implement.

Our company President, Lynn C. Thompson worked with award 
winning Martial Artist James Houston, exploring the close quarter 
potential of the Shuriken as a hand to hand combat tool, developing 
a monster sized star that can not only be thrown but be used as a 

very effective 
hand to hand 
weapon.

Its huge spikes are 
almost 4 inches long and 2 

inches wide at  
the base, tapering to fine but sturdy 

points that penetrate even tough materials 
with relative ease.

The Battle Star is very intuitive to use, quick to learn 
and a pleasure to master. 
Big and strong enough to be thrown with force, it hits as hard 
as a heavy duty throwing knife, 
but it is balanced and accurate enough to hit with precision 
as well as strength. 

Whether being used for sport throwing, competition, 
recreation, hunting or even self-defense the Battle Star 
delivers!

speCifiCations:
oVeraLL:  10 5/8" thiCk:   2.8 MM weight:   9.9 oz. 

80ssa
heaVY sure 
strike

80ssb
MediuM sure

strike

80ssXL 
battLe star

80stk10
Mini fLight 
sport

80stk12
sure fLight 
sport

80stk14
pro fLight 
sport

80stsb
sure

baLanCe 
sport

80strb
pro baLanCe 
sport

80stpb
perfeCt baLanCe 
sport
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speCifiCations:   
 sure pro perfeCt

 baLanCe baLanCe baLanCe
  

bLade: 9" 9" 9"
oVeraLL: 13 3/8" 13 1/4" 13 1/2"
thiCk: 5MM 5MM 5MM

weight: 18.5 oz. 16 oz. 15.4 oz.

speCifiCations:   
 gLadius  true

 thrower torpedo fLight
  

bLade: 8 1/4" n/a 6 3/4"
oVeraLL: 14" 15" 12"
thiCk: 5MM 1" Center 5MM

weight: 10.7 oz. 2Lbs.  11.2 oz.
steeL: s50C 1055 1055

neW GladiUs tHroWer
also aVailable WitH a tri-PacK sHeatH
Cold Steel® President Lynn C. Thompson has been training and experimenting with 
throwing knives for over three decades.

Although Lynn has trained in competition style throwing, his personal interests 
have always been grounded in combative application. As a martial artist he has 
always been fascinated by the use of throwing weapons to distract or wound, while 
evading or closing distance.

As such, he rarely stands still and throws from a mark. His throwing is often 
made at speed and while running, dodging or fighting. Therefore, he has long been 
interested in designing and creating a combative knife that would also serve as an 
instinctive (and highly effective) throwing knife.

It was with that in mind, that Lynn designed what we call our Gladius Thrower.
Its solid, one-piece tempered steel blade can easily be sharpened and wrapped 

with Paracord to create a very functional knife, but it is its wide “Roman Point” 
and superb balance that make it an excellent thrower even at extended distances.

Designed to stick with either its sturdy point or tapered butt, the Gladius 
Thrower makes a fun and unusual sport thrower as well as a combative option! 
Throwing flat and hitting hard with a satisfying “thunk” it’s sure to be an unusual 
and much talked about addition to any throwers collection.

NEW   80tgs
gLadius thrower

NEW   80tg3s  
3 gLadius throwers

with tri-paCk sheath

torPedo®

Heavy and perfectly balanced, the Torpedo is a lot of fun 
for target throwing because it's an easy throw from almost 
any distance. The double tapered points slide effortlessly 
from the hand for a perfect release and offer twice the 
sticking potential of a conventional throwing knife. What's 
more, the heavy 2 lb. weight lets you stand way back from 
the target (15 yards or more) and really "lob them in there" 
with surprising force.

Its size, weight and accuracy provide a multitude of 
advantages for hunting and survival situations. When 
thrown with skill, the Torpedo delivers enough raw power 
and lethal penetration to cleanly dispatch animals up to the 
size of a coyote. 

At close range, the Torpedo can stop even the most 
determined aggressor. Its two-pound weight alone makes it 
a formidable bone breaker if it should strike on the flat. And 
its double points offer lethal penetration. What’s more, the 
Torpedo can easily be used as a steel bludgeon or double 
pointed dagger for last ditch self-defense situations.

trUe fliGHt®

There are a bewildering number of 
throwing knives on the market these days, 
and it seems that most of them are made 
out of cheap steel that bends or, in the 
worse case scenario, stainless steel that 
breaks.  That’s why we made the True 
Flight Thrower.  

The Cold Steel® True Flight Thrower 
beats the competition by a wide 
margin.  For strength, we use 1055 
carbon steel and finish it with a black, 
baked-on protective coat. This makes 
for a hard, yet resilient blade that will 
“bounce-back”  from any throw.  And 
for added versatility, the True Flight 
Thrower has a utility edge that will 
stand-up to your toughest chores.

The  True Flight Thrower comes 
complete with a Cor-Ex™ Sheath.

sUre balance®

Definitely in the heavyweight class, our 
Sure Balance Thrower is just shy of 13 1/2" 
long and weighs a little over a pound!

Twice as heavy as most amateur 
throwing knives, these professional grade 
knives are a joy to throw. They fly straight 
and hit like a freight train, sticking in 
almost any target!

Suitable for any throwing style and 
perfectly balanced to throw from the point 
or the edge, these hefty knives are incredibly 
resilient. With their expert heat treatment 
and solid 1055 carbon steel construction, 
they are sure to offer many years of hard 
service, even when used by the most 
dedicated throwing enthusiast. The Sure 
Balance features a narrow but robust point 
that drives deep into targets with the most 
satisfying sound in the world, a solid THUMP!

Pro 
balance®

With its substantial heft 
and dagger like point, our Pro 
Balance® Thrower is made 
for the professional knife 
thrower and amateur throwing 
enthusiast as well. You can 
throw from either the blade 
or handle and it will sink into 
even hard targets with ease. 
Made out of sturdy 1055 Carbon 
steel, with a black, weather 
resistant finish and equipped 
with replaceable composite 
handle scales, it’s ready to 
endure all that you can dish out 
and will last for hundreds of 
tournaments and shows.

Perfect 
balance®

Our Perfect Balance® 
Thrower takes inspiration from 
a 1950’s classic. Its center of 
balance is at the midpoint of its 
overall length. It hits hard and 
penetrates its target efficiently 
because of its considerable 
weight and fully sharpened clip 
point.  The strong 1055 carbon 
steel construction, black rust 
resistant finish, and replaceable 
composite handle scales, make it 
durable enough for thousands of 
throws. Plus, it has an additional 
benefit in that it can also hold 
its own as a heavy duty survival 
knife, cleaver or hatchet.

80tftC
true fLight 
thrower

80tor
torpedo

oPtional 
sHeatHs
soLd separateLY

sC80tbp sure baLanCe 
sC80tbd pro baLanCe

sC80tbba perfeCt baLanCe 

80tsb
sure baLanCe 
thrower

80tpb
perfeCt 
baLanCe 
thrower

80trb
pro baLanCe 
thrower
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neW battle sHades™

Back in 1980, Cold Steel’s first customers and fans were Military and 
Law Enforcement professionals – and what they valued most was our 
unwavering commitment to strength.

With that strength in turn, came safety, and we have been at the 
forefront of research and development in this field ever since.

From day one, our products have been specially developed for 
warriors. So when we began to explore eye wear solutions, we went 
beyond sunglasses…and developed Battle Shades™!

From boardroom to battlefield, Battle Shades™ have been created 
for maximum comfort and security.  These stylish high performance 
sunglasses are held to the same exacting standards as our industry 
leading knives.

Their sleek, low profile and ergonomic frames are remarkably light 
and comfortable, with integrated soft temple tips and nose pads to aid 
retention, as well as to increase comfort on typical “hot spots” that 
occur from prolonged wear.

Our tough, Mil-Spec high impact polarized* polycarbonate lenses 
not only offer 100% UV (A,B &C) protection, but also meet the Military 
Standard impact resistance rating**, offering superior coverage and 
protection in the field.

For added safety and peace of mind, we have added our innovative 
protective shields to selected models in our line-up. These fully 
removable shields give additional protection from the distraction (and 
potential injury) of wind-shear, air born dust, debris and glare, keeping 
you focused, alert and ready for action!

Each of these supreme eyewear solutions comes complete with a 
soft microfiber pouch and a durable carry case.

The case features a discreet internal pocket (for carrying a knife, 
micro-revolver or even just your money clip) and has integrated 
snap-fit loops so you can carry your Battle Shades™ on a belt, pack, 
vest or webbing.

Available in a variety of styles, Battle Shades™ are both practical 
and tactical; perfect for Military, Law Enforcement, and First 
Respondents in our Emergency Services. They are also an excellent 
choice for Hunting and outdoor pursuits, shooting, and extreme sports, 
as well as for every day wear.

If you are a Cold Steel fan, then you’ll know to expect the same level 
of quality and value for money from our Battle Shades™ that you would 
from our world-renowned knives - and, just like our blades, Battle 
Shades™ are sure to become a part of your daily carry that you won’t 
be able to leave home without!

* seLeCted ModeLs         **  Mark i: MiL-prf-31013 / ansi z87.1 – 2010  
              Mark ii : MiL-prf-31013
               Mark iii : MiL-prf-31013 / ansi z87.1 – 2010

Promotional items
Show the world you know who makes the best knives! 

Cold Steel has a variety of promotional items for almost 
any occasion.

• Hats: “Beanie” cap style and baseball style with the 
Kanji characters meaning “Master Bladesmith”.

• Stands: 3 Blade stands made from clear Lucite® 
plastic. The sword stand and the three level lockback 
stand are made from black lacquered wood. The 
sword stand holds three swords (knives and/or 
swords pictured are not included with the stands 
shown on this page).

• Shirts: 100% cotton. Two tee shirts and a polo style 
shirt in two different colors.

marK i
series

marK ii
series

marK iii
series

NEW  
ew11  Mark-i 
gLoss bLaCk
bLaCk nosepads, 
bLaCk teMpLe tips,siLVer 
Logo,greY Lens, 
bLaCk side shieLds

NEW  
ew12 
Mark-i 
CaMoufLage
orange nosepads, 
orange teMpLe tips

orange Logo, brown Lens, 
orange side shieLds

NEW  
ew13M 
Mark-i 
Matte dark brown
bLaCk nosepads, bLaCk 
teMpLe tips.
goLd Logo, brown Lens, 
bLaCk side shieLds

NEW  
ew21  Mark-ii 
gLoss bLaCk
bLaCk nosepads, bLaCk 
teMpLe tips, siLVer Logo, 
greY Lens

NEW  
ew22  Mark-ii 
CaMoufLage
orange nosepads, orange 
teMpLe tips,orange Logo, 
brown Lens

NEW  
ew23M   Mark-ii  
Matte dark brown 
bLaCk nosepads, bLaCk 
teMpLe tips, goLd Logo, 
brown Lens

NEW  
ew31  Mark-iii 
gLoss bLaCk
bLaCk nosepads, 
bLaCk teMpLe tips,
siLVer Logo, greY Lens, 
bLaCk side 
shieLds

NEW  
ew31Mp   Mark-iii 
Matte bLaCk
bLaCk nosepads, 
bLaCk teMpLe tips, 
siLVer Logo, 
greY poLarized Lens, 
bLaCk side shieLds 

NEW  
ew32p  Mark-iii 
CaMoufLage
orange nosepads, 
orange teMpLe tips,
orange Logo, 
brown poLarized Lens, 
orange side shieLds

NEW  
ew33M   Mark-iii 
Matte dark brown
bLaCk nosepads, 
bLaCk teMpLe tips,
goLd Logo, brown Lens, 
bLaCk side shieLds 
frankLin gothiC 

NEW  
ew34M  Mark-iii 
Matte storM graY
bLaCk nosepads, 
bLaCk teMpLe tips,
bLaCk Logo, greY Lens, 
bLaCk side shieLds

94hCskbb 
CoLd steeL knit beanie

94hCsk 
eMbroidered hat

d17f
singLe 
LoCkbaCk stand  

d17g
singLe fiXed 
bLade stand

d17h
3 LeVeL 
fiXed 
bLade

stand  

d88s 
sword stand

th1  saMurai tee (Med)
th2  saMurai tee (Lg)
th3  saMurai tee (XL)
th4  saMurai tee (XXL)
th6 saMurai tee (sM)

tg1 Master bLadesMith tee (M)
tg2 Master bLadesMith tee (L)
tg3 Master bLadesMith tee (XL)
tg4 Master bLadesMith tee (XXL)
tg5 Master bLadesMith tee (XXXL)
tg6 Master bLadesMith tee (s)

tpb1 naVY bLue poLo shirt M
tpb2 naVY bLue poLo shirt L
tpb3 naVY bLue poLo shirt XL
tpb4 naVY bLue poLo shirt XXL
tpw1 white poLo shirt  M
tpw2 white poLo shirt L
tpw3 white poLo shirt XL
tpw4 white poLo shirt XXL

poLarized Lens

poLarized Lens
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KitcHen classics
The knives in Kitchen Classics series will race 

through just about any task you can imagine.  These 
blades are ice tempered and then precision flat 
ground for maximum cutting power.  All models in 
the series come with a razor sharp edge that lasts 
and lasts, and some have serrated edges uniquely 
appropriate to the tasks they were designed to do.

They are made from the same German 4116 
Stainless Steel that is used in some of the most 
expensive German cutlery. 

The handles are, in a word, terrific! Carefully 
designed to ensure a strong, secure, yet comfortable 
grip, they feature a stiff Zy-Ex™ core on the inside, 
with a softer, deeply checkered Kray-Ex™ exterior 
for the kind of non-slip grip that must be felt to be 
appreciated!

The Kitchen Classics are available for purchase as 
single items or as a complete set.  The set includes 
an attractive counter-top oak stand, and one of each 
[except for the Steak Knife, which comes in a group 
of 6] of the knives shown here.

speCifiCations:  
 weight thiCk bLade oVeraLL

paring: 1.2 oz. 1.5MM  3" 7"
steak: 1.3 oz. 1.5MM 4 5/8" 8 5/8"
boning: 2.3 oz. 2MM 6" 10 7/8"
utiLitY: 2.4 oz. 1.5MM 6" 10 7/8"
Chef’s: 5.4 oz. 3MM 8" 13"
sLiCer: 3.4 oz. 2MM  9" 13 7/8"
bread: 3.3 oz. 1.5MM 9" 13 7/8"
aLL haVe gerMan 4116 stainLess steeL bLades

mUlti dart 
These can be fired in multiples of 

5 to 7, with a trajectory resembling 
a shotgun pattern out to 10 yards 
or more, landing within a 3" circle. 
This increases your chances of 
taking small game, beacuse more 
darts transfixing the vital zones of 
your quarry.

Bundle some together and 
stuff them in the barrel of your 
.625 blowgun and follow them 
with a driving cone. 

Our thanks to Keith Dehart 
for his design influence and help 
in the creation of the Multi Dart. keith dehart

biG bore®bloWGUns 
The blowgun or blowpipe has a long history that spans the globe.  

Many authorities believe it was first invented in Malaysia where 
it migrated through the Malaysian and Indonesian archipelago’s 
finding its way to the Philippines and as far north as Japan. The 
blowgun, however, was not just a southeastern weapon; it also 
surfaced in the western hemisphere in the jungles of south and 
Central America, moving as far north as the southeastern United 
States.

Blowguns were originally invented to serve as a hunting weapon.  
They were used to bag small animals and birds, with small stones or 
hardened clay pellets being used for ammunition.  Eventually, most 
hunters discovered that they could take much larger animals by the 
use of thin wooden darts that were laced with lethal poisons.  The 
poison was derived from the sap of specially cultivated vines.

Our Big Bore® Blowguns feature large caliber .625 Magnum 
barrels that make them 
capable of shooting darts that are 20% faster and three times 
heavier then our competition.  They offer vastly improved killing 
power compared to smaller, .40 caliber darts.

They are available in 4 foot or 5 foot lengths. And, for extra 
accuracy and range, we sell a two-foot extension as an accessory.  
All models come with a mouthpiece, rubber ferrule, dart quiver, 
and 36 darts (15 Bamboo Darts, 15 Mini Broadhead Darts, and 6 
Stun Darts).  

Large caliber blowguns like our .625 Magnum® have an effective 
range out to 20 yards or more.  With practice, a skilled user can hit 
a two-inch circle at amazing distances, delivering a heavy weight 
dart.  That’s a payload easily capable of penetrating a half-inch 
sheet of plywood. 

Accuracy and range like this enable an experienced hunter to 
take small game like doves, quail, squirrels and rabbits in complete 
silence without danger of over penetration or errant darts striking 
livestock or humans in the distance.

Shooting a blowgun is great fun.  It is an activity that can be 
enjoyed indoors or out, in sunny or inclement weather.  Skill with 
a blowgun can lead to many inexpensive hunting adventures and 
stand you in good stead in survival or self-defense situations.  Try 
our Big Bore® .625 Magnum® and you’ll soon find yourself addicted 
to the fun of shooting the world’s most powerful blowgun!

2 Piece bloWGUn 
In the open field, our Big Bore®Blowguns are easy to carry. 

They’re relatively light in weight and, because they come with a 
rubber ferrule, they make an excellent hiking staff. If, on the other 
hand you need to pack them or strap one to your pack, you might 
find things getting a little awkward. 

The problem of making our blowguns into a practical item that 
people can pack with the rest of their gear has vexed us at Cold 
Steel for a while now…but, at last, we have a solution.

We took our popular five-foot gun and re-configured it as a 
“take-down” model. It has two tubes that are about two and half 
feet long with threaded joints and a reinforcing coupling tube for 
strength. It’s the equal of the regular five-foot model in terms of 
stiffness, accuracy and long-range performance, but has the added 
advantage of being easy to pack and transport.

Professional .625  bloWGUns
While our standard .625 Magnum® Blowguns are awesome, we 

decided to raise the bar even higher with our new Professional .625 
models. Available in 4-foot and 5-foot lengths, they come with a 
target style mouthpiece and a 3mm thick barrel.

Yep! That makes them almost twice as thick, and 45% heavier 
than our standard model and clinches their title of heaviest, 
commercially made blowguns in the world.

Don’t miss your chance to take advantage of the increase in 
accuracy offered by their great weight and rigidity. Don’t miss out 
in the increased toughness they offer as an impact tool in a self-
defense situation. Buy your Professional .625 Blowgun today!

All Blowgun 
Sets Include: 
Mouthpiece, 
rubber ferrule, 
dart quiver, 
quiver guard, 
and 15 Bamboo 
Darts, 15 Mini 
Broadhead 
Darts, and 6 
Stun Darts

quiVer guard: 
b625pqs professionaL bLowgun 
b625qsp reguLar .625 bLowgun

CoMpLete  kitChen  CLassiCs set inCLudes:
1 oak bLoCk stand 1  paring knife

1  boning knife 1  utiLitY knife

1  Chef’s knife 1  sLiCer

1  bread knife 6  steak kniVes

59kbnz
boning knife

59kbrz
bread 
knife

59kCz 
Chef’s 
knife

59kpz 
paring 
knife

59ks6z
siX steak 
knife set

59kset 
kitChen CLassiCs 
whoLe set

59ksLz 
sLiCer

59ksz 
steak knife

59kuz
utiLitY 
knife

b6254
4 foot

b6255t
two pieCe

b6255
5 foot 

b6254p
professionaL 

4 foot

b6255p
professionaL 

5 foot

b625bb
baMboo 
darts .

(50 paCk)

b625sa
stun dart. 
(50 paCk)

b625M
Mini broad 
head dart.

 .625 bLowgun 
(50 paCk)

NEW   
b625br
razor tip 

broadhead 
dart.

(40 paCk)

b625se 
MuLti dart 
(100 wire darts 
& 7 driVing Cones)

dart PacKs: neW raZor tiP 
These dart packs (all sold separately) make it easy to expand 

your arsenal of ammunition.  Special note should be made of the 
Razor Tip and the Multi Dart packs as they are not included in the 
standard Big Bore® Blowgun complete sets.

accessories
Enhance your Big Boar Blowgun’s performance with these 

accessories (all sold separately).

comPlete sets

b625e
2 foot .625 
bLowgun eXtension

(fits onLY the 
standard .625 
bLowgun. does 
not fit on the 
professionaL 
ModeL).

quiVer set (2 paCk):
b625pq  .625 professionaL bLowgun

b625q   reguLar .625 bLowgun
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trail HaWK:  Modeled after an early frontier pattern, our Trail Hawk can do it all.  It’s an excellent chopping tool and has a 
functional hammer poll with a hardened face so you can drive nails, hammer in stakes, and smash or crush just about anything.  Best of all it’s 
extremely lightweight and compact so it’s a cinch to tuck it under your belt or lash it to a pack or shooting bag. 

rifleman’s HaWK:  The Rifleman’s Hawk has a functional hexagonal hammer poll designed for serious work, like pounding 
nails or stakes.  Reminiscent of some early American designs, the Rifleman’s Hawk features the “peace pipe” appearance that was commonly 
used by Native Americans during the last century.  In terms of fun and sport, this hawk throws and sticks extremely well.  If you want something 
that hits its target like the proverbial “ton of bricks,” then the Rifleman’s Hawk is for you!

frontier HaWK:  Suitable for re-enactors from any period stretching from the French and Indian War clear up to the final 
settling of the West in the late 1800’s.  The authentic, good looking Frontier Hawk is one tough customer you’re sure to appreciate. This light 
weight Hawk is a joy to use too as it reduces wrist, elbow, and shoulder strain without sacrificing anything in chopping power or ease of handling. 
The merits of its light weight are revealed in combat too because the Frontier Hawk can be used at light speed from any angle and immediately 
recovered!

sPiKe HaWK:  While it’s certainly capable of performing utility chores, our Spike Hawk really excels when it’s used as a weapon.  
With one highly effective edge and a long spike, it puts any adversary on the horns of a fierce dilemma: Face the edge in brutal chopping, 
cutting, slashing and gouging attacks, or risk getting huge deep holes punched in you by the fearsome spike.

To make matters even worse for an attacker, either end of the hawk can be used to hook or trap an opponent’s weapon, neck, arm or leg, to 
control or manipulate the situation to one’s advantage.  Furthermore, the overall length of the of the hawk measures 9" across making it a wide, 
stiff platform  that can be punched into an incoming weapon arm to momentarily stop its forward motion and immobilize it.  

A superbly crafted leather sheath designed to safely house the point and edge is available and sold separately. 

norse HaWK:  During the 10th century, Viking raiders were a familiar and dreaded sight.  Ranging as far north as Russia and as 
far east as Constantinople, the Vikings wielded their terrible, fearsome battle axe. The influence of the Viking weapon indeed far out-lasted the 
reign of the Vikings themselves.  Its sleek lines and brute strength may be seen today in axes, hatchets and tomahawks.

Our hawk has a curved cutting edge to facilitate deep, slashing cuts and terminates in two sharp points which are useful in hand-to-hand 
combat.  The bottom point may be used to capture an opponent’s shield, leg, arm, shoulder or neck, momentarily immobilizing or bringing him 
closer so that he’ll be easier to deal with.  The top point may be used to execute direct chops or, with a thrusting motion, to pierce or gouge. The 
Norse Hawk is like its ancient Viking ancestors; merciless.

PiPe HaWK:  Do you prize the look and authentic lines of a traditional Pipe Hawk, but have little use for the hollow bowl and the 
strength-compromised, drilled-out wooden “smoking” handle? Well here’s a Pipe Hawk without those disadvantageous features.

Precision forged from 1055 carbon steel, the Pipe Hawk offers a long, reasonably wide cutting edge and a solid, fully hardened hammer poll 
that’s turned and ribbed to mimic a hollow pipe bowl. It’s fitted with a 22" hickory handle and is heavy enough to be brutally effective as a 
chopping tool and weapon, plus, its solid bowl will drive nails, spikes and stakes with the power of a framing hammer. Note: Does not function as 
a smoking pipe.  "Bowl" is solid.

droP forGed tomaHaWKs
These superb tomahawks are precision drop forged from 1055 

Carbon steel.  Drop forging is, without doubt, the best method of 
manufacture for any impact weapon,  particularly one with 
a cutting edge.  During the forging process a metal ingot 
is heated almost white hot and then formed into shape in 
a series of progressive dies.  The large steel dies are fixed 
to enormous compressed air hammers.  Each die hammers 
the hot metal into a gradually more finished shape. The steel 

is kneaded and compressed into a completely homogenous mass 
making the grain structure uniform and minimizing gas pockets or 

other imperfections that can ruin the construction of a hand 
forged hawk.  This is why most good axes, hatchets, and hammers 
are drop forged.  

These hawks are differentially heat treated.  This means that 
the cutting edge and hammer face is fully hardened, while the 

balance is left relatively soft to absorb the shock of striking blows. 
the aMeriCan toMahawk CoMpanY ® is a registered 

tradeMark and a diVision of CoLd steeL, inC.

sHeatH 
seParates

Sold separately, these 
sheaths make it easy to 
safely carry your tomahawk 
whereever you go.

speCifiCations: traiL hawk rifLeMan’s hawk frontier hawk spike hawk norse hawk pipe hawk

priMarY edge: 2 1/4"    3 1/2" 3 1/4" 3 1/8" 4" 3"
oVeraLL: 22"    22"  22" 22"   22" 22" 
hawk: 6 1/2" 8 1/8"  6" 9"  5 1/2" 7 1/2" 
weight: 23.6oz. 36.5 oz. 22.4oz. 24.5 oz. 25.3oz. 28 oz. 
drop forged 1055 Carbon steeL with straight grain aMeriCan hiCkorY handLes.  weights are approXiMate.

sC90th traiL hawk sheath 
sC90rh rifLeMan's sheath 
sC90fh frontier hawk sheath

sL90sh spike hawk sheath onLY

sC90n norse hawk sheath 
sC90phh pipe hawk sheath

90fh 
frontier 
hawk

90n 
norse 
hawk

90phh 
pipe hawk

90rh 
rifLeMan’s 
hawk

90sh 
spike 
hawk

90th 
traiL 
hawk



speCifiCations: 
weight: 19.7 oz.
edge: 2 3/4"
hawk: 8 1/2"
oVeraLL: 13 1/2"
steeL:    drop forged 
 1055 Carbon

aMeriCan hiCkorY handLe 

neW ViKinG 
Hand aXe

This classic, historically inspired 
fighter promises to be a popular 
and welcome addition to our 
already hugely successful line of 
Tomahawks and Axes.

A design collaboration between 
Lynn C. Thompson, Dave Baker 
and Rich McDonald, the Viking 
Hand Axe brings together a stout 
30” American Ash handle, an 
extra broad, sharp cutting edge, 
a hooking “beard”, and up-swept 
thrusting “horn” to make a 
formidable fighting axe that 
would be the pride of any Viking’s 
collection!

speCifiCations: 
weight: 17.6 oz.
edge: 6"
hawk: 6 1/4"
oVeraLL: 30"
steeL:    drop forged 
 1055 Carbon

oPtional sHeatH
An optional Cor-Ex™ sheath is 

available for the Viking Hand Axe.  
It is sold separately. 

sC90wVba  
Viking hand aXe sheath

h90pth  
repLaCeMent trenCh hawk handLe

War Hammer  
A fully armed 13th Century Knight was a true power, 

capable of plowing through a multitude of opponents 
while encased in his state of the art plate armor that 
could shed, deflect or absorb the blows of many of 
his foes. 

Enter the War Hammer- an ideal weapon for use 
against an opponent who is encased in plate steel. The 
heavy hammer head could crush the strongest helmet 
or suit of plate armor with just a few blows and the back 
spike could rip through helm and plate like a modern 
can opener! 

Now Cold Steel brings you an inexpensive, yet 
highly effective, recreation of this awesome weapon. 
Weighing around 2 1/2 lbs., our War Hammer is highly 
maneuverable and can be easily wielded with one or 
both hands. The head is drop forged out of 1055 Carbon 
steel and differentially heat treated. This means the 
point of the spike and hammer face are fully hardened 
so they can pierce and crush tough materials without 
failing while the rest of the hammer is left soft to 
absorb the shock of heavy blows. 

The handle of our War Hammer has been designed 
to be equally tough. Made of straight grain American 
Hickory and measuring 30" long it provides tremendous 
leverage so enormously powerful blows may be struck. 
To protect the handle we have included a pair of sturdy 
steel langettes which can be attached below the head 
with the screws provided. (Some assembly is required. 
Instructions are included).

trail boss 
imProVed
lonGer
Handle

The Trail Boss is light and 
compact enough to carry all 
day in your hand or strapped to 
your pack, yet heavy and tough 
enough for chores that would 
make a hatchet or tomahawk 
scream for mercy. Featuring 
a European style head with a 
4" blade and a 4 1/2" cutting 
edge, it takes a big bite with 
every swing. Plus, it features 
a very stout straight-grained 
Hickory handle.

Extensively field-tested 
by Lynn C. Thompson on a 
month long hunting trip in the 
outback of Australia, the Trail 
Boss was really put to the test. 
He used it to chop kindling, 
clear roads and trails, to build 
blinds and even to chop down 
a fair sized Gidgee Tree (one 
of the hardest woods found 
down under).

speCifiCations: 
weight: 41.5 oz.
edge: 4 1/2"
hawk: 6 1/2"
oVeraLL: 27"
steeL:    drop forged 
 1055 Carbon

aXe GanG® HatcHet
For years, Cold Steel has tried to bring to market one 

of the devastating Chinese styled hatchets used with such 
awesome effect in countless Kung Fu movies. The Cold 
Steel version, the Axe Gang® Hatchet, is an authentically 
formidable weapon, not just a prop for the cameras.

It features a drop-forged head, with a differential heat 
treatment (hard edge-soft body), and a straight, four inch 
cutting edge (with sharp corners). In addition to that it 
has a straight grain American Hickory handle with the Kanji 
characters that mean “Axe Gang”.

The sharp corners of the edge will easily pierce the 
thickest skull and the razor sharp edge will shear through 
flesh and bone like it was white bread. Plus due to its 
substantial weight and straight handle, it’s easy to throw 
with great accuracy and is sure to explode any target with 
the most violent effect

speCifiCations:
weight: 32 oz. edge:  4"
hawk: 5" oVeraLL: 20 1/4"
steeL:   drop forged 1055 Carbon

trencH HaWK
® & 

neW War HaWK
®

Our Trench Hawk represents the future of modern tactical Tomahawk 
design.

Its sharp cutting edge and wedge style spike offer numerous 
tactical “options” for our nation’s modern warriors. Drop forged 
from 5150 carbon steel and expertly differentially hardened, 
the head of the Trench Hawk will withstand tremendous 
blows as well as the awful stress of prolonged use.

The handle of our Trench Hawk is also highly 
resistant to shock and impact and will withstand 
abuse that would easily break even a tough hickory 
handle. And, as an added benefit, is easily and cheaply 
replaced when finally worn out or broken from repeated 
throwing.*Finally, to help protect its owner from its cutting edge and sharp spike, it comes with a patented 
innovative articulated Secure- Ex™ sheath.

Our War Hawk combines the tactical styling and material used in our famous Trench Hawk with historically 
inspired design elements from classic fighting hand-axes of old.

With its wide “bearded” axe head and curved reinforced reverse Tanto style spike it is a thoroughly modern fighting 
hawk and breaching tool – Capable of cutting or smashing through virtually any obstacle!

* note: anY handLe Can, and wiLL, break eVentuaLLY

Vietnam tomaHaWK
It took Peter LaGana a lifetime of armed combat and months 

of design and testing to perfect the Vietnam Tomahawk.  Now, 
there’s an exact replica of this historic weapon.  

Like the original Vietnam Tomahawk, our copy is light 
enough to be carried all day without causing undue fatigue. In 
combat, this lightness translates into speed; allowing quick 
changes in direction, even in mid-stroke!

The blade of the “hawk” offers a wide, upswept primary 
edge for tremendous cutting, slashing and chopping potential.  
The secondary edge on the lower side of the head is specially 
curved and partially sharpened for both a cutting and hooking 
attack.  When combined with the “V” shaped spike on the back 
of the hawk head, it is wickedly efficient.  It comes complete 
with a leather sheath in the original oxblood color.
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90ta
traiL boss

90wha
war haMMer

NEW  
90wVba

Viking

hand aXe

NEW  
90ptwh 
war hawk

90pth 
trenCh hawk

90Vt 
VietnaM 
toMahawk

90aXg 
aXe gang 
hatChet

speCifiCations:
haMMer faCe:  1 1/2 X 1 1/2" oVeraLL:    30"
head width:   7 3/8"  weight:    35.3 oz.

speCifiCations:
 trenCh war

 hawk hawk

weight: 29 oz. 29.5 oz.
edge: 3 1/2" 3"
hawk: 8 3/4" 8 1/2"
oVeraLL: 19" 19"
handLe: poLYpropYLene
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man at arms 
collection

The Man at Arms was a warrior, pure and 
simple. A stalwart and dependable fighter who 
exhibited great martial prowess with a range of 
weapons. He was a capable and competent warrior 
who was the veteran of many conflicts and was 
often first into the fray. Although he was not a 
Knight, he fought and trained alongside them as a 
brother in arms.

To honor these rugged, reliable, salt-of-the-
earth warriors we have created a range of true 
journeyman’s weapons that we have called the Man 
at Arms Collection. Each of these battle-ready 
pole-arms is deeply blued to a lustrous finish and 
comes with a premium American wood shaft.

speCifiCations: 
 engLish sergeant’s swiss

 biLL haLberd haLberd

weight: 81.1 oz. 62.8 oz. 98.4 oz.
width: 9" 12" 12"
head height: 24 1/2" 21 1/4" 24 1/2"
oVeraLL Length: 89 1/2" 85 1/4" 89 1/2"
aLL ModeLs are 1055 Carbon steeL 

ViKinG aXe
Cold Steel has been a long time believer in the 

ferocious cutting power of a well-designed Viking Axe. 
Until recently, we lacked the technical ability to make one 
to our satisfaction. However, with our new state-of-the-
art forging facility, we can offer our customers something 
truly exceptional.

Our Viking Axe’s formidably long, thin blade is fully 
polished and hand sharpened to a bone-splitting, shield 
shattering edge. It comes with a robust 10" cutting 
surface that terminates in two sharp horns or points. 
Traditionally, the longer top point was used for stabbing, 
gouging, or parrying, while the slightly shorter bottom 
point was used to capture an opponent’s shield or to 
hook and immobilize his neck, arms, or legs.
To maximize leverage, strength, and 
dexterity of movement, the Viking Axe is 
equipped with a very 
strong, resilient haft. 
Made in Maine from 
the best hickory 
available, it enhances 
and amplifies 
our Viking 
Axe’s lethal 

potential 
as a cutting, 

chopping and 
stabbing weapon. 

Pole aXe
With superior reach and armor-shattering force the Pole Axe represented the great equalizer 

between the common foot soldier and the terrifying juggernaut that was the Knight on 
horseback on the medieval battlefield. It was the heavy machine-gun of its day!  

The same attributes that made the Pole Axe so renowned on the battlefields of old still ring 
true today. Easily capable of defeating modern day armor with the same brutal efficiency with 
which it despatched the Knights of old, the Pole Axe is a true powerhouse of performance.

Through many years of experimenting and cross-training with axes, glaives, halberds and 
staves from all over the world, and a multitude of martial cultures, Lynn C. Thompson discovered 
the awesome potential of the Pole Arm against a whole host of opponents, 
even those outfitted with today’s modern armor and tools.

Surprisingly deft in the hand, the Pole Axe is able to hook and entangle 
an enemy combatant’s weapons and limbs, and the has the ability to 

deliver mind-boggling powerful 
blows that crush or chop anything 
in its path! 

The Pole Axe has long remained a 
weapon dear to Lynn’s heart, so he 
decided to unveil his own modern 
interpretation of this formidable 
tool!

Cold Steel’s Pole Axe is expertly 
drop forged from 1055 carbon steel. 

The wickedly sharp axe blade and brutal hammer head are differentially 
heat treated, leaving the “business” ends of the weapon hard, and the 
body a little softer to absorb shock and impact.

Our tough American made Ash handles are further strengthened with 
black steel langettes.

Cold Steel has created a modern monster with devastating power the 
likes of which has not been seen on the battlefield since the dark ages!  
There is little on this planet that can withstand the might of the Pole Axe, 
or the man that wields it!

maa enGlisH bill
Like a surprising amount of historical battlefield weapons, the 

English Bill or “Bill Hook” owes its origins to agricultural use. 
This ancient forestry tool was used by peasants to hook creeping 
vines and hard-to-reach branches, clear foliage and – when 
necessary – even lop heavy limbs from trees. It didn’t take 
much imagination to see the fighting applications of this heavy 
duty tool. 

As it saw more and more use in combat, the Bill began 
to evolve into a dedicated fighter. Its next incarnation, with 
its sharpened edges and hooking blades was fast, agile and 
ferocious. A good Bill in the right hands could hook, entangle, 
thrust, stab, slice and chop with equal ease and oppose even 
heavily armed and mounted opponents. An armed force, wielding 
row after row of these weapons was fearsome to behold!

Our English Bill represents the highest quality battlefield 
evolution of this formidable tool. With a fully sharpened battle-
ready blade spike and hook, supported by an extra deep steel 
socket and our stout Boar Spear shaft. 

maa serGeant's 
Halberd

Our company President Lynn C. Thompson has long been 
fascinated by Pole Arms, Spears and Halberds. 

The Sergeant’s Halberd is often seen as a ceremonial item, 
carried as a badge of rank by officers and NCO’s alike in the 18th 
and 19th Century, it was a much feared weapon of war as well.

Unlike its heavy-duty brethren (see Swiss Halberd) the 
Sergeant’s Halberd was actually developed during the age of 
firearms and was designed to face foes with less protective 
armor. Lighter, faster and more maneuverable, the Sergeant’s 
Halberd is a deceptively quick and astonishingly effective 
weapon.

Our interpretation of the Sergeant’s Halberd is representative 
of the battlefield incarnation of this historical tool. Though 
it features costly but attractive embellishments and 
ornamentation, it is a true warrior through and though.  Fully 
sharpened and surprisingly rugged and durable, it can be used as 
a spear for thrusting, a hook to catch, trap and entangle and as 
a cutting tool to chop, cut and slice! 

The Sergeant’s Halberd is a perfect addition to the collection 
of any historical re-enactor or Western Martial Artist and it 
makes a terrifically effective emergency self-defense tool when 
your life is on the line.

maa sWiss Halberd
The Swiss have a reputation as a nation of riflemen. This is 

because men of military age are required to keep a battle rifle 
and ammunition at home. This, however, is a relatively more 
recent development. For three hundred years, starting in the 
12th Century, the Swiss were widely feared for the terrible 
havoc they could wreak upon the battlefield with their infamous 
halberd!

The Swiss Halberd effectively combined the finest attributes 
of the spear, battle axe and hook into one devastating weapon. 
It was able to pierce the thickest steel armor, and pulverize a 
sturdy helmet or shield. The Halberd’s “beak” could also be used 
to drag a heavily armored Knight from his mount to be summarily 
butchered by the Halberd wielders brothers in arms.

The Cold Steel Swiss Halberd is almost identical to its heavy 
duty historical counterpart, except that ours is made from 
modern materials. Featuring a fully sharpened spike, axe blade 
and beak (hook) it is a multi-faceted weapon that can hack, stab 
or entangle even a heavily armed and armored opponent. 

89Men
Maa 
engLish biLL

89Msg
Maa 
sergeant’s 
haLberd

89Msw
Maa swiss 
haLberd

speCifiCations:  soMe asseMbLY required

  head Cutting handLe oVeraLL

 weight Length edge Length Length steeL

Viking: 4Lbs.  10 oz. 9 5/8" 10" 48" 52" 1055 Carbon

poLe: 6 Lbs. 13 oz. 10 1/2" 6 3/4" 72" 73 1/8" 1055 Carbon

89Va 
Viking aXe

89pa 
poLe aXe
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––  man at arms sPears  ––  
The Man at Arms was a warrior, pure and simple. A stalwart and dependable fighter who exhibited great 

martial prowess with a range of weapons. He was a capable and competent warrior who was the veteran 
of many conflicts and was often first into the fray. Although he was not a Knight, he fought and trained 
alongside them as a brother in arms.

To honor these rugged, reliable, salt-of-the-earth warriors we have created a range of true 
journeyman’s weapons that we have called the Man at Arms Collection. Each of these battle-ready spears 
is deeply blued to a lustrous finish and comes with a premium American wood shaft. 

maa lance Point sPear
The Lance Point is (as its name suggests) a formidable weapon when used from horseback. Historically it was 

used by German, French, British and Indian cavalry troops and could punch through armor and transfix adversaries 
with ease. 

Throughout our research and development testing we were consistently astounded by the penetrative power 
of the Lance Points hollow ground, spring tempered triangular blade.  Puncturing hard targets with the slightest 
effort and inflicting a devastating entry wound, it was fast, lively in hand and incredibly effective whether used 
from horseback, on foot or even thrown into appropriate targets! 

maa eUroPean boar sPear
Our European Boar Spear takes inspiration from antique Germanic hunting spears. With its characteristically 

broad, oversized head and twin cutting edges and pronounced double quillons it is a high performance example of 
this iconic hunting tool.

Featuring a stout leaf shaped blade with twin cutting edges and a thick reinforcing central spine, the European 
Boar Spear will stab and cut with surprising ease.

It’s sturdy quillons stop the spear from penetrating too deeply when used against dangerous game, and make 
excellent parrying and trapping tools when fighting a two legged opponent.

Complete with a sturdy, thick premium American Ash shaft, the European Boar Spear is sure to be very popular 
with the big game hunting community, re-enactors and historical martial artists.

maa WinG sPear
The Winged Spear is a true product of the battlefield. Its blade is wide and sharp enough to almost double as a 

pole arm, while its pronounced wings can be used to trap and pin an opponent’s limbs, snag his shield and parry 
and entangle his weapons.  

After countless hours of sparring and experimentation our company President Lynn Thompson and his training 
partners found many subtle nuances to this surprisingly versatile weapon. Lynn found that the more time you 
spend “making it your own” the more great opportunities present themselves when sparring and fighting. The 
head of the Winged Spear even made an effective parrying dagger and short sword on its own!

If you train in Martial Arts, study battlefield arts or have a passion for historical re-enactment, we heartily 
recommend purchasing a Winged Spear by Cold Steel.

maa eUroPean sPear
The European Spear is a prime example of effective and simple design. It is quite simply a spear done right. 

Its design has changed very little since the Bronze Age. The sheer perfect simplicity of this design has made it 
a timeless classic. Every inch of this high quality hunting and battlefield tool screams perfection. From its fully 
sharpened double edged blade to its walnut stained American Ash handle it is a beautiful all-round spear that 
would have pride of place in any collection.

maa classic leaf sHaPe sPear
A true classic, the leaf shaped spear is found throughout history and across the globe. It was used for hunting 

and warfare for hundreds of years by many nations – and with good reason, it worked!
The long socket imports a great deal of strength, reinforcing the central ridge of the head, while the extra wide 

double cutting edges and stout point puncture well and inflict a huge wound channel.
With a multitude of battlefield and hunting applications, the leaf shaped spear was not only lightweight and 

maneuverable, but also suitable for throwing, thrusting and slashing.
Our modern interpretation of the leaf shaped spear features a fully sharpened carbon steel blade with a hard 

spring temper and a premium American Ash shaft.

sPecial forces sHoVel
The Special Forces Shovel is modeled after the original 

Soviet Spetsnaz shovel.  The Spetsnaz were the Soviet army’s 
most elite unit, renowned for their deadly efficiency and 
ruthlessness.  Trained to travel light, the Spetsnaz packed only 
the bare essentials.

This included a unique shovel which had a broad flat 
blade and 3 sharp versatile edges. Our shovel follows 
the Soviet design as faithfully as possible with newer 
improvements in the steel (twice as thick as the 
original) and heat treatment.

many Versatile Uses:
• To dig foxholes, trenches, & bunkers.
• As a paddle.
• As a cleaver or hatchet.
• Like a throwing tomahawk (with three cutting 

surfaces to stick instead of one!)
• As a defensive shield against fists, boots, 

knives, bayonets or even other shovels.

speCifiCations:
oVeraLL: 50 CM   
thiCk:   2MM

weight: 25.7 oz.  
steeL: Med. Carbon

sC92sf 
optionaL

shoVeL 
sheath

95Mep 
Maa european spear

weight: (head) 21.9 oz

weight: (aLL) 52.3 oz  
height: (head) 20 1/2"
height: (aLL) 84 1/2"
steeL:  1055 Carbon

handLe:  ash wood

95MLp 
Maa LanCe point spear

weight: (head) 12.2 oz

weight: (aLL) 42.6 oz 
height: (head) 16"
height: (aLL) 80"
steeL:  1055 Carbon

handLe:  ash wood

95MsL 
Maa CLassiC Leaf 
shaped spear

weight: (head) 19.5 oz

weight: (aLL) 49.9 oz 
height: (head) 17"
height: (aLL) 81"
steeL:  1055 Carbon

handLe:  ash wood

95Mw 
Maa wing spear

weight: (head) 34.1 oz

weight: (aLL) 82.1 oz 
height: (head) 24"
height: (aLL) 89"
steeL:  1055 Carbon

handLe:  ash wood
95Mboa 
Maa european boar spear 
weight: (head) 31.9 oz

weight: (aLL) 79.9 oz 
height: (head) 18"
height: (aLL) 83"
steeL:  1055 Carbon

handLe:  ash wood

92sf 
speCiaL 
forCes 
shoVeL
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asseGai
The spear is one of man’s oldest, 

reliable weapons.  Early examples 
were no more than sticks or poles 
with fire hardened points.  As man 
learned how to knap flint, cast 
bronze and forge metals he would 
quickly adapt these technologies to 
the spear.  

The spear, when used as a 
thrusting weapon, allowed one to 
dominate any enemy armed with a 
shorter weapon like a mace, axe, 
sword or even a bayonet.  When 
thrown, the spear enabled man to 
bring down the largest predator 
while staying safely out of reach of 
fangs or claws.

With cold forging technology 
pioneered by Cold Steel®, we can 
offer high performance thrusting 
and throwing spears at reasonable 
prices.  All come with premium 
American Ash shafts and SK-5 
medium carbon steel heads.  Like 
traditional spearheads, ours are 
heat treated and then drawn to a 
tough spring temper.  The concept 
is that the spear head should flex or 
bend under impact stresses rather 
than break or shatter.

The original Assegai was invented 
by the legendary Zulu King, Shaka 
in the early 1800’s.  Its long, broad 
blade and short handle were ideal 
for thrusting and revolutionized 
tribal warfare in Southern Africa.  
Our Assegai has all the features 
that made the original so deadly.  It 
is available with a short 
shaft for thrusting or a 
full length throwing shaft, 
and comes complete with 
a Secure-Ex® sheath.

speCifiCations: 
 Long short 

head: 17 1/3" 17 1/3"
oVeraLL: 6 ft. 9 1/2"  3 ft. 2"
thiCk: 2MM 2MM

weight: 43.2 oz. 27.2 oz.
sk-5 Med. Carbon steeL.   
preMiuM aMeriCan ash shaft.  
soMe asseMbLY required.

speCifiCations: 
head: 18 1/2"
oVeraLL: 82 1/8"
thiCk: 2.5MM

weight: 4 1/4 Lbs.
steeL: sk-5 Med. Carbon  
preMiuM aMeriCan ash shaft.
soMe asseMbLY required.

boar 
sPear

For 200 years, the boar 
spear reigned supreme as the 
staff weapon of choice in 
the forests and often the 
battlefield as well.  Only 
the invention of reliable 
firearms in the 18th 
century could fade its 
renown.  It would have 
disappeared altogether 
if not for the decadent 
tastes of the Northern 
European nobility. To 
them, hunting with 
a firearm was a pale 
substitute for the 
thrill of hand to 
hand combat in the 
forest with nothing but 
a spear.

You too can enjoy the 
same excitement with 
Cold Steel’s® modern 
recreation of this classic 
spear.  Cold forged out 
of medium carbon SK-5 
steel and heat treated to a 
spring temper, the massive 
blade is designed to flex 
under stress instead of 
breaking.  

It’s sharpened with 
a good utility edge 
and features a sturdy 
reinforcing rib to make 
it as stiff as possible for 
maximum penetration.  
The Boar Spear comes 
complete with a stout 
premium ash shaft and a 
Secure-Ex® Sheath.

baCkside 
of the 
boar 
spear

speCifiCations: 
 reguLar Light MiCro

head: 7" 6 1/2" 4"
oVeraLL: 7 ft.  5 ft. 5" 5 ft.
weight: 40 oz. 31.9 oz. 19.2 oz.
1055 Carbon steeL, 
u.s. Made hiCkorY handLes. 
soMe asseMbLY required.

sambUrU sPears
The Samburu tribe who inhabit Kenya’s rugged northern frontier 

are a tall, lean people who eke out a living as semi-nomadic herders 
of sheep, goats, donkeys, camels and cattle.  

The warriors of the tribe known as “Lmurran” are 
particularly impressive, as they never cut their 

long braided hair and decorate their faces and 
torsos in beautifully intricate patterns using 
a cosmetic mixture made from animal fat and 
red ochre.   

Since their flocks and herds are constantly 
menaced by predators and subject to raids by 

lawless “Shiftas” (bandits) from Somalia, they seldom 
venture outside their “Kraals” (a kind of makeshift hut) 
without being thoroughly armed.

In fact, no warrior worthy of his name would think of being 
caught without his spears. You see, the Samburu warrior’s 
throwing spear is the most advanced, state of the art 
spear of its type on the planet.  With this extraordinary 
spear, warriors routinely dispatch marauding leopards, 
lions and even those firearm toting bandits at unheard 
of distances.

Each of our Samburu spears break down into 
three components: The first is the spear head 
itself, permanently welded to a thick  steel shaft.  
Second is the counter balancing butt spike also 
known as the shoe.  This is used as an alternative 
point for practice throwing, preserving the actual 
spear blade itself for more serious work.  
Third is the black, Hickory handle with a double 
taper connecting the head and shoe.  

All of our Samburu spears come unassembled 
for ease of transportation.  All you have to do is fit 
the blade and butt spike tightly to the handle and 
attach them with the provided retaining screws. 
And, they all come complete with a Secure-Ex® 
sheath.

These spears could be described as the 300 
Winchester Magnum of the spear world.  They 
can be used at long range, fly straight, have a flat 
trajectory, hit hard and penetrate deep.  Like the 
300 Win Mag, they can be used to take any animal 
in North America.

note: we’Ve Made our saMburu spears as tough 
as possibLe.  howeVer, if You bend Your spear 
shaft or “shoe” (butt spike), it Can be easiLY 
straightened in a Vise or with a haMMer, and 
the tough hiCkorY handLe of Your spear Can 
eVentuaLLY break, so pLease be prepared to 
repLaCe it.

neW 
tiGer 
forK

Back in the 
early 1990’s, 
Cold Steel’s 
President 
Lynn C. 
Thompson 
purchased 
a handmade 
Chinese Tiger Fork to add 
to his collection. He fitted 
it with an old rattan staff 
and has trained with it ever 
since.

Lynn greatly enjoys 
reading tales of hunting 
exploits in historical 
accounts and had read 
several stories about 
Chinese hunters using these 
giant forked tools to capture 
and kill big cats. He also had 
the pleasure of talking to 
(and training with) Chinese 
Martial Artists about how 
this tool was modified as 
a weapon of war and its 
application as a formidable 
fighting implement.

After 20 years, Lynn 
has finally brought his own 
version of the Fighting Tiger 
Fork to a modern audience.

Our interpretation 
of this classic Martial 
Artist’s weapon features 
an elongated central spike 
to maximize its thrusting 
potential and inwardly 
curved outer forks to 
increase the success of 
trapping techniques.

By deftly twisting and 
turning the Tiger Fork in 
his or her hands, a skilled 
Martial Artist can not only 
catch, parry, deflect and 
entangle an opponent’s 
weapon, but also disarm 
them, throw them or even 
lock their joints before 
delivering a coup de grace.

speCifiCations:
weight: 66 oz. (oVeraLL) 
 35.6 oz. (head)
width: 14 1/4"
head height: 25" 
handLe: 64" ash wood

steeL:   1055 Carbon 
oVeraLL: 89"

95boask 
boar spear

the boar spear 
head Can aLso be 
fitted with a standard 
shoVeL handLe froM anY 
hardware store

NEW  
95btf
tiger fork

assegai
95es   Long shaft 
95fs   short shaft

95sb 
saMburu 
spear

95sCLb 
Light 
saMburu 
spear

95sCMb 
MiCro 
saMburu 
spear

baCkside 
of the 
assegai
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remoVable

Head

soUtH african 
Knob Kerries

Authentic South African 
handmade sticks served as 
the inspiration for the 
African Walking 
Stick.

slim sticK
Our Slim Stick represents a new 

departure in the world of elegant 
walking sticks.

It’s light as a feather, yet 
stiff and rigid enough to offer 
surprisingly good support when 
crossing wet, slippery streets 
or negotiating cracked broken 
sidewalks. It takes its inspiration 
from similar sticks used in the 
Filipino Martial Arts and Boxe 
Française (Savate). It’s amazingly 
tough, strong, and blindingly fast.

The Slim Stick’s incredible 
weight to speed ratio, combined 
with its strength and rigidity, is 
the result of the materials used 
in its fabrication. The mirror 
polished “dimpled” ball head 
is fashioned out of solid 6061 
aluminum and double silver 
anodized to resist abrasion and 
tarnish. 

But the real weight economy 
was achieved in the construction 
of its unique shaft. Spun on a 
custom made mandrel from 100% 
black and silver carbon fiber 
thread it’s incredibly handsome 
and strong and, in our very 
severe impact tests, proved to be 
virtually unbreakable!  

Plus, we have equipped the 
Slim Stick with a small but highly 
functional rubber ferrule, which 
really grips most surfaces and is 
easily replaced when worn out.

If you’re looking for a new, cool 
stick that can be wielded fast as 
light and provides real functional 
support and balance, then the 
Slim Stick is definitely for you.

speCifiCations:
weight: 7.5 oz.
head: 1 1/2" diaMeter 6061 
aLuMinuM

thiCk: 1/2" (base) approX.  
 5/8" (neCk) approX. 
oVeraLL: 39"

irisH blacKtHorn 
WalKinG sticK

The Blackthorn bush is found throughout Ireland and the British Isles. It 
has been prized for centuries as a material for premium walking sticks. The 
original Blackthorn sticks were 2 to 4 foot long Irish shillelaghs (the 
national weapon of rural Ireland).  In expert hands the shillelagh was 
so fearsome that during the final occupation of Ireland, the English 
outlawed it.  To get around the law, the Irish turned the shillelagh 
into a 3-foot walking stick.  The English didn’t want to appear 
unreasonable by outlawing walking sticks too, so the Irish kept their 
modified shillelaghs and the world gained a beautiful and functional 
walking stick known simply as the Blackthorn.

Cold Steel made the effort to obtain and sell authentic Blackthorn 
sticks over fifteen years ago, but the venture turned out to be 
disappointing, and not because the sticks didn’t sell well. It was 
because Blackthorn is difficult to come by and, since it’s grown and not 
manufactured, it is somewhat inconsistent in quality.

Cold Steel’s recent forays into injected molded polypropylene 
products has yielded some impressive results and now we have produced 
a new polypropylene Blackthorn that has all of the advantages of real 
Blackthorn and none of its pitfalls.

Our Irish Blackthorn 
Walking Stick is 
inspired by an 
authentic Blackthorn 
from Cold Steel 
President, Lynn C. 
Thompson’s private 
collection. It was 
copied carefully, and 
then artfully modified 
to a point where it not 
only mimics nature, 
but actually rivals and 
supersedes anything 
the natural world could 

produce! If nature had fashioned the most perfect Blackthorn stick, and 
you were lucky enough to come by it, our Irish Blackthorn Walking Stick is 
what it would look like. It’s a superb faux Blackthorn stick, and since it’s 
injection molded from polypropylene, it will never warp, crack, swell up, or 
splinter and is easy to maintain with a little soap and water.

speCifiCations:    
weight: 29.3 oz. head: 2 3/4"
oVeraLL: 37" thiCk: 1" (base)    1 3/8" (neCk)

draGon 
WalKinG 
sticK

The mythical dragon has captured 
the imagination of man for centuries. 
Asian folklore casts them as benign 
creatures, man’s allies in a hostile 
world, or as symbols of imperial 
Chinese power, used as motifs 
on palace walls, and on soldier’s 
breastplates. In the west, they were 
known to be fierce adversaries, fire 
breathing, clever beasts who rained 
destruction and leveled villages. The 
brave knight who slew one could return to 
his village after winning the hand of the 
fetching fair maiden he saved from the 
dragon’s wrath.

Legends aside, a dragon is a powerful 
creature possessed of extraordinary 
physical attributes, which command 
respect across the board. It is for this 
reason we have chosen to use the dragon 
as the inspiration for our latest walking 
stick. It is modeled after an intricately 
carved Dragon Stick from our President, 
Lynn C. Thompson’s collection and 
is reproduced using expensive, hand 
engraved injection molds. The detailing 
is astonishing, with scales running the 
full length of the undulating shaft, and a 
fearsome face with snarling fangs, it is an 
imposing stick you’ll be proud to be seen 
with on almost any occasion.

It is fashioned, like many of our other 
walking sticks, from the highest grade 
of high impact Polypropylene available, 
assuring its imperviousness to the 
elements and guaranteeing it is virtually 
indestructible.  Black in color and sinuous 
in shape and form, it offers light to 
medium support and a number of grip 
options making it unusually suitable as an 
aid to balance as well as a powerful ally in 
an emergency self defense situation.

speCifiCations:
weight: 36 oz.       
head:  4 5/8" 
oVeraLL: 39"
poLYpropYLene

comParison...
An authentic Blackthorn 

stick is shown on the left side.

african WalKinG sticK
The Zulus are perhaps the fiercest, most combative tribe in all South 

Africa. In the early 1800’s the Zulu King, Shaka, subjugated the vast area of 
land between the Phongolo and Mzimkhulu rivers and laid the foundations 
for the Zulu Nation. Then in 1879 the Zulus handed the British one of the 
most humiliating defeats in history at the battle of Isandlwana, when they 
annihilated an entire column of 1200 Englishmen  (who were supported by 
artillery and cavalry), and did it with little more than cowhide shields and 
their Assegais, or short stabbing spears. Even to this day, a Zulu tribesman is 
not somebody to be trifled with lightly.

The thing that distinguishes the Zulu people most is their fondness for 
using a Knob Kerrie, or walking stick. Our President, Lynn C. Thompson, 
who regularly hunts in South Africa, has amassed an impressive collection 
of these handmade sticks. Most of them are made from indigenous African 
hardwoods like Wild Olive, Pink Ivory, and Red Bush Willow, and are topped 
with a distinctive ball or knob. 

Adapted for the western marketplace, our African Walking Stick features 
the best parts of traditional Zulu Kerries; like an undulating shaft, and 
the traditional geodesic ball grip. However, instead of using a costly exotic 
hardwood, we’ve made ours out of black Polypropylene. This means that, in 
addition to being virtually unbreakable, it’s also impervious to the elements.  
It will never rot, warp, crack, splinter, swell, shrink, mildew or fade, and it’s 
ready for all the wear and tear you, and the world, can dish out. 

Although its primary mission is to be a walking stick to aid one’s balance 
when crossing uneven, slippery, wet or rough terrain, it can also serve as a 
pointer, lever, or probe. It also makes a formidable tool for self-defense in 
an emergency.

city sticK &
neW Pistol GriP 
city sticK

Here’s are some classy walking sticks that are 
just at home at the opera as they are on a stroll 
through the urban jungle. The City Stick’s glossy 
black shafts are made out of eleven layers of 
fiberglass which, in our impact tests, proved to 
be virtually unbreakable. 

They’re all topped with a lightweight 6160 
Aluminium head that’s available in two styles, 
the Basic Grip or our Pistol Grip style, which is 
designed to fit one’s hand like a 17th century 
pistol butt! Both have been given a mirror 
polished finish, and the grips are also removable 
so that they can be easily engraved or modified 
to suit your tastes.

The bases are fitted with a thick rubber 
ferrule to keep you from slipping on the mean 
streets and cracked sidewalks.

speCifiCations:
Length: 37 5/8"  
weight: 15.7 oz. (reg.) 
 17.2 oz. (pistoL)
shaft:  11 LaYer fibergLass

91was
afriCan 
waLking 

stiCk

91pbs
irish bLaCkthorn 

waLking stiCk

91pdr
dragon 

waLking 
stiCk

91sta
CitY stiCk

NEW  
91stap 
pistoL grip 
CitY stiCk

91ws
sLiM stiCk

speCifiCations:
weight: 25.3oz.
Length: 37"
1 1/4" (base)  
1 3/4" (neCk)    
2 3/4" (baLL grip) 
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boomeranG
Throwing a boomerang is just plain fun and has a lot of 

benefits that are overlooked today. Besides being a useful 
hunting arm, throwing a boomerang can be good exercise 
while dramatically increasing eye hand coordination. Anyone 
who shoots a bow, throws a spear, swings a bat, stick, sword, 
golf club, racquet or throws any kind or size of ball will benefit 
from learning how to throw and practice regularly with a 
boomerang.

Since we are in the business of making things to throw, it 
was only natural for us to try and improve on the boomerang 
by making our own, non-returning version. Injected molded 
from high impact Polypropylene, with a wood grain texture, 
and sporting the most aerodynamic length, shape and cross 
section we could devise, our boomerang fills the bill.

You can use it for hunting, target throwing, and distance 
throwing and, in a pinch, it will also serve admirably as a 
highly effective self-defense tool as well.

The boomerang, or throwing stick has been used on every 
continent from time immemorial and is still found in use as a 
hunting tool in isolated pockets around the globe even today.  
Fashioned in various shapes, forms and sizes and made from 
wood, bone, horn and even metal, it was most effective when 
used to harvest game birds, water fowl and small game.

Today, the boomerang or throwing stick is most closely 
associated with Australia where many original inhabitants 
(Aborigines) still posses the skill and knowledge to use 
them to put meat on the table.  Affordably priced, incredibly 
durable, our Boomerang is fun for the whole family and will 
provide years of hard use and entertainment.

indian War clUb
The Ball Headed War Club first saw common use in the 

early 16th century and was popular with the warrior tribes 
of the American Eastern seaboard.

It has been speculated that the widespread adoption 
of this weapon was because it was relatively easy to 

manufacture, in that it required little or 
no metal, and most of all - because it was 
unbelievably effective!

Lynn C. Thompson is an avid collector of 
wooden weaponry and ethnographic arms, 
and when he saw a beautiful example of a Ball 
Headed War Club made by custom Bladesmith 
Rich McDonald, he jumped at the chance to work 
with Rich to reproduce it for a modern audience.

Cold Steel’s modern version of this fascinating tool is 
injection molded from weatherproof high-impact polymer 
materials that are virtually impervious to impact.  This 
material is highly resistant to the elements and won't 
warp, rot, crack or splinter like wooden versions. 

Each club is approximately 2 ft. long with a 3 1/4" 
diameter ball head, and 
fitted with a removable blunt 
steel spike.

For historical re-enactors 
the surface has a realistic 
wood grain finish that 
can be easily painted and 
customized with brass studs, 
tacks, or feathers.

GUnstocK War clUb
Cold Steel is proud to introduce our modern interpretation of this 

iconic, culturally significant and wholly American implement of war.
In the early sixteenth century, American Indians observed the 

devastating potential of a rifle stock as a bludgeoning weapon, and they 
wasted no time in fashioning their own war clubs based upon its basic 
shape. Made of straight grain hard woods like Hornbeam, 
Maple, Ash, Hickory or Oak, they hit with remarkable force 
and proved to be extremely potent tools, especially when 
enhanced by the addition of a short point or even knife blades.

In fact, the Gunstock War Club became so popular it soon 
migrated as far as the Pacific coast where it endured clear 
into the 1880's. It remains an iconic ceremonial item to this 
very day.

Custom designed by Bladesmith Rich Mc Donald; Cold 
Steel’s version of this fascinating tool incorporates all the best features 
from historical examples, including the ridged center line, sharp point, 
and the classic "Fawn's Foot" handle.

Instead of using traditional hardwoods, we chose to make our War 
Club from injection molded high impact polypropylene. This material 
is highly resistant to shock and is practically unbreakable; making 

it particularly suitable for use in impact 
weaponry.  As an added bonus, this material 
is highly resistant to the elements and won't 
warp, rot, crack or splinter like wooden 
versions.

For those interested in re-enacting periods 
of our frontier history, the War Club features a 
very realistic wood grain texturing, which can 
be painted to replicate a wooden finish.

riCh MCdonaLd

92pgs
gunstoCk 
war CLub

brooKlyn series
Ever since their release back in 2006, our Brooklyn 

Series of Baseball Bats have been consistent fan 
favorites!  

Precision injection molded out of the heaviest-grade 
high-impact polypropylene that we can find, these bats 
just can't be broken through impact alone.

As they are made from a polymer, rather than wood 
or aluminum, they are not only stronger than traditional 
bats, but they are more durable too! Our Brooklyn Bats 
won’t rot, crack, or splinter, or even fade! You needn't 
worry about dirt affecting them either, since they’re 
impervious to the elements and clean up with little 
more than soap and water.

They're versatile too! Like any other baseball bat, 
croquet mallet, golf club or hockey stick, they can be 
used in an emergency as an extremely effective self-
defense tool. You can keep one behind the front door, 
under the bed, or in the trunk of your car and forget 
about it until you need it.

They can be used as game bats, practice bats, 
warm-up bats, loaner bats, school or league bats or 
kid's bats. They can also serve as cross over trainers to 
develop strength, agility and eye / hand coordination 
for those studying Martial Arts.

From our micro sized Souvenir Bat (the Brooklyn 
Shorty) to our epic over-sized beast bat (the Whopper) 
and all of the other models in between, we’re sure to 
have the bat for you!

Reasonably priced, versatile, useful and virtually 
unbreakable, there’s no excuse not to own a Brooklyn 
Bat by Cold Steel!

neW 
brooKlyn WHoPPer

 NEW FOR 2015! The Brooklyn 
Whopper is the biggest bat we've 
ever made. At 38 inches, the Whopper is the maximum 
allowable sized bat for Major League Baseball, and 
weighing in at just over 48 oz. it’s a certified monster! 
This massive, king-sized Baseball Bat is perfect for 
strength and conditioning training, swing practice and 
warm ups – and when it’s time to hit something, well, 
you are sure to knock it out of the park!

speCifiCations:
weight: 24 oz.
thiCk: 1" 
height: 7"
oVeraLL: 28" 
MateriaL: poLYpropYLene

speCifiCations:
weight: 37.8 oz. 
baLL: 90MM

thiCkness: 25-30 MM (tapered) 
oVeraLL: 24" poLYpropYLene 
spike: 19MM diaMeter

speCifiCations: 
weight: 35.4 oz.
oVeraLL: 29 1/2"
thiCkness: 1 1/2" 
steeL bLade: 3" taLL

MateriaL:  poLYpropYLene

Leather sheath 

speCifiCations:  handLe tip

 weight thiCk thiCk oVeraLL

shortY: 18.2 oz. 1" 1 7/8" 20"
Crusher: 33 oz. 1 1/2" 2 1/4" 29"
sMasher: 39 oz. 1 1/8" 2 3/16" 34" 
whopper: 48.3 oz. 1 1/8" 2 1/2" 38" 

92brg 
booMerang

92pbh 
indian war CLub92bs

brookLYn 
sMasher

NEW  
92bsL
brookLYn 
whopper

92bss
brookLYn 
Crusher

92bstz
brookLYn 
shortY

tHe brooKlyn 
sHorty is
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speCifiCations:
oVeraLL: 9" 
bLade: 3 1/3"
thiCk: 9MM

weight: 2.3 oz.
MateriaL: griV-eX™

 bob koga

speCifiCations:
oVeraLL: 7 7/8" 
bLade: 3 1/2" 
thiCk: 1/2" diaM. 
weight: 1.6 oz.
MateriaL: soLid zY-eX™

speCifiCations:
oVeraLL: 8 1/8"
bLade: 3 3/8"
thiCk: 1/2" diaM.
weight: 1 oz.
MateriaL: soLid zY-eX™

speCifiCations:
weight: 1.7 oz.
thiCk: 7/8"
oVeraLL: 6 1/2"

speCifiCations:
weight: 2.2 oz.
oVeraLL: 7 7/8" w/o brush

 8 1/4" w/ brush

91k
koga 
sd1

91spb 
poCket shark

92dd 
deLta dart

92hCd
CruCiforM 
dagger

92hC 
honeY CoMb

sk92dd 
deLta dart 
neCk sheath

niGHtsHade® 
series

Black as a moonless night and 
silent as the grave…these are the 
qualities that make up our lightweight 
Nightshade® series.  Most are detailed 
reproductions of existing Cold Steel® 
favorites and some are new designs 
representing the newest trends in high-
tech, covert construction.  Made from 
Griv-Ex™— the latest 
in fiberglass reinforced plastic, and 
stronger than even the super tough Zy-
Ex™ we have used in earlier models— 
they are UV and heat stabilized, making 
them impervious to the elements.

One of the most unique features of 
these knives is their handles.  They are 
made from deeply checkered Kray-Ex™ 
that has been molded directly to the 
blade tangs.  The use of Kray-Ex™ in 
knife handles is a Cold Steel® innovation 
that dates back to the early 1980’s.  
It has been readily copied by most of 
our competitors because it offers a 
superior, slightly tacky, gripping surface 
that is unaffected by heat, cold, or 
moisture. It never rusts, warps, cracks 
or splits even in the most extreme 
environments.

Our Nightshade® knives are light 
enough to be tied, tucked, or taped just 
about anywhere on one’s person. And, 
since they are impervious to heat, cold, 
moisture and extreme weather they are 
a natural to hide both inside and outside 
of your house. They can be hidden 
virtually everywhere from the hedges 
and flowerpots in your yard, to the 
refrigerator, bookshelves, and closets in 
your house. Keep one in every room of 
the house, from the laundry room to the 
bathroom shower! With violent home 
invasions on the rise a strategically 
placed Nightshade® knife could save the 
day, and even your life.

KoGa sd
The late Bob Koga began his martial arts career at age 12 starting 

with Judo and moving on to wrestling in high school. After graduation 
Bob joined the Air Force and, while stationed in Japan, he resumed his 
Judo training along with Jiu Jitsu, Jo-do and Aikido. After finishing 
his stint in the Air Force, Bob moved to Los Angeles where he 
joined the LAPD. During his tenure with the LAPD, Bob became  
an outspoken proponent of the straight baton as opposed to 
the PR24® or side handle baton.

The Koga SD’s are made of virtually unbreakable 
plastic, and can increase the ability of the average 
person to defend himself several times over. 
With proper training, they can function as a 
fantastic aid in leverage when obtaining joint 
locks or submission holds. But where they 
really shine is as an intermediate impact 
tool. You see, police and civilians alike 
face a perplexing dilemma when 
contemplating employing fist or 
baton blows. Blows struck with the 
fist may be too weak, or worse, result in a broken hand, 
while blows struck with a baton may be too powerful 
resulting in grave injury or even death. The Koga SD’s 
however, solve this problem, neatly bridging the 
gap by concentrating and magnifying the effect 
of hand blows while minimizing the likelihood of 
permanent injury or death. If you’re looking to 
expand your continuum of force options in a 
self-defense situation, we heartily suggest you 
buy a Koga SD. 

speCifiCations:  
 weight thiCk oVeraLL

sd1: 4.1 oz. 1 1/5" 7 1/2"
sd2: 2.1 oz. 1" 6 1/2"
Constructed from Structural Nylon

Honey 
comb   

Look smart and feel secure 
anywhere with our personal grooming aid, 
the Honey Comb. Precision manufactured 
at great expense, it has the innocuous 
appearance of a simple hairbrush, but the 
fully functional brush also acts as a sheath that 
conceals a highly effective stiletto dagger! The 3 1/2" 
long dagger has a 1/2" thick cruciform cross section and 
tapers to a needle like point, while the superbly designed 
handle is designed to facilitate almost any gripping method.

For the ultimate in strength and stiffness, the Honey Comb’s 
cruciform dagger has been precision injection molded from Zy-
Ex™ a tough, stiff nylon and fiberglass composite that contains no 
metal and is impervious to the elements. 

With its innocent appearance and usefulness both as a dagger and 
a hairbrush, we believe the Honey Comb is the all around answer to 
personal defense at home at work or overseas. 

As a hairbrush it’s particularly appropriate in glove compartments, 
travel luggage, or a woman’s handbag and will look perfectly natural in 
virtually any environment. Its light weight, and effectiveness make it an 
ideal self-defense weapon especially for women.

delta dart® 
The Delta Dart’s comfortable handle is knurled 

for a positive grip and the butt is smooth and 
rounded, so it’s perfect for both thumb and 
palm reinforced positions.  Its triangular 
cross section gives it phenomenal piercing 
power.  An optional neck sheath is also 
available.

fGX battle rinG
Our FGX Battle Ring is distinguished by a short, broad, blade 

with a ferociously efficient point that resembles a shark’s tooth. 
Yet, it’s the handle and ring that are perhaps its most 

appealing features. They’ve been precisely shaped and 
contoured to comfortably accommodate most hands, 
providing a perch to facilitate different grip options.

Because it’s made from Griv-Ex™, it’s impervious 
to heat, cold, moisture and extreme 
weather so you can hide it both 
inside and outside your house.

crUciform daGGer
The Cruciform Dagger has a carefully designed 3 1/2" 

long Stiletto blade and a 1/2" thick cruciform cross 
section that tapers to a needle like point. It features 
a somewhat unique cruciform handle, that’s 
designed to facilitate almost any gripping method.

It’s precision injection molded from Zy-Ex™, 
for the ultimate in strength and stiffness. 
Zy-Ex™ is a tough, stiff nylon and fiberglass 
composite that contains no metal and is 
impervious to the elements. 

It’s particularly appropriate in 
glove compartments, travel luggage, 
or a handbag and will look 
perfectly natural in virtually any 
environment. It’s lightweight, 
and effective, making it an 
ideal self-defense weapon.

PocKet sHarK®

As the saying goes, "the pen is mightier than the sword." Indeed, 
Cold Steel makes some mighty strong swords, but this little pen 
makes for some clever competition. It's the biggest, baddest, 
permanent marker around!

Superficially, it shares many features common to most 
markers, but appearances can be deceptive. For starters, 
it's made from high impact plastic and features walls that 
are 4 times thicker than similar markers. This means 
it's built for impact and will survive the meanest 
blows and roughest treatment imaginable and still 
function like new. Drop it, smash it, roll over it 
with a car, and it will bounce back.

Plus, the screw on cap will stay in place 
and won't pop off like a regular marker’s cap 
and leak all over your clothes.

It's easy to carry too. Just clip it to a 
shirt or coat pocket, or carry in your purse, 
pack or brief case. Don't spend another day 
without one!

91Mk
Mini 
koga sd2

a #92fk   fgX® karaMbit

 bLade:  4"     oVeraLL:  8 1/2"    
 weight:  2.3 oz.  thiCk: 7.5MM

b #92fsd   fgX®  skean dhu®

 bLade:  3 3/4" oVeraLL:  7 3/4"   
 weight:  .95 oz.  thiCk:  6MM

C #92fjd   fgX® jungLe dart®

 bLade:  3 3/4"    oVeraLL:  8 1/8"    
 weight:  0.7 oz.     thiCk:  7.5MM 

d #92fCat   fgX® Cat tanto®

 bLade: 6"    oVeraLL: 11 1/2"    
 weight: 3.1 oz.     thiCk: 8MM

e #92ftp   fgX® tai pan®

 bLade: 7 1/2"    oVeraLL:  13"    
 weight: 3.7 oz.     thiCk: 9.5MM

f #92fpa    fgX® push bLade® i
 bLade:  3 1/2"    oVeraLL: 6 1/4"    
 weight:  1.6 oz.    thiCk:  6.5MM

g #92fpb   fgX® push bLade® ii
 bLade:  2 1/4"    oVeraLL: 5"   
 weight:  1.1 oz.     thiCk:  6.5MM

h #92fba   fgX® boot bLade® i
 bLade:  5"    oVeraLL:  9 3/8"    
 weight:  2 oz.     thiCk:  9MM

i #92fbb   fgX® boot bLade ®ii
 bLade: 3 1/4"    oVeraLL: 6 3/4"    
 weight: 1 oz.     thiCk: 7.2

featUrinG
nomet®

tecHnoloGy

92frd 
fgX battLe ring
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latin macHete series
Have you been looking for a machete with extra reach and leverage?  Perhaps something with a more traditional style 

blade and handle?  Then Cold Steel has the tools for you!  Our Latin Style Machetes are available in three blade lengths 
from 18 to 24 inches.  With their non-slip, wear resistant handles, they are perfect in almost any environment from the 
jungle to the forest or even on the farm.

neW latin macHete PlUs: saW bacKed macHetes
Extensively field tested in both America and Australia, these saw-backed Machetes have been intensively used in the 

toughest conditions and proved themselves time and time again.
These real working saw teeth – not aesthetic affectations like many of our competitor’s offerings! – are capable of 

putting in great work. Try one today, you won’t be disappointed!

tWo Handed latin macHete
The extra long handle on this model can easily be used one handed (it’s 

tremendously well balanced) but will comfortably accommodate two hands 
as well.  It’s unsurpassed for sheer versatility in the field, on the farm or in a 
forest. Plus, the 21 inch Latin styled blade has the potential to make delicate, 
precision cuts in tight quarters or deliver brutal limb loppers in an instant. 
If you like the look and feel of traditional Latin machetes, we’re sure you’re 
going to love the extra horsepower available in our new two handed model.

speCifiCations: Latin MaChetes 
naMe weight thiCk oVeraLL

18" Latin MaCh.: 14.9 oz. 2MM 23 5/8"
21" Latin MaCh.: 17.7 oz. 2MM 21"
24" Latin MaCh.: 18.8 oz. 2MM 29 5/8"
two handed Latin: 21.1 oz. 2MM 30"
aLL ModeLs haVe poLYpropYLene handLes 
& are Made froM 1055 Carbon steeL with 
baked on anti rust Matte finish

KUKri macHetes
There’s no single edged weapon that we can think of that can out-chop or out-cut 

a good Kukri. It’s true that some of the best Kukris, like our Gurkha model, can be 
somewhat expensive,  and while that “thoroughbred” performs extraordinarily well for 
the money that it costs, it sometimes seems that what’s required is a good, inexpensive, 
“workhorse” model.

Our Kukri Machetes are those workhorses. They are available in two sizes,  one has 
a thirteen inch blade and the other, our “Magnum” model, has a whopping seventeen 
inch blade.  Both are ready to plow through the toughest chores life can dish out. Each 
features the distinctive weight-forward balance of our “top-of-the-line” model, and 
always present their edge on an angle so they’re guaranteed to “bite” deep with every 
stroke.  Additionally, they come complete with a sturdy Cor-Ex™ sheath!  They’re a solid 
value, ready for long, hard work.

KUKri PlUs macHete
The Kukri Plus Machete features some of the finest innovations in Kukri design. It’s 

wide, curved blade will cut and shear amazingly well, making huge cuts that would be the 
envy of many small swords, while its stout spine and durable tip make it a very functional 
and handy bushcraft tool.

It’s integral steel guard keeps you hand free from harm when using the knife for 
particularly hard cutting chores, and also offers a multitude of advantages should you 
ever be forced to use the Kukri Plus Machete as a last ditch self-defense tool!

Its full tang is completely encapsulated in a comfortable and durable polypropylene 
handle that has been ergonomically designed for comfort and safety, allowing you to 
keep a secure grip on the Machete even in the most inclement conditions.

 Featuring a rust resistant baked on matte black coating, the fully sharpened 1055 
Carbon Steel blade is safely and securely held in a sturdy Cor-Ex sheath.

royal KUKri macHete
Cold Steel President, Lynn C. Thompson has been exploring the potential of the Kukri 

for over two decades. It’s hard to find a more versatile knife. A stalwart ally in a tight 
spot and an indispensable survival tool, a good Kukri is truly apocalypse proof!

When he chose to design a new Kukri, Lynn looked to his many hours fighting in Cold 
Steel’s training facility for inspiration.  Where other companies look to hired help for 
their “knowledge”, standing on the shoulders of giants, Lynn and his team invested their 
own blood, sweat and tears, endlessly sparring with different prototypes looking for 
ways to improve upon this already near perfect design.

Lynn recognized that many of the qualities that make a great fighting knife also 
make a great bushcraft tool. A sharp blade, strong tip, good hand protection and a 
versatile handle are all key. Stripping the Kukri back to its bare basics, he then began 
re-designing the knife from the ground up. The re-imagined blade was presented at an 
entirely new angle, keeping the cutting power that made the Kukri the stuff of legend, 
but increasing its thrusting and piercing power. The handle, with its integral guard kept 
the user’s precious digits safe from harm while changing the balance and heft of the 
knife considerably.

The newly christened Royal Kukri was then extensively field-tested. Proving to be an 
outstanding multi-functional bush knife. Capable of the toughest bushcraft chores, from 
chopping firewood to dispatching wounded game, it also provided the comfort of a last 
resort self defense option.

With a rust resistant baked on matte black coating, the fully sharpened 1055 Carbon 
Steel blade is safely and securely held in a sturdy Cor-Ex™ sheath. 

sC97aM18 
Latin 
MaChete 
18" sheath 

sC97aM21 
Latin 
MaChete 
21" sheath

sC97aM24 
Latin 
MaChete 
24" sheath

sC97tM21 
two handed 
Latin MaChete 
sheath

97kMps 
kukri pLus 
MaChete

speCifiCations:
 kukri MagnuM roYaL kukri

 MaChete kukri MaCh. kukri MaCh. pLus MaCh. 
weight: 16 oz. 20.1 oz. 21.2 oz. 17.3 oz.
thiCk: 2.8MM 2.8MM 2.8MM 2.8MM

bLade: 13" 17" 15 1/2" 13"
oVeraLL: 18" 22" 20 3/4" 18"

NEW   97aM18d 18" Latin MaChete pLus 
 

 97aM18 18" Latin MaChete 

NEW   97aM21d 21" Latin MaChete pLus 

 97aM21 21" Latin MaChete 

NEW   97aM24d 24" Latin MaChete pLus 

 

 97aM24 24" Latin MaChete 

 97tM21 21" two handed  Latin MaChete

97kMsz
kukri MaChete 

97MkM
MagnuM kukri 
MaChete

97kMigs
roYaL kukri 
MaChete

18 incH latin macHete

21 incH latin macHete

24 incH latin macHete

21 incH tWo Handed
latin macHete

oPtional sHeatHs
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baronG macHete
The Barong is common throughout all of Southeast Asia. Often used as an agricultural tool, it is also 

known as a savagely effective implement of warfare. 
A popular blade style within the Filipino martial arts, the Barong has a fearsome reputation for 

inflicting massive wounds and deep slashing cuts. 
The Barong also makes an excellent bushcraft tool. Cleaving vines and branches with ease. Its 

classically shaped down-turned polypropylene handle anchors the blade in the hand and helps to resist 
centrifugal forces when making hard chopping or slashing strokes.

Its beautifully curved 18 inch leaf shaped blade is made from 1055 Carbon Steel with a baked on, matte 
black finish to aid in rust resistance, and each Barong comes complete with a Cor-Ex™ sheath for ease of 
carry and convenience of use.

Many of the employees here at Cold Steel, including our company President Lynn C. Thompson are 
practitioners of the Filipino Martial Arts and have great admiration for the Barong. We are proud to 
release this new interpretation of the classic Barong to our modern tactical machete offerings.

speCifiCations:
weight: 24 oz.
thiCk: 2.8 MM 
bLade: 18"     
oVeraLL: 24 1/2"

GladiUs macHete
Derived from the sword used by Celtic tribes of ancient Iberia (Spain) and adopted by the Roman 

Legions, the Gladius, with its long, narrow point and wasp waisted blade, was the scourge of the 
battlefield and often the last thing seen or felt by Rome’s enemies.

Ever popular, the Gladius is still in demand almost 2000 years later and is one of our most frequently 
requested swords to make, so we have decided to offer a modern version of this ancient classic in a very 
affordable machete/sword format.

Made from 1055 Carbon steel and hand sharpened to a murderous point and battle ready edge, it 
offers 18" of unprecedented piercing and slashing power at a bargain price. 

Sporting an extra wide, full tang for strength and a classically inspired handle, it offers the standard 
guard and ball shaped pommel of years gone by. Made of high impact Polypropylene, it’s impervious to 
the elements, rugged beyond belief and most importantly, comes compete with a sturdy Cor-Ex™ sheath 
and belt loop.

speCifiCations: 
weight: 27.2 oz.  
thiCk: 2.8 MM 
bLade: 18" 
oVeraLL: 25 7/8"

cUtlass macHete
Inspired by our 1917 Cutlass, our Cutlass Machete features a stiff, cut and thrust 1055 Carbon steel 

blade that’s just as useful for repelling boarders as it is for hacking a path through the blackberries to get 
to your favorite fishing hole. Complete with a steel reinforced knuckle bow guard and a sturdy Cor-Ex™ 
scabbard, it’s ready for your next adventure be it on land or sea. 

speCifiCations: 
weight: 26.6 oz. 
thiCk: 2.8 MM 
bLade: 24" 
oVeraLL: 30"

boWie  macHete
Cold Steel’s Bowie Point Machete is quick, fast, and lively in the hand, making it an outstanding 

slashing blade and admirable chopper. But its most winning attribute is its clipped point, which makes it 
an excellent piercing tool. It will penetrate just about any obstacle in its path and will lend itself to knife-
like utility jobs when a smaller handier blade is unavailable!

If you always wanted a Bowie knife, but could never afford one, the Cold Steel Bowie Machete can be 
yours for a fraction of the price. 

Fully sharpened, with a tough, baked-on matte black rust resistant coating and equipped with a sturdy 
Core-Ex™ sheath, you will be proud to add this Machete to your collection.

speCifiCations: 
weight: 16.2 oz.   
thiCk: 2.8MM

bLade: 12"     
oVeraLL: 17 5/8"

Garden & camP macHete
Our Garden & Camp Machete is our interpretation of a much-used agricultural tool from Africa. Cold 

Steel’s President Lynn C. Thompson has used them for many years, building blinds and hides and cutting 
grass when prepping shelters during his time hunting in Africa. He was impressed by their simple, utilitarian 
design and he soon realized that he always made sure there was at least one of these tools on hand before 
embarking on any prolonged hunting trip. It therefore made a lot of sense for him to begin exploring his 
own version of this African tool for an international audience.

Incredibly intuitive to use, the Garden & Camp Machete is a quick study in economy of motion. By 
slightly bending your knees and leisurely swinging the machete with a back and forth motion, you can make 
short work of many cutting tasks.  

Use it to trim the grass and weeds from your garden, or as a lightweight and handy cutting tool to 
clear brush from camp sites, hunting blinds and shooting lanes. Use it as a probe in long grass to look for 
obstructions, obstacles or varmints.  In a last ditch self-defense situation the Garden & Camp Machete 
is lighting fast, with exceptional reach and a formidable cutting edge that can strike from many different 
angles. 

Its strong, sharp and long double edged blade is super lightweight and a breeze to carry and use all 
day. Throw it in the trunk of your car, hang it from the back door of your cabin, keep it near your tent when 
camping or lash it to your backpack. You’ll find you quickly can’t imagine leaving the house for an outdoor 
adventure without one!

speCifiCations: 
weight: 18.1 oz. 
thiCk: 2 MM 
bLade: 26" 
oVeraLL: 32 1/2"

jUnGle macHete
Made from tough rigid 1055 carbon steel with a strong spring temper, it’s virtually unbreakable and 

offers the weight forward balance necessary to chop through vines, saplings, and brush and even trees with 
ease. What’s more, its sharp point offers plenty of belly for slashing or even skinning, and in an emergency, 
adds to its value as an improvised self defense tool. Sold fully sharpened, and shipped with a sturdy Cor-
Ex™ sheath, it’s ready for your jungle wherever it may be.

speCifiCations: 
weight: 22.8 oz. 
thiCk: 2.8 MM 
bLade: 16" 
oVeraLL: 22"

smatcHet
Cold Steel is proud to breathe new life into a classic World War II knife called the Smatchet.
Famed for its countless exploits in the trenches, the rubble-strewn streets and the thick jungle, it 

carved out a reputation for ferocious effectiveness that still echoes today.
A knife that gained much of its notoriety in the hellish melee of trench warfare, the Smatchet was all 

about function. Its flat, heavy blade struck fear into the enemy and provided a distinct psychological edge 
to the wielder. Just holding a Smatchet instilled confidence and a grim determination for getting the job 
done. Its very name became a byword for guts, glory and bravery. 

Our modern interpretation of this true military classic features the same instantly recognizable broad 
spear point and false edge with the addition of a strong, steel reinforced guard and rugged weather-proof 
handle with a generous lanyard hole in its contoured, comfortable and virtually unbreakable polypropylene 
handle. 

A formidable tool that can only be described as part machete, part short sword, our Smatchet is fully 
sharpened and coated with a rust resistant matte finish that is baked onto the 1055 Carbon Steel blade for 
extra durability.

Affordable, strong and reliable, the Smatchet is made to survive.
When you feel the comforting heft of the Smatchet hanging from your belt or pack in its Cor-Ex™ sheath 

you will know the confidence that comes from having a knife that can handle the very worst that the world 
has to throw at you.

speCifiCations: 
weight: 23 oz. 
thiCk: 2.8MM 
bLade: 14"  
oVeraLL:  19 3/4"

97baM18s
barong 

MaChete
97gMsz

gLadius 
MaChete

97drMs
CutLass 
MaChete

97bwM12s
bowie 

MaChete 

97gsM 
garden 
& CaMp 
MaChete

97jMs 
jungLe 
MaChete

97sMats 
sMatChet 
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neW cHinese 
sWord macHete

The latest addition to our much imitated but 
never equaled series of historically inspired sword 
/ machete hybrids, the Chinese Sword Machete 
mimics the look and design of our record breaking 
Chinese War Sword!

Its super wide, deeply 
curved blade will cut and shear 
astonishingly well, while its tough 
one-piece full-tang construction, 
with over molded polypropylene 
handles ensure maximum strength 
and durability.

Plasma cut from expertly heat 
treated 1055 carbon steel, and then 
hand ground and sharpened here at 
our Cold Steel HQ in Ventura CA, the 
Chinese War Sword Machete has a 
pronounced blade heavy design which 
facilitates amazing cutting power while 
not being unwieldy or clumsy.

Supplied with a custom made 
Cordura back sheath, this beast of a 
machete will out-perform many swords 
– and at a fraction of the cost!

97tMsts 
aLL terrain

Chopper 

tHai macHete
Taking inspiration from Thai swords in his personal collection and from 

his extensive training in the Thai Martial Arts, Lynn Thompson began 
exploring his own interpretation of a Thai sword in our Machete format.

Lynn has been an active practitioner of Thai Martial Arts since the 
early 1980s. Studying Thai Boxing with Bill Berg and the late Ernie Franco 
before exploring Muay Thai and Krabi Krabong in greater depth with his 
current training partner and instructor of over 13 years, 
Ron Balicki. 

The Thai Machete represents the culmination of over 4 
years of development and refinement. Like the Thai swords 
that inspired it, our Machete is beautifully balanced, with a 
keen cutting edge and a sharp tip. Though most commonly 
seen used in pairs when practicing traditional Thai fighting 
arts, these long curved blades are amazingly versatile. 
Light enough to swing one handed, but with a long enough 
handle to employ a two handed grip for extra leverage and 
cutting power.

The Thai Machete’s wide blade and curved cutting edge 
make it an excellent brush cutter. Slicing grass, vines and 
light foliage with ease. Its fully sharpened blade is made 
from the same tough 1055 Carbon Steel as the other classic 
blades in our incredibly popular Machete line up.  Its tough, 
traditional looking polypropylene handle has a flattened 
oval grip that won’t twist or turn in your hand, while its steel 
reinforced guard offers surprisingly good hand protection.

all terrain cHoPPer
The shining star of many of our recent performance tests, our new 

All Terrain Chopper will out-cut many Machetes, and even put some 
swords to shame! The sheer cutting power harnessed within the All 
Terrain Chopper’s big, wide, slant-tipped, fully sharpened blade has 
to be seen to be believed! A well-placed swipe from this powerhouse 
of a machete will lay waste to almost any obstacle the wilderness 
may lay before you. Worn either slung over the shoulder or across the 
back in its weight-distributing carry sheath, the All Terrain Chopper is 
surprisingly comfortable even when worn for extended periods of time.

Several of our crew members put our carry sheath to the 
test by wearing the All Terrain Chopper all day while 
working in our warehouse, training in our gym and 
going about their usual daily activities. Despite the 
size and heft of this Machete, all reported back 
that they found the All Terrain Chopper very easy 
to wear and that they quickly forgot they were even 
carrying it!

Exhaustively field tested in Australia by Lynn C. 
Thompson the All Terrain Chopper proved to be a 
stalwart hunting and wilderness survival companion. 
More than just a machete, and the next best thing to 
an axe, it packed astonishing chopping power into an 
easy to carry package.

A great addition to a load out, the All Terrain 
Chopper delivers superb performance when you need it.

tWo Handed Katana 
macHete

As a young man Lynn C. Thompson was already studying and 
training in a variety of fighting arts. He always dreamed 
of owning a Katana, but even a lower priced World 
War II era sword was far too expensive, often costing 
hundreds and hundreds of dollars! That’s why, over 30 
years later Lynn created his Katana Machete. 

Made in our factory in South Africa, its fully 
sharpened blade with its modern tactical Tanto 
point is heat treated to a tough spring temper. 
Sporting a black, baked-on anti-rust finish, it’s 
tough, reliable and almost impervious to the 
elements.

To facilitate one or two-handed use, Lynn 
paired the blade with a long, extra tough, 
injection molded polypropylene handle with a 
sturdy cross guard.

An excellent bushcraft tool, capable machete, 
and superb beginner’s Katana, the Katana Machete 
is equally at home clearing brush in the wilderness 
and cutting Tatami Mats in your back yard. Now, 
Lynn has increased the blade length of the Machete 
to 24 inches! Packing even more cutting power into 
this super-affordable modern Katana.

tWo Handed 
KUKri 
macHete

Our two handed Kukri Machete has 
proven to be a highly praised addition to 
our Machete line up. It offers phenomenal 
cutting performance as an agricultural, 
camping, gardening and survival 
tool; cutting trees saplings, 
vines, thorn bushes, cane, 
reeds, bamboo, corn 
stocks and sugar cane 
with equal ease.

It is also a popular 
choice as a last ditch self-
defense tool, as its short 
broad blade and sharp 
point offer astonishing 
cutting power and 
thrusting potential –and 
when combined with the 
huge reach and leverage 
afforded by its oversized 
handle, it’s truly a force 
to be reckoned with. 

tWo 
Handed 
macHete

Strong, rugged and 
reliable, the Two Handed 
Machete packs a huge 
amount of chopping 
power into a surprisingly 
lightweight package. 
Perfectly balanced, it 
works amazingly well 
with either one or two 
hands. Its long handle 
counter balances the 
blade making it a joy 
to use.

Easily carried on the 
back, it’s lighter and 
more versatile than 
any axe, and (thanks 
to its long handle) it 
has far greater reach 
than almost all of 
the machetes on the 
market today.

  NEW  
97tCsMs 
Chinese sword 
MaChete

NEW  
97tkMs
taCtiCaL katana MaChete 

97thaMs 
thai MaChete

97thkLs 
two handed 
katana MaChete

97thM 
two handed 
MaChete

97thkg 
two handed 
kukri 
MaChete

sC97thkg 
two handed 
kukri 
MaChete 
optionaL 
sheath

speCifiCations: bLade  oVeraLL thiCk weight

thai MaChete: 22" 36 1/2" 2.8 MM 29.4 oz.
taCtiCaL katana: 24" 36 1/4" 2.8 MM 35.2 oz.
two handed katana: 24" 40 1/2" 2.8 MM 34.3 oz.
steeL:  aLL are 1055 Carbon.    baked on anti rust Matte finish

speCifiCations: bLade  oVeraLL thiCk weight

two handed kukri: 12 3/4" 33 1/2" 2.8 MM  32 oz.
two handed: 11 1/4" 32" 2 MM 30.9 oz.
Chinese sword: 24" 38" 2.8 MM 41.2 oz.
aLL terrain Chopper: 21 1/2" 30 1/2" 2.8 MM 36.2 oz.
steeL:  aLL are 1055 Carbon.    baked on anti rust Matte finish

neW tactical 
Katana macHete

The latest addition to our Katana Machete series, 
the Tactical Katana is closely modeled after our 
hugely popular and record breaking Warrior Series 
Katana.

With its deeply curved blade, it offers more 
“sword-like” cutting performance; 
and with its broad full tang, solid 
steel tsuba and injection over-molded 
high impact polymer handle, it’s 
incredibly durable.

We spared no 
expense to re-create 
the look of a traditional 
cord wrapped handle, 
Fuchi and Kashira but 
used modern materials 

that will not shrink, warp, tarnish or rot 
and require very little maintenance to 
retain peak performance.

Fully sharpened right here in our 
Ventura HQ, the Tactical Katana Machete 
comes complete with a Cordura back 
sheath for ease of carry and storage.
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disc one:
• Empty Hand vs. 

Empty Hand
• The Sash Method
• The Double Weave

disc tWo:
• The Double Weave
• The Single Weave

eXtras:
• Dan Inosanto 
 teaching the 

Sarong
• The Sarong vs. 

The Knife

ron balicKi’s 
tHe fiGHtinG
saronG

Ron Balicki will take you through a comprehensive look 
at the Indonesian and Filipino art of “The Fighting Sarong”.  
To date this art is relatively unknown to the world.  Ron has 
trained in Sarong fighting for over 20 years and is sharing his 
vast knowledge with you today.  You will learn how to use the 
sarong against an attacker who comes at you with punches, 
kicks and grappling.  Learn what to do if your opponent tries to 
counter you or grab onto your sarong.  Ron will also teach you 
how to use the sarong to defend yourself against a knife.  In 
this series you will also get a special section taught by Martial 
Arts legend Guro Dan Inosanto.

ron balicKi’s
filiPino 
boXinG  

In this DVD series you will learn the traditional Filipino 
boxing method using empty hands instead of gloves. 
Developed during the heyday of bare-knuckle boxing, it has 
surprised and confounded the traditional “western style” 
boxer for more than a century. This is because it is not just 
a fist-oriented art, it teaches you how to use your whole 
body to subdue or drive off an attacker. These instructional 
DVD’s will take you where no other video boxing training 
has attempted to go before. Whether you’re a novice or 
experienced fighter, this video series has something of great 
value for you.

ron Will teacH yoU:
• Basic On Guard Stances
• Footwork Methods and Drills
• 30 Different Punching Methods, 
 Including Ron’s Famous Long Range Uppercut
• Multiple Kicking, Kneeing and Elbow Techniques
• Basic to Advanced Defense with Special Emphasis   

on Attacking and Destroying Incoming Punches and Kicks 
Using your Fists, Elbows, Knees and Feet  

• Filipino Trapping Hand Drills 
 – Single Hand & Double Hand
• Multiple Kicking Flow Drills
• Filipino Wrestling/Submission Grappling 
 – Joint/Lock Combinations 

“Ron Balicki’s video on the 
flexible weapons of the sarong 
and malong is educational and 

informative as well as entertaining.  
It is a must for the multi-

dimensional minded martial artist 
of this decade. His presentation 

is easy to follow and learn and any 
martial artist should really benefit 
from this video regardless of style 

or system.”

—Dan Inosanto

ron balicKi’s
jUn fan 
jeet KUne do
instrUctor series
VolUmes 1-2 (beGinninG):
• Stances, Footwork, & Basic Kickboxing 
• Introduction to Trapping Drills & Entries
• Ung Moon (5 Gates) & Wooden Dummy
VolUmes 3-6 (intermediate):
• Intermediate Focus Mitt Drills, Sidekick Counters & Focus 

Mitt Trapping
• Trapping Sectors, Praying Mantis Drill, Don Chi Sao 
 (Single Sticky Hand), Chi Sao (Double Sticky  Hands)
• Loy Pac Sao, Biu Gee, Jow Sao & Ping Choy Gua Choy  Series
• Si Lum Tao & Wooden Dummy #1-6
VolUme 7 (adVanced):
• Advanced Focus Mitt Drills
• Advanced Biu Gee, Jow Sao, Double 
 Pac Sao & Ping Choy Gua Choy Series
• Advanced Reference Point Drills
• Grappling, Chi Sao (Double Sticky Hands) 
 &  Wooden Dummy #1-9
VolUme 8 (instrUctor):
• Jow Sao Series (The Helix)
• Split Entries Focus Mitts
• Chi Sao Instructor Level
• Wooden Dummy #1-10

eXtras:
•  Sifu Dan Inosanto Teaches
•  Extra Footage  of Ron Balicki 
 (including demos)

tHe fiGHtinG 
macHete

Machetes are some of the most common 
and useful tools in the world. They are used 
on ranches, farms and orchards or wherever 
thick brush or dense jungle abound, their long 
wide blades get the job done. But the Machete 
is more than just a tool. In a self defense 
emergency, it can also double as a big knife, 
or short sword capable of cutting, slashing, 
smashing or piercing just about anything in 
its path. In this instructional DVD series, Lynn 
Thompson teaches you how to harness the full 
self defense potential of these versatile blades.

featUrinG...
• Advantages and Disadvantages of 

the Machete as a Weapon.
• How to Choose a Machete, Sharpen 

it, and Customize it.
• How to Grip your Machete and 

Carry and Conceal it.
• Multiple On-Guard Stances and 

Common Faults to Avoid.
• Footwork - Over 26 Footwork 

Techniques are Taught!
• 7 Methods of Employing the Point - 

Including Reverse Grip Methods.
• 13 Methods of Employing the Razor 

Edge of your Machete.

• Hitting, Smashing, and Hammering Utilizing the Flat of the 
Blade and Spine of your Machete

• Defensive Tactics Utilizing Footwork and Avoidance Patterns
• 13 Ways to use your Machete to Block or Parry Incoming 

Attacks
• Defeating Disarm Attempts
• Defeating the Charge on Take-Down 

Attempts
• Fighting from the Standing Grapple (Clinch)
• How to Create and Identify an Opening in an 

Opponent's Defense.
• And Much Much More.

fiGHtinG WitH tHe 
saber & cUtlass

“Fighting with the Saber and Cutlass” is really not for people who are only interested 
in gaining dexterity in sport fencing or to learn the superficial choreographic techniques 
used for stage and screen.  There are plenty of resources available on the market 
for learning those skills.   This DVD set is designed as a serious, straightforward, and 
focused course dealing solely with the combative use of the saber and cutlass.  

The series begins by illustrating how to properly oppose an opponent who is armed 
with a weapon that is similar to your own.  This is the best way to build the necessary 
foundation of skills, techniques, and eye-hand coordination that will allow you to oppose 
a wide spectrum of adversaries who are armed with all kinds of street weapons.

After learning and refining these basic skills you will be ready to progress to the 
seldom taught subjects of infighting, grappling, and brawling with a saber.  There is even 
a section on how to throw a saber with great effect in a combat situation.

coVered toPics:
•  Gripping Methods.
•  Ready Stance or On Guard Position.
•  Footwork Methods & Fighting Ranges.
•  Seven Primary Cutting Methods.
•  Five Primary Thrusting Methods.
•  8 Essential Parries.

•  How to Recognize and Create Openings.
•  Cut, Thrust, and Parry Drills & Ripostes.
• Strategy, Infighting, Grappling, and 

Brawling.
•  Throwing the Saber or Cutlass.

oPtional sHeatHs
Sold separately

sC97LbM boLo MaChete sheath

sC97LhM heaVY MaChete sheath

sC97LpM panga MaChete sheath

VdfsC  fighting with the saber and CutLass    2 disC set   approX. 6 hrs.

Vdjkd   ron baLiCki’s 
jun fan jeet kune do

4 disC set   
approX.  8 hrs.

Vdfs  
the fighting sarong

2 disC set  
approX.  3 3/4 hrs.

Vdfb   
ron baLiCki’s 
fiLipino boXing 
3 disC set  
approX. 5 1/2 hrs.

VdfM   
the fighting MaChete

3 disC set approX. 9 hrs.

HeaVy 
macHete

One of heaviest machetes 
we make.  The blade widens 
toward the tip for maximum 
cutting and chopping power.

bolo macHete
Known throughout Asia and Pacific Rim, 

the Bolo Machete features a “fat” point 
that shifts its weight forward where it can 
do the most good when heavy chopping 
or slashing is called for.  When used as 
a survival tool, it will open a coconut or 
chop down a tree with equal ease.

PanGa 
macHete

The standard machete 
for the entire African 
continent.  It’s excellent 
for cutting thick brush 
and chopping down 
saplings and small trees. 

tHe fiGHtinG tomaHaWK
The Tomahawk is a uniquely American invention.  It can double as either a highly 

useful tool or as a ferocious piece of weaponry.  It is, in fact, these two attributes that 
have endeared the Tomahawk to generations of countless Americans. Tomahawks, 
in many variations, have seen service in every armed conflict in our nation’s history.   
Unfortunately, up until now, there has been very little formal instruction on how to 
exploit the versatility of the Tomahawk and take advantage of its full potential as a 
weapon.  That is why Cold Steel is presenting , The Fighting Tomahawk.

coVered toPics:
• Advantages as a weapon and customizing your Tomahawk
• Specialized training; Safety     •  Gripping methods & Fighting stances and postures 
• Stabbing, slapping, hammering gouging,and sawing
• Chopping, cutting, slashing, & hacking
• Pushing, pulling, and hooking.   • Disarm defenses.  •  Stopping the charge
•  Strength and agility drills    •  Fight strategy     •  Distance judging drills  
•  Identifying an enemy's weakness   •  Creating & exploiting openings or opportunities  
• Avoiding blows, stop hitting, counter slashing, blocking, parrying, and using the 

empty hand     • Sparring drills, & actual sparring        •  Opposing other weapons

Vdft     the fighting toMahawk       2 disC set  approX. 4 1/2 hrs.

97LhM 
heaVY 
MaChete

97LbM 
boLo 
MaChete

97LpM
panga 
MaChete

speCifiCations: 
aLL ModeLs haVe poLYpropYLene handLes and are 
Made froM 1055 Carbon steeL with a baked on 
anti rust Matte finish

naMe bLade weight thiCk oVeraLL 
boLo.: 18" 19 oz. 2MM 23 5/8"
panga: 18" 21.4 oz. 2MM 23 5/8"
heaVY: 14 5/8" 24 oz. 2MM 20 1/4
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deatH doWn Under
Come on the hunting adventure of a lifetime with world-

renowned hunter and martial artist Lynn Thompson, as he 
travels throughout Australia. On this journey, you’ll head into 
the rugged outback of the Northern Territories where Lynn 
will put his skills to the test, hunting huge Asian Buffalo.

Asian Buffalo are bigger in body size than the African Cape 
Buffalo. They have much thicker skin and are notorious for 
being far tougher and more challenging to kill.

Lynn will then travel from the Northern Territories 
to Southern Australia to hunt trophy Red Deer and Elk. 
Additionally, he will be assisting property owners and various 
government departments throughout Australia to cull 
Buffalo, Red Deer, Fallow Deer and other pest animals that 

threaten local crops 
and livestock. 

This video features 
non-stop action 
and footage of over 
thirty days of hunting 
throughout Australia. 
You’ll see over 100 
animals fall to Lynn’s 
trusty rifles.

Vddu 
death down under

approX. 60 Min.

HandGUn HUntinG 
doWn Under

Imagine experiencing a hunting trip where you truly didn’t 
know if you’d come back in one piece? Lynn C. Thompson, came 
close while hunting the “outback” of Australia. 
One small mistake while trekking through the bush could have 
easily meant he’d be steam rolled by a 2000 pound Buffalo or 
get gored by a vicious wild boar. And that’s not including other 
deadly challenges such as, venomous snakes, huge saltwater 
crocodiles and shark-infested rivers.

Always drawn to a new challenge, Lynn is potentially the first 
big game hunter in the world to take the Big Five (Elephant, 
Cape Buffalo, Rhino, Hippo and the Lion) and the Dangerous 
Seven (the Big Five plus the Leopard and the Crocodile) with an 
iron sighted handgun. And in this video, you will see his skills 
put to the test yet again.

Share in this unique hunting experience “Down Under” 
as he takes on huge 
Asian Buffalo and wild 
boar of Australia with 
his trusty Ruger® .44 
Magnum Redhawk® 
and Super Redhawk® 
revolvers. In his 30 day 
hunt throughout the 
Northern Territories, 
Lynn will take them all 
on, armed only with his 
.44 Magnum revolver and 
his favorite Hornady® 
Ammunition.

Vdhh  handgun hunting 
down under 
approX. 105 Min.

95sLb    sjaMbok 54" 
95sMb   sjaMbok 42"
speCifiCations:
handLe:   10 1/4"        
diaMeter at tip:  1/2" 
kraY-eX™ handLe

sjamboK
In Africa, the Sjambok (Sham-Bawk) 

is a cattle prod, a whip, a riding crop and 
a means of self-protection. Unlike most 

western style whips, the Sjambok is 
not plaited from thin leather thongs. 
Instead, it is carved whole out of 
very thick Hippopotamus hide. 
Its considerable reach, lightning 
speed and devastating impact have 
built it quite a reputation as a sure 
defense against deadly snakes. 
Since the Sjambok is swung like a 
rod or stick and not cracked like a 
conventional western style whip, 
the weight, speed and flexibility of 

the Sjambok’s lash does all the work 
and little skill is required to wield it 
effectively.

Today Hippo hide is pretty scarce 
and not commercially viable, so we’ve 
made a synthetic version of the classic 
Sjambok. Featuring a thick, beefy lash, 
injection molded from polypropylene 
and equipped with a soft comfortable 
Kray-Ex™ handle designed to resemble 
braided leather, our synthetic Sjambok 
rivals the look and performance of 
even the most expensive originals. 
And, since it’s made entirely from 
super tough plastic, it’s impervious 
to the elements and will never break, 
crack, shrink or mildew like leather is 
prone to do.

Keep a Sjambok handy in your 
vehicle. Lay it across the dash, stash 
it behind the seat or toss it in the bed, 
trunk or boot. Hang one on the wall 
near the door of your home, shop, 
barn, coop or kennel. Our Sjambok 
is sure to be the most useful and 
effective whip you have ever owned.

neVer Unarmed®  
A free man has the unalienable, God given right to defend his person, family, loved ones 

and property from violent assault, unlawful seizure, confiscation, or trespass. Since firearms 
are currently at the top of the force continuum it is essential that a free man possess them 
in abundance and be skilled in their use or he will not long enjoy his precious freedom. Never 
Unarmed® is a very broad look at an enormously wide subject; the firearms and ammunition you 
need to own or acquire for recreation, hunting, survival, and self-defense. 

Filmed over 2 1/2 years, it’s a HUGE undertaking and features Lynn C. Thompson with 
the gloves off as he discusses the pros and cons of air guns, .22 handguns,  .22 rifles, mini 
revolvers, pocket pistols, service revolvers, service pistols, big bore handguns, single shot 
handguns, single shot rifles, double rifles, bolt action rifles, pump action rifles, lever action 
rifles, semi auto rifles, single and double shotguns, pump action shotguns, and semi automatic 
shotguns.

In format, Never Unarmed® will be mostly show and tell, with tactical and training insights 
from time to time, as well as thought provoking demonstrations regarding the use of cover, 
concealment, improvised fighting positions, home-made shields and much much more. 
At times the presentation can become quite graphic as Lynn teaches how to defend yourself 
against dangerous animals as well as how to neutralize violent human adversaries. 

Meant for an international audience, it offers lots of options for those who don’t enjoy the 
freedom, security and access to justice we do in the U.S.A. and are already severely restricted 
in their ability to keep and bear arms.

Absolutely full of non stop action, graphic demonstrations, and exciting feats of speed, 
accuracy, and fire power, Never Unarmed® is guaranteed to blow you away and change the way 
you look at and think about firearms forever. 

Vdnu    neVer unarMed 
6 disC set. approX.  19 hrs.

disc 3: 
VolUme 5
Offense: 
• How to recognize and exploit the 21 common 

openings or weaknesses in your opponent’s 
defense.

• 5 principles in creating openings, & the 11 pillars 
of strategy.

VolUme 6
Training Drills & Sparring:
• Training drills that will develop the skills and 

attributes needed to spar.
• Actual sparring instruction and demonstrations.

disc 1: 
VolUme 1
Intro to Long Range Knife Fighting: 
• The three ranges of knife fighting.
• The types of knives you may  encounter and 

demos of their cutting and piercing power.  
• Concealing a knife.
• Make a Cold Steel® trainer.
• A knife must be strong and sharp.
• How to grip the fighting knife. 

VolUme 2
On Guard Stance & Footwork: 
• The clock concept, our basic on guard stance.
• Mistakes in assuming the fighting stance.
• Footwork: This is an absolute “must-have” 

DVD as there are no knife fighters of any 
consequence out there who don’t  possess 
superior footwork.

Warrior’s edGe® 
I am not enamored with the saying: “If you get in a knife fight, expect to be cut.”  That saying condemns even a highly 

skilled knife fighter to be wounded, disfigured, disabled or even killed if ever forced to put his training with a blade to the 
test.  This is why I have spent an enormous amount of time in full contact sparring with my training partners to develop 
a knife fighting method that allows the properly trained fighter to vanquish his enemy with minimal risk of being cut or 
stabbed in the process.

I have borrowed heavily from Western Fencing, and Filipino Martial Arts, including Lameco Escrima, Japanese Ken Jitsu, 
and Western Boxing as well.  I have even added techniques and methods that are entirely my own.

The result of this effort is a knife fighting method which stresses the avoidance of close range in favor of long range 
techniques aided by footwork, rhythm, timing, speed and superior tactics and strategy.  I guarantee that if you study 
these videos faithfully and practice diligently with a training partner you will gain the skill and ability necessary to give 
you a huge advantage if ever forced to defend your life or a loved one’s with a fighting knife.

                                                                                                      — Lynn C. Thompson, Cold Steel President 

self defense
WitH tHe sjamboK

In addition to its use as a cattle prod, whip, and a means of self 
protection, the African Sjambok is also known as a formidable snake 
killer. Its considerable reach, lightning speed and devastating impact 
make child’s play of dispatching some of the biggest snakes. And you 
can imagine how devastatingly effective it is on two legged predators 
as well. A light blow can raise a serious welt while a heavy stroke can 
cut through thick clothing as efficiently as a razor, leaving a fearsome 
yet non-lethal wound. In this DVD,  Lynn Thompson, President of Cold 
Steel® will teach you how to use the Sjambok to defend yourself and 
your loved ones.

some of tHe sUbjects coVered...
• Advantages of the Sjambok as a weapon.   
•  Gripping methods.     •   Fighting stances.   •  Footwork
•  Pommel strikes     •   Training equipment and safety  
•  Pushing, pulling, and hooking  •  Defeating disarm attempts
•  One and two handed striking methods
•  Using footwork to avoid blows   • Smashing, choking, and sawing
• Encircling, trapping, tripping, and uprooting     
• Defeating the charge     •  Defeating the standing grapple  
•  Defending your weapon hand, 

stop hitting, counter slashing, 
parrying,  and blocking.

Vdfsk 
seLf defense with the sjaMbok

2 disC set  
approX. 4 3/4 hrs.

disc 2: 
VolUme 3
Thrusts & Slashes: 
• How to use the point of your fighting knife to execute 

the rake, speed jab, power stab, and épée thrust as 
well as elliptical and circular stabbing methods.  

• How to use the edge of your knife to slash cut, chop, 
hack, snap cut and vertical whip.

• The twelve angles of attack.

VolUme 4
Defense: 
• Use defensive footwork & evasion techniques
• How to defend against attacks on your knife hand.
• Parrying, stop hitting, counter slashing and stabbing 

and blocking with your knife edge.
• Using the empty hand to stop-hit, beat, parry, block, 

tap, and chop.
• The concept of Mai (judging distance).

Vdwep warrior’s edge 
3 disC set  approX. 7 hrs.

stUn, staGGer and stoP
If you are suddenly attacked, a heavy walking stick or stout cane 

can be a great comfort. This DVD set will give you the necessary skill 
and confidence to overcome muggers, gang members, and other street 
lowlifes determined to attack you or members of your family. 

tHis dVd coVers...
•  The Power Stroke  •  The Fan  •  The Drop Stroke  •  The Flurry  
• The Wrap Stroke   •   The Punyo   •   The Redondo    
• How to build strength, agility, & power in your strikes.
•  Perfecting your defense by learning how to stop hit, counter slash, 

block, parry, pass and shield.     •  Hitting using one or both hands.
• How to defend yourself against an opponent who’s trying to wrest 

your stick from you, using one or even both hands.
•  Demos of the multiple ways to fight off an opponent who charges and 

tries to grapple you to the ground.
•  How to escape from a standing grapple or how to get back into the 

fight if you are dragged to the ground.
• Our strategy and tactics for dealing with multiple attackers, edged 

weapons, and blunt impact weapons.

VdsC
stun, stagger and stop 
2 disC set     
approX. 5 1/4 hrs.
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NEW  
14akVg
ak-47 fieLd knife

speCifiCations:
weight: 11.1 oz.
thiCk: 5MM 
bLade: 5 1/2" 
handLe: 4 7/8" od green g-10
steeL: u.s. CpM 3-V high Carbon 
 with dLC Coating

oVeraLL: 10 3/8"

neW aK-47 field Knife
Our AK-47 series folding knives have set the standard for hard use tactical folders. A firm favorite 

with military personnel and special units, these rugged, dependable folding knives have seen use all 
over the world and in several conflict zones, and have been in our line up in various iterations for 

almost a decade.
When we decided to explore designs for a new multi-purpose fixed blade field knife that 
would be suitable for military use, we kept coming back to the AK-47.

Our AK-47 Field Knife is enormously sturdy and amazingly effective. With robust 
solid steel construction, full width tang and American G-10 scales – it is 

function personified!
Expertly crafted from CPM 3-V High Carbon super-steel, the AK-47 
Field Knife is then DLC (Diamond like Coated) from the tip of its 

beefy saber ground clip point blade to its oversized striking 
pommel; ensuring an unbelievably strong, razor sharp blade 

with a hard wearing virtually scratch resistant surface.
Supplied with our highly versatile Military 
standard Secure-Ex sheath, the AK-47 Field 

Knife is ready to take on any challenge!


